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The Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont Judicial 
Education Committees present: 

October 11-14,2000 
Killington Grand Resort - Killington, VT 

TRI-STATE 2000 - GENETICS IN THE COURTS 

Wednesday, October 7 7,2000 

2:OO - 500 Registration 

5:OO - 5:20 Wekome 
Hon. Jeffrey Amestoy, Chief Justice, Vermont Supreme Court 
Hon. James Morse, Vermont Supreme Court, Conference chair 
Linda Ashworth, Lawrence Livermore Nat'l. Lab., Chief Science Advisor 

Introductoty Presentation: "The Way Life Works" 
Dr.,Mablon Hoagland and Bert Dodson A member of the National 
Academy of Sciences and an acclaimed artist present the relevant biology. 

Opening Reception (Cash bar) 
This is an opportunity for judicial participants, science and ethics advisors 
and guests to meet on an informal basis. 

5:20 - 6:15 

6:15 - 7:OO 

7:OO Dinner 

8:OO - 8:20 "What is the Human Geno 
Biological and Enviro'nmental Research, U.S. Dept. of Energy. Includes a 

Project?" Dr. Dan Drell, Office of 
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Thursday, October 72,2000 ..._ 
a 
t 

7:OO - 8:30 Breaymt buffet 

8:30 - 8:45 "Genetics and Justice - The Future Ain 't m a t  it Used to Be" Hon. Barbara 
Rothstein, U.S. District Court, Washington, and foundirlg bozrd mr.mber, 
Einstein Institute for Science, Health, and the Courts (hLY,YFiA C) 

8:45 - 9:30 "Cellular One - A  Primer on DNA, Genes, and Protein5 
An introduction to the machinery of life. 

Liwh Ashwoorth 

Commentary: Dr. Peter Ray & Dr. Michael Dougherty 

9:30 - 10:30 "Cellular Two - How Inheritance Works" Dr. Lynn Jorde 
How does heredity work? How do mutations happen, and what is their effect? 

Commentary: Dr. Janet Bayleron & Linda Ash~wth 

10:30 - 11 :00 Break during which scientists remain in room for questhis - 
too foolish." 

1 1 :00 - 12:OO "Ethical, Social, and Religious Implications of the New Genelics" 
Dr. Ron Green 

Commentary: Dr. Jon Miller, Dr. Heidi Feldman Rr Hon. Mawq' Teachout 

12100 - 1~15 

1~15 - 2:OO 

2:OO - 3:OO 

3:15 - 3:45 

3:45 - 4:15 

4~15 - 6:15 

6~15 - 7~15 

7:15 

Lunch 

"Genetic testing" 
"How are genetic tests in Gina 's case done?" Dr. Lynn Jorde 
'Can a genetic test come out wrong?" Dr. Peter Ray 
"What do the courts expect of genetic testing labs" Hou. Andrew Rlr:ad 

First Adjudication Clinic - A ward of the state becomes pregnant; a potmtial 
father is suspected of having the gene associated with Down's Syndrome. 

"How Alike Are We?" Dr. Peter Ray 
Humans, chimps, mice, even h i t  flies are genetically similar. What does this 
tell us about how life originated? What are the implications for humxi Imltl- '  

Commentary: Dr. Karen Rasmussen & Hon. James Bazrj 

"Biomarkers - what are they and why should you care?" Dr. Dick Alberilni 
A discussion of how we assess susceptibility to environmental contaminants. 

Commentary: Dr. Grace Spatafora & Hon. Bruce Mohl 

Free time 

Social Hour (Cash bar) 

Dinner - "Science and the Public" Dr. Jon Miller 



Friday, October 13,2000 

7:OO - 8:30 Breayirst buflet I 

8:30 - 9:15 "Shakespeare and Huxley on Cloning: Much Ado About Nothing or A Brave 

why are researchers cloning cows? What's the state of the science? Are 
humans next? 

N a y  World" Dr. Michael Dougherty . 

Commentary: Dr. Julie Millard & Dr. Heidi Feldman 

9: 15 - 1O:OO "Genes YS. Environment - Where Do We Stand?" Dr. Karen Rasmussen 
How do nature. and nurture balance each other? 

Commentary: Dr. Ray Crowe & Dr. Dan Drell 

1O:OO - 10:30 Break 

10:30 - 11:15 "Gene Xherapy -Dreams and Reality" Dr. Lynn Jorde 
What is the state of this new science for treating genetic illnesses and 
predisposition? 

Commentary: Dr. Ronald Green & Rachael Wallace-Brodeur 

1 1 : 15 - 12:OO "CeneticallyModij?ed Plants and Foods" Dr. Grace Spatafora 
Commentary: Dr. Mike Dougherty & Dr. Jon Miller 

12:OO - 1:30 

1 :30 - 2~30 

2:40 - 3:30 

3~40 - 4:OO 

4:OO - 6:15 

6:15 - 7:15 

7:15 

Lunch 

Second AGudication Clinic - Bees upset the expectations of an organic peanut 
farmer and a GM peanut farmer. 

Behavioral Genetics: "My Genes Made Me Do It" Dr. Sam Barondes & Dr. 
Raymond Crowe 

Scientists remain in mom for questions - "No question is too foolish. It 

Free time 

Social Hour (Cash Bar) 
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Saturday, Ocfober f42000 

7:OO - 8:30 Brea&st bu-et 

8:30 - 9:30 "Ethical Issues" Dr. Ronald Green, Dr. Heidi Feldman, Dr. Grace Spatafora, 
& Hon. Linda Dalianis 
A group discussion of genetics-related ethics issues raised during this 
conference. Moderated by Hon. James Morse 

9:30 - 10:30 l%ird Aqudication Clinic - The claim that aggressive behavior may be 
genes is raised in a criminal case. 

10:30 - 10:45 Break 

10:45 - 1 1 : 15 Genetics Jeopardy 

1 1 : 15 - 1 1 :30 Questions, wrap-up, fill out evaluations, and adjournment 
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Or. Richard J, Albertini 
University of Vermont 
Genetic Toxicology Laboratory 
32 N. Prospect Street 
Burlington, VT 05401 

fax: 882-656-8333 
e-mai I: ral berti@zoo.m.edu 

- ,  

ph: 802-656-8346 

Ms. Linda K. Ashworth 
Chief Science Advisor 
Biology and Biotechnology 
Program 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
7000 East Ave., L-441 
Livermore, CA 94550 
ph: 925-422-5665 
fax: 925-422-8657 
emai I: ash wort hl@ Ilnl.clov 

Or. Samuel Barodes ' 

Professor of Psychiatry 
UC Sun Francisco 
San Francisco, CA 94143-0984 
ph: 415-476-7066 
fax: 4 15-476 -73 20 

489 State St. 
PO Box 404 

ph: 207-973-7352 
e-mai I: j bwleran@em h.org 

Or. Heather Miller Coyle 
Department of  Public Safety 
Division of Forensic Science Services 
bNA/Database Unit 
278 Colony Street 
Meriden, CT 06451 
ph: 203-694-6529 
fax: 203-639-6485 
email: C4ensic@yahoo.com or 
woof ian@aol.com 

Or. Raymond R. Crowe 
Psychiatry Research, MEB 
University o f  Iowa 
College of Medicine 
Iowa City, I A  52242-1000 
3 19-353-423 2 
fax: 319-353-3003 
email: ray-crowe@uiowa.edu 

Mr. Bert bdson 
Kidderhood Rd. 
Bradford, VT 05033 
ph: 802-222-5403 
fa :  802-222-9903 
email: bdod@sover.net 

Or. Michael Oougherty 

fax: 804-223-6374 
email: tnichaeldC9 hsc.edu 

mailto:berti@zoo.m.edu
mailto:C4ensic@yahoo.com
mailto:ian@aol.com
mailto:ray-crowe@uiowa.edu
mailto:bdod@sover.net
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- " br. Daniel Drell 
S C-72 /GTN 
Off ice of Biological and Environmental 
Research Bicentennial Hall 350 
U.S. Dept of  Energy 

Germantown, MD 20874-1290 fax: 802-443-2072 
ph: 301-903-4742 email: jkavaler@middlebuw.edu 

email: daniel.drell@science.doeaov 

Or. Heidi Li Feldman 
Georgetown University Law School 
600 New Jersey Ave., NW 
Washington, DC ZOO01 

email: feldmanh@wpaate.law3.~eorsetown.edu fax: 207 872-3555 

Or, Ronald M. Green 
Dartmouth College Or. Jon Miller 
603 1 Parker House 
Hanover, NH 03755-3500 
ph: 603-646-1263 Chicago, IL 60611 
fa :  603-646-2652 
email: ronald.m.sreen@dartmouth.edu fax: 312-503-2521 

Dr, Mahlon Hoagland 
P.O. Box 183 
Thetford, VT 05074 
ph: 802-785-2233 Dept. o f  Pathology 

Or. Lynn Jorde Hanover, NH 

University of Utah fax: 603-650-4845 
15 North 2030 East, Rm 2100 
Salt Lake City, UT 84112 

ernail: Ibj@thor.med.utah.edu 

Dr. Joshua Kavaler 
Middlebury College 

Middlebury, VT 05753 
19901 Germantown Rd. ph: 802-443-3233 

fa~:301-903-8521 

Dr . Julie Millard 
Chemistry Dept. Keyes 301 
Colby College 
Box 5575 Mayflower Hill 
Waterviile, ME 04901 

ph: 202-662-9396 ph: 207-872-3311 

email: jtmillar@colbv.edu 

Northwestern University 
303 E. Chicago, Ave., Rm. 18-143 

ph: 312-503-1431 (sec. Lindu) 

email: j-miIler8@northwestern.edu 

br. Jonathan P. Park 

Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center 

Eccles Institute for Human Genetics ph: 603-650-7790 

email: jpp@dartmout h.edu 

ph: 801-501-4566 

mailto:jkavaler@middlebuw.edu
mailto:ronald.m.sreen@dartmouth.edu
mailto:Ibj@thor.med.utah.edu
mailto:jtmillar@colbv.edu
mailto:j-miIler8@northwestern.edu


Or. Karen Rasmussen 
Maine Center for Cancer Medicine 
100 U.S. Route 1 Unite 108 
Scarborough, ME 04074 

fax: 207-885-7610 
email: rasmuk@poa.mmc.org 

ph: 207-885-7675 

Or. Peter Ray 
Department of Genetics 
The Hospital for Sick Children 
555 University Ave. 
Toronto, Ont. CANADA M5G 1x8 
ph: 416-813-6590 
fa: 416-813-n32 
email: peter.ra~@sickkids.on.ca 

Hon. Barbara Rothstein 
US. Courthouse 
1010 Fifth Ave. 
Seattle Washington 98101 

emai I: Barbara-Rothstei n@ ce9.uscourts.gov 
ph: 206-553-2740 

Dr. Ted Rothstein 
University of Washington 
10330 Meridian Ave. North, Suite 300 
Seattle, WA 98133 

email: teddyroth@aol.com 
ph: 206-517-4605 

Or. Grace Spatafora 
Middlebury College 
Bicentennial Hall 354 
Middlebury, U 05753 

email: spataf or@middlebury.edu 
ph: 802-443-5431 

Ms. Rachel Wallace-Brodeur 
Vermont Cancer Center 
Medical Alumni Bldg. 
University of Vermont 
Burlington, VT 05405 

fax: 802-656-8788 
email: rwallace@zoo.uvm.edu 

ph: 802-656-348.7 

mailto:rasmuk@poa.mmc.org
http://ce9.uscourts.gov
mailto:teddyroth@aol.com
mailto:or@middlebury.edu
mailto:rwallace@zoo.uvm.edu


M A I N E  PARITCIPANT UST 

John B. Beliveau 
Maine District Court 
PO Box 1345 
Lewiston, ME 042 

Ronald A. Daigle 
Maine District Court 
144 Sweden Street 
Caribou, ME 04736 

(207) 783-5403 (207) 493-3144 

Jane S.-Bradley 
Maine District Court 
P.O. Box 412 
Portland, ME 04112-0412 
(207) 822-4269 Auburn, ME 04212-3660 

Susan W. Calkins 
Maine Supreme Judicial Cour 
PO Box 368 
Portland, ME 04112-0368 
(207) 822-4135 Portland, ME 04112-0412 

Douglas A. Clapp 
Maine District Court 
P.O. Box 525 
Skowhegan, ME 0497 

Thomas E. Delahanty, II 
Maine Superior Court 
Androscoggin County Courthouse 
PO BOX 3660 

(207) 783-5440 

Maine District Court 
PO Box 412 

(207) 822-4269 

Rae Ann French 
Maine District Court 
145 State Street 

(207) 474-9518 Augusta, ME 04330-7495 
(207) 287-8075 

Robert W. Clifford 

Portland, ME 04112- 

Maine District Cour 

Lcwiston, ME 04243-1345 
(207) 783-5403 PO Box 3660 

Auburn, ME 04212-3660 
(207) 783-5440 

.+ 
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David 8. Griffiths 
Maine District Court 
PO Box 794 
Presque Isle, ME 04769-0794 
(207) 764-2055 

Jessie 8. Gunther 
Maine District Court 
73 Hammond Street 
Bangor,ME 04401 , 

(207) 941-3040 

Thomas E. Humphrey 
Maine Superior Court 
RR #1, Box 2013, Harry Howes Road 
Sanford, ME 04073 
(207) 363-1230 

Andre 6. Janelle 
Maine District Court 
25 Adarns Street 
Biddeford, ME 04005 
(207) 283-1147 

Rick E. Lawrence 
Maine District Court 
P.O. Box 412 
Portland, ME 04112-0412 
(207) 022-4269 

Jon 0. Levy 
Deputy Chief Judge 
Maine District Court 
PO Box 770 
York, ME 03909-0770 
(207) 363-1230 

James E. MacMichael 
Maine District Court 
PO Box 525 
Skowhegan, ME 04976-0525 
(207) 474-9510 

Donald H. Marden . 

Maine Superior Court 

95 State Street 
Augusta, ME 04330-5600 

Kennebec County Courthouse . .  

(207) 622-7475 

Andrew M. Mead 
Chief Justice 
Maine Superior Court 
Penobscot County Courthouse 
97 Hammond Street 
Bangor, ME 04401. 
(207) 947-0606 

Robert E. Mullen 
Maine District Court 
25 Main Street 
Farmington, ME 04938 
(207) 770-0200 

Paul T. Pierson 
Maine Superior Court 
Aroostook County Cou 
144 Sweden Street 
Caribou, ME 04736-2399 
(207) 490-8125 



Paul L. Rudman 
. Mahe Supreme Judiciat Court 
Penobscot County Courthouse 
97 Hammond Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
(207) 947-5240 

Ronald 0. Russell 
Maine Oistrict Court 
73 Hammond Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
(207) 941-3040 

Leigh I. Saufley 
Maine Supreme Judicial Court 
PO Box 368 
Portland, ME 0411 2-0368 
(207) 822-4286 

Patricia G. Worth 
Maine Oistrict Court 
P.O. Box 382 
Belfast, Me 04915 
(207) 338-3107 

Bernard C. Staples 
Maine District Court 
50 State Street 
Ellsworth, ME 04605-1926 
(207) 667-7141 

Kevin L. Stitham 
Maine, District Court 
59 East Main Street 
Oover-Foxcroft, ME 04426-1395 

S. Kirk Studstrup 
Maine Superior Court 
Kennebec County Courthouse 

Augusta, ME 04330-5680 
. 95 State Street 

(207) 622-7475 



Cillian Abramson 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

John Arnold 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

EW HAMPSHIRE PARTICIPANT LIST 

Patricia Cof f ey 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

. .  
Carol Ann Conboy 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

James Barry Linda balianis 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 

Arthur Brennan Peter Fauver 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Cen 
99 No. State Stree 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-203G 

John Broderick Edward Fitzgerald 
Superior Court 
99 No. State Stree 
‘Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center I 

99 No. State Street ’ 
Concord, NH 03301 

99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 



William Groff Kathleen McGuire 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 

Bernard Hampsey Bruce Mohl 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street . 99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

. .  Superior Court Center 

Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 

Philip Hollrnan Walter Murphy 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 

Sherman Horton Tina Nadeau 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 

Robert Lynn James ONeiI 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 

Philip Mangones Peter Smith 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 

(603) 271-2030 (603) 271-2030 



.e Larry Srnukler 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

David Sullivan 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 

. .  

Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

STAFF 

Joan Bishop 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

Irene Oalbec 
Superior Court Center 
99 No. State Street 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2030 

Elizabeth Hodges 
Administrative Office of the Courts 
2 Nobel Orive 
Concord, NH 03301 
(603) 271-2521 



4. YERMONT PARRCIPANT LIST 

Jeffrey Amestoy 
Vermont Supreme Court 
109 State Street 
Montpelier,. VT 05609-0801 
(802) 828-3278 

Alden T. Bryan 
68 No. Williston Road 
Williston, VT 05495 
(802) 878-5566 

Brian Burgess 
21 Liberty Street 
Montpelier, VT 05602 
(802) 651-1800 

Edward Cashman 
29 Lamoille Street 
Essex Junction, VT 05452 
(802) 388-4237 

Alan Cheever 
67 Eaton Cemetery Road 
Piainf ield, VT 05458-9052 
(802) 457-212 

William Cohen 
PO Box 1783 
Rutland, VT 05701 
(802) 786-5856 

Douglas Cohn 
15 North N Street 
Montpelier, VT 05602 
(882) 229-9832 

Alan Cook 
59 Shaw Circle 
Northfield, VT 05663 
(802) 888-3887 

Nuncy Corsones 
61 US Route 4 
Rutland, VT 05701 

0 .  

(802) 447-2727 

James Crucitti 
32 Cherry Street, Suite 200 
Burlington, VT 05401 
(802) 651-1800 

Amy Davenport 
38 Liberty Street 
Montpelier, VT 05602 

PO Box 626 
Moretown, VT 05660 
(802) 651-18 

Theresa biMauro. 
75 Trafton Road 
W. Windsor, VT 05089 
(802) 786-5880 

Jane Oimotsis 
TH 42, Box 510 
Moretown, VT 05660 
(802) 524-7973 



Christine Doremus Matthew Katz 
191 Russell Road 
Tunbridge, VT 05077 

65 State Street 
Montpelier, VT 05602 

(802) 295-8838 (802) 828-2091 

Rita Flynn Villa Mark Keller 
32 Cherry Street, Suite 100 
Burlington, VT 05401 

5 Chase Lane 
South Hero, VT 05486 

* .  

(802) 651-1507 (802) 748-6610 

Shelley Gartner 
36 Giorgetti Boulevard 
Rutland, VT 05701 

Michael S. Kupersmith ' 
23 Brewer Parkway 
South Burlington, VT 05403 

(802) 786-5856 (802) 651-1800 

Robert Grussing III, Linda Levitt * 

PO Box 2261 951 Sunset Hill 
W. Brattleboro, VT 05301 Williston, VT 05495 
(802) 257-7820 

David Howard 
13 Woodland Drive 
Bennington, VT 05201 
(802) 447-2729 

Paul F. Hudson 
7 Harvard Street 
Springfield, VT 05156 
(802) 295-8838 

David Jenkins Stephen Martin 
P.O. Box 187 292 Tremont Street 
Burlington, VT 05402 . Barre, VT 05641 
(802) 863-3467 (802) 476-3094 

(802) 651-1800 

Theodore Mandeville 
300 Grove Street #5 
Rutland, VT 05701 
(802) 773-7165 

M. Kathleen Manley 
284 Remington Lane 
Lyndonville, VT 05851 
(802) 685-4870 



Francis McCaf f rey 
12 Harvard Street 
Rutland, VT 05701 
(802) 786-5880 

Walter M. Morris, Jr. 
RFD 2 
Lyndonville, VT 05851 
(802) 295-8865 

James L. Morse 
Vermont Supreme Court 
109 State Street 
Montpelier, VT 05609-0801 
(802) 828-3278 

Mary Miles Teachout . 
PO Box 159 
Norwich, VT 05055 
(802) 257-2830 

Helen Toor 
6136 Spear Street 
Charlotte, V f  05445 
(802) 651-1800 

Charon True 
Box 74 
Schoolhouse Road 
East Fairf ield, VT 05448 
(802) 651-1822 

Richard Norton Silvio Valente 
7 Kingsley Avenue 
Rutland, VT 05701 

3 East Washington St. 
Rutland, VT 05701 

(802) 775-4394 (802) 773-3221 

Dean 8. Pineles 
1011 Stagecoach Road 
Stowe, VT 05672 
(802) 524-7997 

Barbara Zander 
48 Stoneybrook Road 
St. Johnsbury, VT 05819 
(802) 479-4205 

Michael Pratt Patricia Zi mmerman 
PO Box 607 23 Weston Street 
White River Junction, VT 05001 Randolph, VT 05060 
(802) 295-8869 (802) 479-4252 

David T. Suntag 
642 Bonneyvale Rd. 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
(802) 257-2800 The Law Courts 

Nova Scotia Court of Appeal 

P.O. Box 2314 
Halifax, NX B3J3C8 
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STAFF 

Ann Fortier 
Vermont Supreme Court 
109 State Street 
Montpelier, VT 05609-0801 
(002) 020-3270 

Vicki Harty 
Office of  the Administrative Judge 

. .. 

for Trial Courts 
255 North Main Street, Ste. 4 
Barre, VT 05642 
(002) 476-4797 

Vicki Putvain-Hill 
Office o f  the Court Administrator. 
209 State Street 
Montpelier, VT 05609-0701 
(002) 020-3270 

Cathy Rachlin 
Office of  the Court Administrator 
109 State Street 
Montpelier, VT 05609-0701 
(002) 020-3270 



SCIENCE AND ETHICS FACULTY BIOGRAPHIES 

Richard J. Albertini, M.D. 
Medical Genetics) from the University of  Wisconsin. He is now a Research, 
Professor in the Deprtments of Pathology, Microbiology and Molecular Genetics 
and Pediatrics and a Professor Emeritus in Medicine a t  the University o f  Vermont. 

f Medicine. We is also director of the Genetic Toxicology Laboratory a t  
that University. His research involves study o f  the mechanisms of mutation of 
human cells, with a particular interest in in vivo mutations. Dr. Albertini is a past 
president of the Environmental Mutagen Society and past editor-in-chief o f  the 
journul Environmental and Molecuhr Mutagenesis. 

Linda K. AshworSh, B.S. Linda received a B.S. in both iology and Biochemistry 
in 1974 from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA and was 
certified as a Clinical Laboratory Specialist in Cyiogenetics in 1981. She has 
worked on the mapping and sequencing o f  chromosome 19 as part o f  the Human 
Genome Project since i t s  inception. She is currently the Assistant Genomics 
Division Leader in the Biology and Biotechnology Research Program at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory and is also an flN5H'CScience Fellow. 

Sam Barondes, M.D. Sam did his undergraduate work at  Columbia University, 
where he also completed his M.b. in 2958. He interned a t  Peter Bent Brigham 
Hospital and completed a residency in Psychiatry, at  McLean and Massachusetts 
General Hospitals. He also completed postdoctoral training in molecular biology, a t  
the National Institlrl;es o f  H 
Illnessand #ooa%enes: Hun 
serves as the Jeanne and Sunford Robertson Professor o f  Neurobiology and 
Psychiatry a t  the University 
o f  Scientific Counselors, Na 

~ 

h.D. Dick received both Q M.D. and a Ph.D. (in 

Sam is the author o f  hiolecules undhfentul 
Orbim of  Maniu and Depresiot~. He currently 

lifornia, San Francisco and is Chair, of the Board 
ICnstitute of Mental Health. 

.O. Janet received her Ph.D. in Human Genetics in 2989 ' 

al, Quebec; Canada. Janet is the Associate Director 
the Genetics Depart edical Center and Affiliated 

Laboratory, Inc. ( h g o r ,  ME) 
She has also worked on Q mom 
the DOE-EPSCoR since 1996. 

testing laboratory since 1990. 
I mapping project through 

t 



Heather Miller Coyle, Ph.0. Heather received her B.S. in Cell Biology from State 
University New York, and a Ph.D. Plant Molecular Genetics in 1994 from the 
University of New Hampshire. She is currently a DNA specialist/criminalist at  the 
Connecticut State Forensic Science Laboratory. Her work includes the examination 
of physical evidence in criminal cases, human identity testing using STR technology, 
and the creation & maintenance of State sex offender DNA database. Heather's 
research focus is validation of various plant identification methodologies for 
narcotics law enforcement applications. 

Raymond R. Crowe, M.0. Ray received his M.D. from Vanderbilt University 
Medical School in Nashville, TN in 1966, and completed his residency in Psychiatry 
a t  the University of Iowa in 1972. After a period working in the Dept. of Human 
Genetics a t  the University of Michigan, he returned to  the University of Iowa 
where he has worked since 1975. He is currently the 6eorge Winokur Professor of 
Psychiatry. 

Bert Dodson, B.A. Bert received his formal training a t  Arizona State University, 
completing a B.A. in 1961. He is author o f  Keys to Qruwing and has illustrated over 
sixty books. Bert met Mahlon Hoagland in 1988 and we are the benefactors of 
their joint exploration of life in m e  Wuy Life Work. 

Michael J. bougherty, Ph.0. Mike did his undergraduate work in Molecular, 
Cellular, and Developmental Biology and Biochemistry a t  the University of Colorado 
in Boulder, CO. He then moved to  University of Massachusefts, where he 
completed his Ph.D. in Molecular and Cellular Biology. We is currently Assistant 
Prof aso r  of Biology at Hampden-Sydney College, Hampden-Sydney VA. 

Oaniel W. Orell, Ph.0. Dan did his undergraduate work in biology a t  Harvard, 
followed by a Ph.D. i.n Immunology from the University o f  Alberta, Edmonton, AB, 
Canada in 1980. He is currently a Biologist in the Life Sciences Division of the - 
Office of  Biological and Environmental Research, US Department of Energy. He 
serves as the Program Manager fo r  several DOE biology programs including Human 
Genome Ethical, Legal and Social Issues (ELSI), Human Genome Informatics, 
Microbial Genome and Microbial Cell Programs, Natural and Accelerated 
Bioremediation Research (NABIR) Biomolecular Sciences and Engineering element, 
N A  BfR Bioremediation and i ts Societal Implications and Concerns (BASIC) 
element. 
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Heidi Li Feldrnan, J.D., Ph.0. Heidi did her undergraduate work in Ethics and 
Political Philosophy in-1986 a t  Brown University, Providence, R.I., followed by a J.D. 
in 1990 from the University of Michigan Law School. She also completed a Ph.D. in 
Philosophy in 1993 at  the University of Michigan. She currently serves as an 
Associate Professor of Law a t  Georgetown University Law Center, Washington, D.C. 
and as a Senior Fellow fo r  EINSHAC. 

Ronald M. Green, Phb. Ron r A. from Brown University, followed by 
a Ph.0. in Religious Ethics from Harvard University in 1973. He currently serves as 
Chair of the Department of Religion and Director of the Ethics Institute, 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH. 

Mahlon Hoagland, M.D. Mahlon is distinguished researcher, having been elected 
to  the National Academy of Sciences in 1984. He is best known as the discoverer 
o f  amino acid activating enzymes and as a co-discoverer o f  transfer RNA. Maylon 
has and a strong interest in sharing his science knowledge with the public, and has 
written four books for laypersons about science. He currently writes'a regular 
newspaper column entitled "Simp& Science: 

Lynn Jorde, Ph.0. Lynn received a Ph.0. in Human Genetics from the University 
o f  New Mexico in 1979, He is currently a Professor and Associate Chair of the 
Department of Human Genetics at  the University o f  Utah School of Medicine. He 
has published 130 scientific articles and is the lead author of Medcu/Genetics, a 
textbook used by medica ents. He has testified as an expert witness on the 
use o f  DNA profiles in court cases and has served US a science advisor for 
EZN'SHACin several judicial confere 

ved a B.A. in Biology in 1982 from Haverford 
in Immunology 

studied develop 
me/smogaster, as a postdoctoral fellow a t  The Univers 
Diego. Josh has taught courses in genetics, immunology, cell biology and 
developmental biology. He currently teaches a t  Middlebury College and is engaged 
in research on how cells in developing organisms choose and execute particular fate 
programs. 



Julie T. Millard, Ph.0. Julie graduated with a double major inchemistry and 
Neuroscience from Amherst College in 1984 and completed her Ph.0. in 
Biochemistry at Brown University in 1988. Following a post-doc at  the University o f  
Washington and a Dreyfus Fellowship a t  the University o f  Richmond, she joined the 
Colby College Chemistry Department in 1991, where she is now Associate Professor. 
Or. Millard teaches biochemistry, general chemistry, and a 'non-majors' course 
entitled The Chemistry of Life. Her research interests are in the area o f  DNA- 
drug interactions. 

Jonathan Miller, Ph.0. Jon received his education starting a t  Ohio University 
(AB in government) followed by a Ph.D. from Northwestern in 1970 in Political 
Science. He has worked fo r  the past two decades t o  measure public understanding 
of science and technology in the US. Prior t o  his current assignment, Jon was vice 
president of the Chicago Academy of Sciences and Oirector of the International 
Center for the Advancement of Scientific Literacy a t  the Academy. He currently 
works as the director of the Center for Biomedical Communications a t  
Northwestern University Medical School and as a professor a t  the Medill School 
o f  Journalism, also a t  Northwestern. He is also the Director o f  the International 
Center for the Advancement of  Scientific Literacy. 

Jonathan P. Park, Ph.0. Jonathan received his B.A. in Biology in 1977 from 
Dartmouth University and received certification as a Clinical Laboratory Specialist 
in Cytogenetics and his Ph.0. again from Dartmouth in 1985. He currently serves as 
the Supervisor o f  Cytogenetics a t  the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center and as 
an Assistant Professor o f  Pathology a t  Dartmouth Medical School. 

Karen Rasrnussen, Ph.0. Karen received a B.S in Biochemistry from S.U.N.Y., 
Syracuse in 1982, followed by a Ph.0. in Genetics from the University of New 
Hampshire in 1991. After teaching biology a t  Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, she 
moved to  the Maine Center for Cancer Medicine where she is a cancer geneticist. 
She also has an appointment as Q visiting investigator a t  The Jackson Laboratory in 
Bar Harbor, ME. 



Peter N. Ray, Ph.0. Peter has his Ph.D. in Genetics and is currentJy Professor o f  
Molecular and Medical Genetics a t  the University of Toronto in Ontario, Canada. I n  
addition to  his teaching responsibilities, he is Head o f  the bivision of Molecular 
Diagnostics a t  the Hospital for Sick Children, also in Toronto. He is a Fellow of the 

eticists, and a Founding Fellow of the American 

ved her B.A. from Cornell 
University and a U.8. from Harvard law School. Before her appointment to  the 
federal bench in 1980, she practiced law with a private f i rm in Boston and with the 
Consumer Protection Oivision of the Washington Attorney General's Office. She 
also served as a King County Superior Court Judge. She was formerly Chief Judge 
o f  the Western District of Washington where she still currently sits. Barbara has 
presided of many complex and controversial criminal and civil cases. She serves on 
the board of directors of EZN5HACand has been involved in developing i ts 
program instructing judges on the role of genetics in the courtroom. 

Ted Rothstein, MOO. Ted received his medical degree from the Medical College 
o f  Virginia His post-graduate work included an internship a t  the Queens Hospital 
in Honolulu, two years with the neurological & Sensory Disease Program a t  the US. 
Public Health Service, and a residency in Neurology at the University of 
Washington. He is board certified by the American Board of Psychiatry and 
Neurology and has served as a Board Examiner. He currently serves as a Clinical 
Associate Professor of Neurology a t  University of Washington and is an attending 
Neurologist a t  Seattle's Veterans and Harborview Hospitals, as well as maintaining 
a private practice in Seattle. 

Grace Spatafora, Ph.0, Grace completed her bachelors in Biology a t  Ouke 
University in 1980 and her Ph.D. in Biology a t  St. Louis University in 1988. Following 
post-doctoral fellowships she joined the Middlebury College faculty in 1992 where 
she now serves as an Associate Professor o f  Biology. Dr. Spatafora teaches 
courses in Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, including a course for the general 
college community that details the ethical issues derived from the genetic 
engineering revolution. Her research efforts focus on the use of genetic and 
recombinant DNA approaches t o  investigate how bacteria cause disease. 
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Rachel R, Wallace-Brodeur, MS,, M.A. Rachel received a M.S. in Cell and 
Molecular Biology in 1996 from the University o f  Vermont and M.A. in Genetics 
from the University of Stony Brook in 1998. Her research focused on identifying 
genes involved in cancer development and in mediating a response to  anti-cancer 
therapies. She worked for several years in the Molecular Diagnostic's Laboratory 
a t  the University of Vermont, performing genetic testing of  cancer predisposition 
genes. She is currently the coordinator of the Community Genetics and Ethics 
Project, a statewide education program in Vermont funded by the ELSI division of 
the NHGRI. 
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JUDICIAL FACULTY BIOGRAPHIES 

James J. Bar 
Court. He was appointed to  the Superior Court bench in 1988. Previously, he was 
the presiding justice a t  the Pittsfield District Court from 1986-88. Judge Barry 
is the chair of the Superior Court Judicial Education Committee and the 
Supervisory Justice o f  the Hillsbo ugh County Supe 
District. He served as Legal Coun I to Governor M 
graduated from Suffolk University Law School. 

Patricia C. Coffey h been an Associate Justice for the New 
Court since 1991. She previously served as a justice in the Rye 
Portsmouth District Court, She was in private practice prior t o  her appointment t o  

School. She is the Supervisory 
and is a memb 

Paul A. Cote, 
years and prior t o  that was a Workers' Cornp 

an Associate Justice f o r  the New Hampshire Superior 

Court - Northern 
m Thompson, Jr. and 

. Judge Coffey attend Yale University and Suffo 
tice of the Rockingham Co 

t e  education a t  Colby College is a graduate of  Boston University 

t e  Justice of 
She previously 

the New Hampshire Superior Court and before that was an Associate Justice of 

w Hampshire Supreme 
briefly as Chief Justice of  

rt, she was a tr ial  

Commissioner. She is unique among judges for her college major a t  Trinity College 
in Washington, D.C. was biology. She is a graduate of Cornell Law School. 



Jon 0. Levy. Jon is the Deputy Chief Judge o f  the Maine District Court. He 
moved from Texas to Maine in 1982 t o  begin a general practice of law. He received 
his undergraduate degree in public communications from Syracuse University and 
his law degree from West Virginia University College of Law. He is the author o f  
the book Maine Family Law which was f i rst  published in 1988 and it remains the 
leading treatise on Maine domestic relations law. 

Francis 8. McCaffrey is the Vermont Administrative Judge for Trial Courts. Born, 
New York City, Apri l  17,1936; B.A. Saint Michael's College, 1958; Fordham Law 
School, 1961; Admitted to  New York Bar, 1961; New Hampshire, 1963; Vermont, 
1966. Appointed Vermont District Court Judge, 1980; Appointed Vermont 
Administrative Judge for Trial Courts, 1998. 

Andrew M. Mead. Andy is the Chief Justice of the Maine Superior Court and was 
the trial judge in Sfate y. Fleming, 698 A.2d 503 (Me. 1997), the Maine case 
approving the admission of  DNA evidence. A graduate of the University of Maine 
and New York University Law School, he served as judge of the Penobscot Tribal 
Court 1979-1990, judge of the Maine District Court for 1990-1992, and has served 
on the Maine Superior Court since 1992. 

e E. Mohl is an Associate Justice with the New Hampshire Superior Court and 
ppointed to  the bench in 1988. He was previously the deputy attorney 

general f o r  New Hampshire. Judge Mohl is presently the Supervisory Justice of  
the Strafford County Superior Court. He attended Hamilton College and Boston 
University Law School. 

James L. Morse is a graduate of  Oartmouth College and Boston University Law 
School, following which he served as law clerk to Judge Sterry R. Waterman on the 
United States Court o f  Appeals, Second Circuit. After private practice and 
service as a Vermont assistant attorney general and Defender General, he was 
appointed t o  the Superior Court bench in 1981 and t o  the Vermont Supreme Court 
as an Associate Justice in 1988. He is Chair o f  the Vermont Judicial Education 
Committee and a member of the ABA Committee on Bar Admissions. 
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Wulter L. Murphy is currently the Acting Chief Justice o f  the New Hampshire 
Superior Court. He has been an Associate J u ~ i c e  since 1983. Previously, he was a 
special justice fo r  the Plymouth District Court and Clerk o f  the Grafton County 
Superior Court. He attended the College of  the Holy Cross and Boston College Law 
School. Judge Murphy is presently a member o f  the Supreme Court committee on 
Judicial Conduct. I n  1999, Judge Murphy was awarded the Justice William A. 
Grimes Award fo r  Judicial Professionalism from the NH Bar Association. 

Dean B. Pineles has been a Trial Court Judge for the State o f  Vermont since 1984. 
Judge Pineles previously was Legal Counsel t o  6overnor Richard Snelling, Commissioner 
o f  the Vermont Department of Labor and Industry, Deputy Commissioner and General 
Counsel f o r  the Vermont Department o f  Health, and Assistant Attorney General for  
Vermont. Judge Pineles also worked fo r  the United States Department o f  Justice. 
Judge Pineles received his B.A. from Brown University, his J.D. from Boston University 
and his Masters in Public Administration from Harvard University. Judge Pineles is 
married t o  Kristina Stahlbrand, a high school teacher ut South Burlington High 
School. They have one child, Erika, a first year student at  the University o f  Vermont. 

Paul L. Rudman. Paul serves on the Maine Supreme Judicial Court and is Chair o f  the 
Judicial Education Committee. As such, he has served on the Planning Committee on 
Tri-State 2000 and has been a participant in prior EINSHAC programs on genetics. 
He is a graduate o f  Yale College and 6eorge Washington University School o f  Law. 

Mary Miles Teachout received a B.A. from Harvard and Radcliffe Colleges in 1968 
and studied for'an additional undergraduate year a t  the University o f  Sussex in 
Brighton, England. She received u J.D. from the University of Washington Law School 
in 1975, having spent a year at  Harvard Law School as u special student. She was a 
research associate with the Harvard Law School International Tax Program for five 
years and was an attorney in private practice f o r  17 years before becoming a Superior 
Judge in 1992. She is active in the American Inns of Court and was a member o f  the 
Commission on the Future of the Justice System in Vermont. 



Maine Statutes 

5MR.S.A. $8 19301-02. Use of Genetic Information for 
prohibits employers fiom discriminating in hiring or discharging employees based on genetic 
infomation or the refusal to submit to genetic testing. Statute does create an exception for bona 

en; purposes: statute 

occupational qualifications. 

18 M.R.S.A. S; 9-310. Confidentiality of Adoption Records: Statute generally provides for the 
confidentiality of adoption records, but explicitly allows disclosure of medical or genetic 
information to the adoptee upon reaching the age of maj we11 as to the adoptive parents, 
the adoptee’s descendants or a legal guardian. 

22 M.R;S.A. $ I 
program for gen 
and prospective parents. The program also includes detection, prevention and treatment of 
genetic conditions and metabolic disorders. 

22 M.R.S.A. $ I711-C. Hospitals and Medical Care - Confidentiality of Health Care 
Information: Statute provides generally for the confid 
course of medical care and provides for remedies in th 

tion of Handicapping Conditions: Statute provides for an adyisory 
s that offers genetic testing, counseling and education to parents 

of information gathered in the 
f breach of that confidentiality. 

24-A MRS.A. 8 21594. Unfair Trade Practices - Discrimination on the Basis of Genetic 
Information in the Provision on Insurance: Statute prohibits discrimination in the provision of 
hospital, health or dental insurance on the basis of genetic information, the refusal to submit to 
genetic testing or the receipt of genetic counseling. The statute does allow for the. limited use of 
genetic testing and information in the provision of services such as life, disability, long-term care 
or accidental injury insurance, but mandates disclosure that such testing and information is 

e, and requires consent of the 

~ ~ M . R . s . A .  #s; 1571-78. DNA 
establishment and maintenance en fiom individuals 
convicted of listed crimes. The database will be available to the FBI, amdng other groups, for 

Combined DNA Index System, 



Maine Case Law 

Criminal Cases - DNA Profiling; 

Dechaine v. Warden, Maine State Prkon, No. OO-123-P-H, 2000 WL 1183165 @. Me. July 
28,2000) (Magistrate's Recommended Decision on Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus): 
Magistrate concluded that a Federal District Court does not have the authority to compel a non- 
party to submit a saliva sample for the purposes of DNA testing in the. context of a habeas corpus 
petition., The magistrate further concluded that DNA testing on sample for which there were 
chain of custody concerns that excluded petitioner as a potential source, standing alone, "[did] 
not suffice to place this now twelve-year-old case 'within the narrow class of cases . . . 
implicating a fundamental miscarriage of justice.'" Id. at '20 (citation omitted). 

State v. Ke&, 752 A.2d 188 (Me. 2000): The Court determined that trial court did not abuse its 
discretion by admitting expert testimony in the form of statistical evidence regarding the 
likelihood of a random DNA match to that found on a ski mask involved in an amed robbery (in 
this case 1 in 20,000). The Court concluded that, pursuant to M.R. Evid. 403, the testimony was 
not merely a vague proposition and therefore was not unduly prejudicial, distinguishing the 
testimony from that of a prior case in which an expert testified that two hair samples were "not 
dissimilar", a statement the Court found to be potentially confusing to ajury. 

State v. Cochran, 749 A.2d 1274 (Me. 2000): Although the DNA evidence in this case was not 
an issue on appeal, the facts of the case were as follows: In 1976, a woman's body was found in 
the trunk of a car by the side of the road. She had been shot in the head and chest. During the 
autopsy, the medical examiner noted "copious" amounts of semen and samples of it were 
preserved. After head and pubic hairs taken from the defendant failed to match those found with 
the body, he was not charged with the murder. The murder remained unsolved. In 1997, DNA 
testing was done on the semen and the hair samples. They matched and the defendant was 
arrested for the murder after which further testing was done involving blood samples taken from 
him. The defendant's blood matched semen found at nine different locations on the victim. The 
State's expert testified at the trial that the chance that the semen came from someone other than 
the defendant was one in 146 quadrillion. His conviction was affirmed on appeal. 

State v. Fleming, 698 A.2d 503 (Me. 1997): The Court affirmed the admission of scientific 
testimony regarding DNA matching, taking judicial notice of the reliability of Restriction 
Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) DNA profiling, the first step in DNA matching in 
which an individual's DNA is isolated, photographed, measured and compared to that of another 
sample. The Court also concluded that the trial court properly admitted the statistical component 
of the DNA match evidence, finding that the product method, as opposed to the more 
conservative ceiling principle approach, was a sufficiently reliable means of determining the 
likelihood that another individual selected at random would provide a DNA match to the sample 
in question. See also State v. Fleming, No. 93-144 (Me. Super. Ct., May 12,1994) (trial court 
opinion admitting DNA evidence). 
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Criminal Law - Other TvDes of Genetic Evidence 

State v. Thompson, 503 A.2d 689 (Me. 1986): The defendant was found guilty of gross sexual 
misconduct, incest and sexual abuse of a minor. The Court determined that the trial court 
properly admitted expert testimony regarding paternity testing performed on a child born to the 
victim identifying the defendant, the victirri's father, as the father of the victim's child as well. 
The expert testified to the presence of certain genetic markers detectable in the blood of the child 
and made a statistical comparison to those found in the defendant's blood based on gene 
fiequency tables prepared by the American Associ 

State v. Rolls, 389 
admitted expert te ny regarding a bloodstain found on the defendant's clothing. The expert 
testified that the blood staining the defendant's clothing possessed three independent, genetically 
determined characteristics that matched those'found in the victim's blood. The expert also 
indicated that the likelihood of finding all three characteristics in the blood of a randomly 
selected person was 5%, or one chance in twenty. 

of Blood Banks. 

2d 824 (Me. 1978): The C a1 court did not err when it 

Civil Cases - Disability Insurance Coverage 

Hess v. Allstate Ins. Co., No. 99-384-P-C, 2000 WL 1186262 @. Me. Aug. 2,2000) 
(Magistrate's Recommended Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment): The 
magistrate recommended that defendants' motion for summary judgment be granted. The 
plaintiff had been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and was therefore eligible for disability 
benefits under his employer's long-term disability plan. The policy drew a distinction, however, 
between physical disabilities and "mental or nervous disorder[s]", limiting coverage for mental 
disorders to twenty-four months while providing coverage for physical disabilities until the 
employee reached the age of sixty-five. He brought claims under the ADA, ENSA and a Maine 
statute governing the provision of insurance. The plaintiff argued that his condition was 
"organic" and physiological, and was not purely a mental illness based on expert opinion that 
bipolar illness follows a predictable pattern of genetic inheritance. In making his 
recommendation, the magistrate noted that classification of bipolar disorder as a mental disorder 
was reasonable, given the applicable deferential standard of review, based on the Diagnostic 
Statistical Manual and Internal Classification of Diseases authorities. The defendants also 
submitted the opinions of several doctors that the inheritability of bipolar illness and its 
"organic" nature was a controversial issue in the field, but that the illness is currently considered 
a mental disorder. 

Civil Cases - Medical Malpractice/WronPful Birth 

Thibeault v. Larson, 666 A.2d held that the trial court improperly 
granted a doctor's motion to dis laim brought against him for professional negligence. ' 

The Court determined that the plaintiffs stated a claim under Maine's wrongful birth/wrongful 
life statute when they alleged that the doctor negligently managed the mother's pregnancy by 
failing to perform amniocentesis on two separate occasions, thereby failing to detect a genetic 
disability present in the fetus, and that they were prepared to abort the pregnancy hail the test 
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revealed the genetic disability. 

Civil Cases - Involuntarv Sterilization of the Devdoornentallv Disabled 

Chasse v. MazeroZZe, 580 k 2 d  155 (Me. 1990): The Court vacated the trial court's summary 
judgment in favor of a doctor on the plaintifirs claim for wrongful sterilization. The COW 
determined that, although plaintiff conceded that she was not competent to give her own consent 
to the procedure, there were genuine issues of material fact regarding whether the sterilization 
would have been recommended pursuant to the statutory procedures then in place which 
permitted sterilization only when Yhe operation [would] prevent further propagation of mental 
deficiency [a genetically determined disability],"' id. at 156 (quoting 34 M.R.S.A. 0 2461 (1973), 
repealed and replaced by P.L. 1983, ch. 459, codified at 34-B M.R.S.A. $8 7001-17 (1988)) 
(first alteration in original), or the "'physical or mental condition of [the patient would] be 
substantially benefitted,"' id. (alteration in original). 
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NEW HAMPSHIRE STATOTES ON GENETICS 

Chapter 141-8 - Genetic Testing 
Chapter 141-H prohibits requiring an individual to undergo 

genetic testing in a variety of situations. Specifically, .under 
Sec. 141-H:2, no person shall be required to undergo genetic 
testing, except as is required. to establish paternity under RSA 
522, or as required to test newborns for metabolic disorders under 
RSA 132:10, or as required for purposes of criminal investigations 
and prosecutions, or as is necessary the functions of the chief 
medical examiner. Sec. 141-H:3 provides that no employer, labor 
organization, employment agency, or licensing agency shall solicit, 
require, or administer genetic testing as a condition of 
employment, labor organization membership, or licensure, or affect 
the terms or conditions of such things based on genetic testing. 
Sec. 141-H:4 provides that a health insurer shall not require or 
request a person to undergo genetic testing, nor shall they inquire 
as to whether an individual has undergone such testing. Chapter * 

141-H shall not, however, apply to the provision of life insurance, 
disability income insurance, or long-term care insurance. Any 
person aggrieved by the provisions of Chapter 141-H may bring a 
civil action. 

Section 420-0:6 - Guaranteed Issue and Renewability 

Sec. 420-G:6 prohibits health carriers from establishing rules 
% of eligibility or continuing eligibility for health coverage in 

xelation to genetic information. 

Chapter 522 - Blood Testing to Determine Paternity 

Chapter 522 provides that in a civil action where paternity is 
contested the mother, child, and the putative father shall submit 
to blood, tissue, typing, and/or genetic marker tests. The genetic 
samples collected shall be subject to safeguarding and 
confidentiality procedures and used exclusively for paternity 
testing. The court may order genetic testing upon the motion of 
any party or upon its own initiative, and the department of health' 
and human services may order genetic testing upon agreement of the 
parties or upon request of any party if accompanied by a sworn 
statement alleging.paternity or denying paternity. 

Section 632-A:20-24 

. 

Sec. 632-A:21 provides that before any sexual offender is 
released after conviction, "such person shall have a blood sample 
taken for DNA analysis to determine identification charac.teristics 
specific to the person.ll Sec. 632-A:22 provides that the division 
of state police, department of safety, shall store the DNA records 
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of blood samples and shall make such information available to law 
enforcement officers only for the purposes of criminal 
investigations and prosecutions, or as needed by the office of the 
chief medical examiner. Any person who disseminates information 
contained in the DNA database for a purpose not allowed under this 
section shall be guilty of a class A misdemeanor if such person 
knows that such dissemination is without authority, and a class B 
misdemeanor if the person does not knowingly violate the section. 
Further, any person who obtains or attempts to obtain a DNA 
analysis from the database, except for an authorized person, shall 
be guilty of a class B felony. Sec. 632-A:24  provides that any 
person whose DNA record has been included in the database may 
request expungement on the grounds that the criminal conviction 
which formed the basis for the DNA testing has been reversed and 
the case dismissed. 



RECENT NEW HAMPSHIRE CASES DEAXIXNG WITH GENETIC'DISEA~E ISSUES 

ALZHEIMERCS DISEASE 

WILLS 

IN RE ESTATE OF KATHERINE F. WASHBURN, 141 N.H. 6 5 8 ,  690 A.2d 1024 
(1997) 

Court affirmed an order of the probate.court which held that 
the testatrix, while suffering from Alzheimer's Disease (AD) , 
lacked the testamentary capacity necessary to execute her last 
will. The probate court found that at the time of the execution of 
her last will she suffered from AD, which resulted in her inability 
to recollect the property she wished to dispose of and uriderstand 
its general nature, and resulted in her inabjlity 'to make an 
election upon whom and how she would bestow the property by her. 
will. Two doctors testified, which established that at a minimum, 
the testatrix suffered from some degree of AD when she executed her 
final will and her behavior could have been affected. The probate 
court found that these witnesses rebutted the presumption of 
competency, and the burden was not on the respondent to prove 
capacity by a preponderance of the evidence. After hearing various 
lay witnesses testify as to the testatrix's confusion, 
forgetfulness, and general lack of competency, the probate court 
found that the testatrix lacked the capacity to execute her will. 

pondent argued that because of the nature of AD 
dementia, the evidentiary burden on the proponent of the will . 
essentially places an insurmountable obstacle of proving that the 
testatrix did not lack -testamentary capacity. The court was 
unpersuaded by this argument. Here, there was testimony from 
physicians indicating that she had AD and that her competency to 
execute a will could have been affected. Further, lay witnesses 
testified as to specific instances of behavior indicating a lack of 
testamentary capacity. It was this evidence, not the mere mention 
of the phrase AD dementia without any connection to her condition 
at the time she executed the will, which le probate court s 

lack of testamentary capacity. 

CRIMINAL L A W  

STATE V. JAMES, 140 N . H .  50,  663 A.2d 8 

Defpndant appealed his conviction of simple assault arguing 
that the trial court erred by refusing to admit expert testimony 
regarding fendant's alleged bipolar manic depressive 
disorder. nt argued ' that - su evidence would have shown 
that because of his illness he did not have the requisite mens rea 
at the time of the assault. 

On appeal, the court held that "evidence of a mental disease 
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or defect that deprives the defendant of the ability to form 
specific intent is within the purview of the insanity statute [RSA 
628:2] ."  RSA 628:2 requires compliance with certain notice 
requirements and the defendant failed to comply with those 
requirements. Thus, the court held that the trial court properly 
excluded the expert testimony. 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION 

APPEAL OF NEW RAMPSHIRE DEPARTKENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, 
No. 97-712 (decided Aug. 23, 2000) 

Court upheld decision of the New Hgmpshire Department of 
Health and Human Services awarding workers' compensation benefits 
f o r  the disability of Ifmajor depression. I' Respondent suffered from 
clinical depression and problems related to attention deficit 
disorder. The court held that respondent's major depression is 
compensable under the Worker's Compensation statute, RSA 281-A:2 
because it was caused by employment related stress (including 
repeated criticism' from supervisor) . 
ATTORNEY DISCIPLINE 

WELT'S CASE, 136 N.H. 588, 620 A.2d 1017 (1993) 

Attorney suffered from depression and adjustment disorder. A 
Judicial Referee found that the attorney had violated various Rules 
of Professional Conduct in failing to promptly bring suit and 
inform his clients that suit had not been brought. The committee 
on professional conduct recommended a suspension of six months. 
The court found that various mitigating circumstances existed, 
including the fact that the attorney suffered from a diagnosed 
qdjustment disorder and depression. The court imposed a public 
censure. 

EXPERT OPINION 

MANROFJSKI V. BRILEY, 137 N.H. 308, 627 A.2d 578 (1993) 

.. 

Court held that an orthopedic surgeon is not per se 
unqualified to testify as an expert regarding plaintiff's 
psychological condition o€ depression. 

BIRTH DEFECTS 

SMITH v. COTE, 128 N.H. 231, 513 A.2d  341 (1986) 

The court recognized a wrongful birth cause of action when the 
defendant failed to advise a mother of potential birth defects 
which could arise when a fetus was exposed to rubella. The court, 
however, did not recognize a wrongful life claim. The court noted 
that one of the reasons supporting the trend toward judicial 
acceptance of wrongful birth actions was II [s) cience's improved 
capacity to assess risk factors in pregnant women, as well as the 

I 



development of sophisticated biochemical and cytogenic tests for 
assaying amniotic fluid and maternal and fetal blood, have greatly 
enhanced the importance of reproductive counseling. Smith, 128 
N.H. at 238-39 (quotation omitted). 

STATE v. VANDEBWART, 139 N . H .  145, 652 A.2d 671 (1994) 

The court recognized that the "interim ceiling principle, 
which provides a conservative estimate of how common a defendant's 
DNA profile is within the relevant population, has gained general 
acceptance in the relevant scientific community. The ceiling 
principle requires testing of DNA samples from approximately 100 
persons from each of 15-20 randomly selected ethnic populations, 
for creation of conservative estimates of population frequencies in 
order to account for possibility that certain genetic markers may 
occur more or less dften within certain racial groups. 



Vermont Statutes 

8 VISA § 4724. Unfair Trade Practices - Unfair Discrimination in the Business of 
Insurance: Statute prohibits unfair discrimination in the provision of insurance based on 
nonspecific blood code information- or genetic information, and it prohibits conditioning the 
provision of insurance on 
however, the potentiai for 
on actual or reasonably anticipated experience, between the information and the cost of the 
insurance dsk. 

18 VISA. $8 933135. Genetic 
the employment context, including . 
licensure; and in the insurance context. The statute also prohibits the use of information acquired 
through genetic testing for purposes such as p a t e d ~  detepinations in the state DNA database. 

20 KS.A. §$1931-45. State DNA Database: Statute provides for the establishment and 
maintenance of a DNA database comprised of samples taken from individuals convicted of 
"violent c&es", as defined by statute, in order to assist federal, state and local law enforcement 
authorities. The s explicitly provides for sharing information in the database with other law 
enforcement auth , including the FBI through its Combined DNA Index System "CODIS'!, 
a national DNA database. It also 
records collected pursuant to the 

. 

on to genetic testing. The statute spckifically acknowledges, 
use of genetic information where there is a relationship, based 

tatute governs generally the use of genetic testing in 
ership in labor organizations and professional 

enerally governs the storage and use of samples and 
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Vermont Case Law 

Criminal Cases - DNA Profiling 

In re Non-Testimonial Identipcation Order Directed to R.H., No. 99-353,2000 711,1234251 
(Vt. Sept. 1,2000): The Court afkned the trial court's adjudication of contempt following the 
defendant's failure to appear pursuant to a non-testimonial order @TO) requiring him to give a 
sample of his saliva. The State sought to compare defendant's DNA profile with that of a sample 
found at the scene of a nine-year-old homicide. The Court determined that under both the U.S. . 
and Vermont constitutions, a NTO for a saliva sample may issue if there is reasonable suspicion 
that defendant committed the offense in question, distinguishing the expectation of privacy at 
issue with blood samples and samples fiom the pubic area which require a showing of probable 
cause. However, the Court recommended to the Advisory Committee on Rules of Criminal 
Procedure via its opinion that the Committee propose further safeguards regarding such samples 
such as the mandatory destruction of non-matching samples. 

State v. Streich, 658 A.2d 38 fvt. 1995): Applying Daubert, the Court determined that the first 
component of DNA analysis, the Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) test in 
which an individual's DNA is isolated, photographed, measured and compared to that of another 
sample, met the test for admissibility. The Court concluded, however, that the method used for 
the second component, the product method of statistical analysis, was not sufficiently reliable to 
allow for admission. The Court concluded that the more conservative statistical analysis known 
as the ceiling principle must instead be used in order to "fully protect rights of criminal 
defendants." Id. at 48. 

' 

State v. Passino, 640 A.2d 547 (Vt. 1994): The Court found that the trial court abused its 
discretion by excluding exculpatory DNA evidence as a discovery sanction. The defendant 
sought to introduce DNA evidence exduding the victim as a source of a bloodstain after 
successllly bringing a motion in limine seeking to prevent the admission of DNA evidence 
including the victim as a potential source of another bloodstain. The motion was based on a 
challenge to the statistical analysis used to determine inclusion. 

Civil Cases - Iniunctive Relief from Enforcement of State Reeulation 

International Dairy Foods Ass'n v. Amestoy, 92 F.3d 67 (2nd Cir. 1996): The Court reversed 
the judgement of the District Court denying the International Dairy Foods Association injunctive 
relief fiom enforcement of a Vermont statute requiring the labeling of dairy products that were or 
might have been derived from cows treated with a synthetic growth hormone based on First 
Amendment grounds. The Court concluded that IDFA had suficiently demonstrated the 
potential for irreparable harm to their First Amendment right not to speak and the likelihood of 
success on the merits, noting that Vermont had failed to show a substantial state interest in 
consumers' "right to know" whether dairy products were derived ftom cows treated with 
synthetic growth hormones. 



Civil Cases - Voluntarv Sterilization of the Developrnentallv Disabled 

In re Marcia R, 383 A.2d 630 (Vt. 1978): The Court remanded an action seeking an injunction 
to prevent sterilization of a developmentally disabled woman sought by her parents based on the 
fact that the woman had reached the age of majority, necessitating a different procedure prior to 
sterilization pursuant to the voluntary sterilization statute. The Court noted that the statute was 
designed to not only serve a "eugenic[]" function, but also to serve the welfare of the 
developmentally disabled individual. 

Civil Cases - Paternitv Determinations 

Godin v. Godin, 725 A.2d 904 (Vt. 1998): The Court affirmed the trial court's denial of a 
motion for relief fiom a final, six-year-old divorce judgment and motion seeking genetic testing 
to determine paternity. The Court noted "[w]hatever the interests of the presumed father in 
ascertaining the genetic 'truth' of a child's origins, they rehain subsidiary to' the interests of the 
state, the family, and the child in maintaining the continuity, financial support, and psychological 
security of an established parent-child relationship." Id. at 910. 

SZ. Hilaire v. DeBZois, 721 A.2d 133'wt. 1998): The Court reversed the trial court's judgment in 
favor of the husband in &I independent action for fiaud that awarded damages equal to the 
amount the husband paid in child support pursuant to the parties' divorce decree. The wife had 
stipulated to the fact that the husband was not the father of her child in family court after the 
father had sought an order for genetic testing from the court in an effort to terminate his child 
support obligation. The Court determined that the independent action for fivlud was merely a 
coilateral attack on the validity of the prior child support order and was therefore precluded. 

Lerman v. Lerman, 528 A2d 1121 (VL 1987) (mem.): The Court reversed the judgment of the 
trial court granting the husband's motion, brought in the context of an enforcement action 
regarding child support, seeking genetic testing to determine paternity ten years after the parties' 
divorce decree became final. 
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Cases on Down’sSyndrorne (Trisomy 21) 
* . *  
4 I * 

i ‘  
CdZ v. Kkirian, 185 Cal. Rptr. 103 (Ct. App. 1982) i 
Cbild born withDown’s syndrome sued for fkihre to 
advise of tfre c‘ondition, and M u r e  to recommend an abortion. The court found that there 
was.no cause of action for being born with genetic atKlormalities became it was 
impossible to determine whetit& the plainti.ffsuffered an injury in being born than in not 
being born. The court did permit the child to maintaio a cause of action to recover 
damages for the costs of extraordinary care. The couct also as a matter of Iaw 
that the cause of action far such injuries did not begin to run arents realized the 
child had Down’s syndrome; rather the statute began to run when the p d e s  had the 
requisite specialized knowledge to understand that tea were available to predict the 
disease. 

Thibeaulrv. Larsei, 666 M d  112 (Me. 1995) 
A thirty-six yeadd w o r n  wauted an amniocentesis and was prepared to abort ifthe 
fetus had any abnannalities. H& physician conducted two attempts at an amniocentesis, 
but both times the placenta was in 

. risky to attempt a third procedure. 
court found that the facts supported a cause of d o n  under thewrongful birth statute. 

Blair v. Hmd H o p ,  552 N.W.2d 507 mch. Ct App. 1996) 
PlaintS sued for Wrongrl birth, alleging that defendant was negligent in failing to offer 
hex screening which would have offered her substantial opportunity to discover that her 
fetus had Down’s Syndrome. The t r ia l  court denied defendant’s motion for summary 
disposition of the wrox_d sun mar^ disposition to defendant 

se the disorder, & h e  to 

.’ 
’ t 

# 

r position, and’the doctortoId plainti.f€it was . 
was born with Down’s syndrome, and the Y . ,* 

9 
3 .: 

appellate court afErmed the denial of 

should apply in 
lairn, butreversetithe court’Sgrantof . . 

wren@ birth actions because plain& are denied the substantial oppo&v to Ieam of 

Becker v. Schwartt, 386 N.E.2.d 807 (N.Y. 1978) 

23 1 
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P&ts sued physicians alleging wrongful life when their child wasborn Down’s 
Syndrome. Court concluded thar there was no cause of adon that codd be bought by an 
infant with Down’s Syndrome bepatuse a ch3d has no fundamental right to be born as a 
.whole, f u n d o d  human being. Pare& ofa c u d  born With Down’s Syndrome could 
maintain a &e of axion for wro- life deging a physician’s negigence in 
a&qua-teIy informing, paaats oftbe risks wfiicfi wodd have infiuencai the pimat’s - 
decision ofwhether or not to cmcsive a child HOWWC, recovery for the pareats was 
Iimited to the extraordinary costs of raising the child with the Synrirome, and damages for 
aotioxla~ diseess were excl~ed as viodtive of pubIic policy. See QJSU v. 

* W&rson, 535 k2d 880 P.C. 1987); Atlanta Obstetrics C? Gynecology Group, P A  Y. 

Ahelson, 392 S I U d  926 (Ga. Ct. App 1990); Benttan V. AIlmr, 404 A.2d 8 (NJ. 
1979) @e* an additional cause of adon for parents for danxqes cause by 

1 .  

* 

emotional distress). 

h 2 h o  v. Dhg$id&, 337 SEJd 528 (??.e. 1985) 
Cause of action for m-&i We and wrongful birth 
parents s u f f e r e d  cineto child being born With Down’s syndmue. The state supreme COWL 
held that the child co&d not maintain an action for wrongful W e  because life, even with 
birth & f a ,  was not an i n j v  in the l e d  sense. The court also held tbat no cause of 
action existed for the parents for wro@ birth, &Gngtbzt existence of life cannot 
C odtute  aninjuryarloss, there was&cdQin d e .  ’ “ghowto calculate 

.- mitigation of damages, and the cause of adon was e y  suscepg‘ble b fiauddezit 
C l a i m s .  

Sterilization Cases 

In re ax., 627 P.2d 607 (Alaska 1981) 

their daughter Steritizect Doctors determined that the woman was moderateiy to ’mitdly 
retarded and although &e received some vocationaf training and had apa;rt-time job, the 
court noted that &e would rquire a guardian for the rest of ha Iife. The court also noted 
tbzt individuals with Down’s syndrome wefe susc@bIe to sexual Victimization due to 
their trusting, 10- and hmcent nature. I.fthewomanweretobecomepregnant,there 
would be a,t least a 50% chance that the child would have Down’s syndrume and ifthe 
father also bad Down’s,&e child would almost C ~ Y  be af€Ected. Tbe court set out 
factors for a bid court to consider in &g on a petition for -on: the individual 
must be legally incornpetteat to make the sterilizatiou decision and the incapacity is likely 
to be permanent; tbe pexson is capabie of reproduction but unlikely to care for the 
0-, sterikdon must be the only practicabie means of contraception; the proposed 
operation must be no more intrusive than n e w ;  and the court must also examine the 
motidon behind the petition to ensure that the f d y  is not bringing it sorely for their 
owricanveaience. . i 

Consenatonhip of Yrrlerie N., 707 P3d 760 (CaL 1985) 

fiam injurieS child and 

r 

I 

I P& of nineteen year-old woman with Down’s syndrome petitioned the court to have 

~ * .  . . . .. . ,  . , . 
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Other 

In re MZ, 590 N.Y.S.2d 390 (Mise 1992) 
Issue was fkcXiwed comm~cation could be used to assist a ten year-old boy 
with  down'^ syndrome in t m g  at trial. FadimEd cort~~~unicatiori was used wi& 
speech im&d individuals, and was a rne+chOd where a fk6xrator wouid @& the band 
or arm of the individual who would touchan e!ectronic device with a lettered keyboard. 
The corn foand that the technique did not pass,muster under Frye: there was no 
evidence of procedures to train; monitor or d w t e  fhhtatm ; no scholarly Iiterature or 
studies regarding the technique or results, no q e r i .  d e d  by the propnenq and no 
testimony h & e c  whether the tecEque was safe from dpu.latiOn by the facilitator. 

Schmidt Y. Schmidt, 459 A2d 421 (Pa. Super. 19s) 
lsme was whether a 26 yearqld woman with DOWII’S syndrome and with the mental 
capaciq ofa 4 to 8 year-old could be compeUd to Visit her &&er against her will. 
Evidence s b w d  that woman &n@y resisted ViSibg her M e r  and did not like him. 
The trial court found that she should be compelled to Visit her fkther under &-- 
*ere her emotional mdpsycholo~cal wd-bebg W e r e p m m  The appelhite court 
%agsed, finding that adults have p r i w j  rigbts and within those righrs is a fiedom of 
choice. The court &io found that evea ifthe pare?lr.h a duty to support the chiid . . 
because of the child's incompetency, the right of the c d d  not to visit is.unafT&ted. 
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Cases on Huntington’s Disease , 

Criminal Law 

Roach v. Aiken, 474 US. 1039 (1986) 
Petition for&ay of execution for inmate suffering fiom HD. Supreme Court denied the 
application for stay, Justice Marshall and Justice Brennan dissented arguing that 
petitioner’s disease had rendered him so incompetent that the execution woula violate the 
Eighth Amendment.‘ 

* 
* 

Unired Sfuta V. Click, 807 F2d 847 (9* Cir. 1987) 
Defendant robbed a bank fir $200; later called the FBI and turned himself in. Defendant 
generally matched the description the bank teller.had given and was able to describe how 
the crime was perpetrated. At trial defendant argued that he did not accurately match the 
description and had falsely confessed to get medical treatment for his .HD. Defendant 
aqempted to introduce over 500 pages of documents relating to his physical arid mental 
condition through statements he made to health care workers and their conclusions. Trial 
court denied their Snmission because there was no prior notice to the prosecution as 
required by d e s  of criminal procedure. On appeal, defehdant argued that the documents 
should have been admitted. Appellate court disagreed, &ding the evidence irrelevant 
because the records showed he was depressed about his disease and felt he needed 

. . 

medical care, not that defendant confessed to go to jail to receive care. 

ey, 1985 Dei. Super. LEMS 1015 
Defendant was charged with reckless endangering for shooting a rifle into the home of his 

, estranged wife. Defendant subsequently told police that he wished he had been closer so 
‘‘ he could have killed her. Defendant presented evidence that he had HD, and also - 

presented unrebutted testimony by a doctor that the disease prevented defendant fiom 
having control over his acts and that he did 
acts suggested by his parano 

. Defendant found guilty but mentally ill for attempte 
of twenty ye&. Two doctors testified that because 
early stages of HD he p 

state opined that the defendant was probably legally s 
appeal, defendant claim 
sentence and ?hat HD 
was required to sentence the defendant in the same manner as any other defendant. 

Thomen v. Swe, 582 P3d 829 (Okta. Crirn. App. 1978) 

the trial court did not prop 
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Defendant was convicted of murdering his M e .  Defendant's son witnessed the murder 
and def&cU confessed. Testimony at trid &om expert witness-for defendant was that 
defendant &%red from HD, and that one aspect of the disease was recurrent insanity, 
characterized by irratonal behavior and psychotic conduct. The expert also testified that 
sucS seizures could be brought on by anxiety or stress, and that research of defendant's 
family revealed presence ofthe disease. A second witriess for the defense testified that he 
believed that at the time of the crime defendant was suffering &om temporary insanity 
due to the effects of HD, was unable to control himself in a normal manner, and unable to 
distinguish%e difference between right and wrong. Witnesses for the state (doctors and . 
members of defendant's family) testified that defendant showed no signs of HD. Jury 
found defendant guilty of murder in the second degree. 

Discrimination . 
C'Zinfon v. Bt&.dy Enterpha-Mizssach~~e~, Inc, 1998-Mass. Super. LEXIS 349 
PlaintZf sued for employment discmynah 'on claiming that he was discharged fiom his 
job as administrator of defendant's nursing home because he had HD. Plaintiff had 
informed his supervisor that he was diagnosed with HD. Plaintiffs responsibilities 
included review of annuai budgets for defendant's facilities. The evidence showed that 
plaintiffwas unprepared at a meeting to discuss budget procedures, he.became very upset 
and, in the View of another empioyee, insubordinate. It was also confhed  that plahiif€ 
had violated policy by allowing another employee to state on a time card that the 
employee had worked when he did not. The court found that the evidence presented by 
the defendant was sufficient to show that plaintiff had been terminated for 
insubordination and failure to follow company policy. This evidence was undisputed by 
the pl&ifE Moreover, the disdosure by pIaintifT of his illness to another employee was 
insufficient to establish pretext for the termination. 

Bauder v. Continental Condominium Eomeowners Assoc., Inc, 1997 Wuh. App.' 
LEXIS 2007 
Plaintiff claimed wrongful discharge under state antidiscrimination lam in violation of 
the public policy exception of the employment at-Will doctrine. Plaintif€ worked as a 

. residential manager for the association, and his duties included operating power toots and 
some heavy equipment. Evidence showed that plain.tiffsuffered fiom H D , h  ixrational, 
suffered h m  poor memory and uncontrolled movements. Defendant terminated 
plaintiffs employment. The Social Security Administration found plaintiff to be totally 
disabied and entitied to benefits. The court found no disability discrimination cause of 
action under state law because the defendant did not qualify as m "empioyer" under the 
statute because it had few&than eight employees. Moreover, the evidence showed that 
plaintiff was totally disabled and plaintiff presented no evidence that he was able to 
perform his job or that defendant's reasons for ?he termhation were pretextd. 

Family Law 

. .  

I :. 
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BKIT v. Board of Cam@ Commissioners, 491 N.E.2d 1101 (Ohio 1986) 
Plainti& were adoptive parents of a child that developed severe HD wbile very young. 
bdoption agency had told parents that child was bo& to an unwed mother who was 
having trouble working and caring for the child, and had been offered ajob in another 
state and thought it would be better to give the child up for adoption. The agency 
described the child as hedthy, .wen though testing had revealed to the agency that cdild 
had low intelligence and susceptibility to disease. Parents later found that child had 
actually beea born to a woman in a mental institution, that the father of the child was 
presumably a resideat ofthe institution, prior to placement the child had shown signs of 
retardation, and that the agency had knowledge of those k t s  at the time of the adoption. 
PlainWs ctaimed they wo4d-not have adopted the c u d  had they known the truth 
because the wife had a physical handicap. The court found that plaintif% met all 
elements of h u d  and the cause of action 

Walker v. Wdker, 1999 Wash. App. LEXIS 495 
Parties filing for divorce and seeking property distributioh; husband suf‘fered fiorn HD. 
On appeal, court upheid &e distribution of $46,000 for husbaxid to undergo experimental 
surgery which was thought to stop progression of fID. Husband argued that court was 
incorrect in applying the standard life expectancy tables to him in cdcdating the vdue of 
husband’s annuity for retirement plan. Appellate court found application of the table not 
error because huband offered no expert testimony as to what husband’s We expectancy 
wouid be. Moreover, the evidence showed that husband‘s mother had died from the 
disease at age 71, hiswcle at age 58, and his grandmother at age 70. Court also found 
eGdence that husband’s Iife expectancy was 74 and similar to that of his mother and 
grmdmother to be credible. 

Meracle v. Children Js Service Society of F?%comzh, 437 N,W.2d 532 (Wis. 1989) 
PIaintiffs told adoption agency they wanted a nomd, healthy child. Agency told 
plaintiffs that chiid’s paternal grandmother bad suffered hrn HD, but because the chitd’s 

’ fkha had tested negative, the child had no increased chance of having the disease. It was 
later found that the infonmatio 
develop the disease. P1 
wrongful adoption. The court found no cause of action for emotiod distress becaue no 
physical injury was d e s t e d  as required for the tort. &d pennit &e wrongful 
adoption claim but emphasized that it was narrow in sc e of action can only 
exist for &rmative misrepresentations, and damages were Iimited to the extraordinary 
costs of raising the child. 

Other 

Shailq v. City ofPhiladelphia, 1995 U.S. DisL LEXIS 19379 (E.D. Pa) 
PIaintiff brought action under 42 ‘U.S.C. 0 I983 for violation of constitutional right to 
substantive due process and for damages. Plaintiff was incapacitated due to HD and a 
voluntary resident at a health care facility owned by defendant. While living at the 

‘ 

was incorrect and the child did 
of emotional &stress and 

. .. 
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fhdity, piairrtlffsrrfferedsevere injuries whenthe cigarette $e was smokingcaught tke. 
Alt?aou& plaintiff was completeiy dependent upon the residence for her every need and 
her disease bad progressed to the point where pl&W was no longer capable of being a 
voluntary &or, the court dismissed the lawsuit. First, plainw could not prevail under 
the special relationship theory of 9 1983 liability because that theory only appIies when 
the state's act limits one's ability to care for oneself so much that the substantive due 
process obligates the state to protect the individual. Here, the state did not Iimit 
ph.i.ntifT's ability to care for berseE the disease did. Second, there was no state-created 
danger beche  the state did nothing to increase thd probability that plabtiEwould burn 
herself. Therefore, strmmary judgment was granted in favor of the defendant. 

Dean Y. Brown, 8 Vet. App. 449 (1995) 
Appellant was enlisted in the service from 1977 to 1980, and then served in the National 
Guard. AppeUant claimed he was entitied to benefits for Huntington's disease. Evidence 
showed that appellant had complained of headaches, dkiness and disorientation while 
enlisted, but no neurological findings were made at that time. The court found that the 
veteran presently sufTered fiom HD but Sled to preserit medical evidence linking either 
the onset of the disease or its aggravation during the time of service. Although the 
veteran had headaches, dizziness, loss of coordination, doubIe vision and memory 
problems while enlisted, there was bufEcient evidence to link those symptoms and the 
&!nt diagnosis. 

* 4. 
In re Karen P., 678 N.Y.S.2d 802 (App. Div. 1998) 
Challenge by petitioner of the appointment of a guardian for her. Evidence showed that 
petitioner suffered h m  HD and that her physical arid mental condition was deterior&& 
Evideace also showed that petitioner lived done, was in danger of creating fires, had an 
unkempt apartment, and was not getting proper nutrition. Petitioner claimed that she was 
pot disabled and was going to get a job. Petitioner refused to seek public assistance 
&cause she believed she was able to work. The court determined that petitioner's 
assertions were the product of her illness and dementia, that her meatal condition was 
only going to worsen, and that the guardianship should be affirmed. 
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Cases on Alzheimer's Oh 
j 
i Torts 1 

. - I  i 
Nydam v.'Lmn 48 F3d 808 (1* Ci. 1991) I 
Police stopped car driven by 80 ycar-old plairttiff which poiice c k e d  was being driven 
d d y  leading them to believe the driver was under &e influence of alcohol. An 
argument ensued betweenplaintiEand the officer, who maced plaintiffand dragged him 
from &e car. When p b t S w a s  removed ftom the car, he fell on the driveway and hit 
his bead. He was hospi- for nine days and never returned home, dying over a year 
I& from unrelated causes. It was later determined that plaintiffwas not drunk, but 
.suffering from AD. The police dro@ped the charges against plaintiff and a jury found in 
favor of the plaintiff; awarding both compensatary mil punitive damages, which were 
upheld by the circuit court 

Semerpro v. Cum 1992 U.S. Dfst. LExI[S 19325 (EJ). Pa,) 
Defendant doctor removed a polyp fiom pl&ntif€'s colon m 1984. Doctor scheduled a 
follow-up Visit to ensure that the entire polyp was removed. At the follow-up visit, the 
doctor was unable to determine ifthe polyp had been completely removed, and no 
subsequent appointment was d e .  In 1990, an aiditio 
d o n ;  p~tBcLaimedthatthis tumor resulted from etely remove the 
original polyp. In 1987, plaintif€'s doctor was.diagnosed with AD. Plaintiff's estate sued 
defendan's estate &e& intel alia battery, arguing that because the doctor did not tell 
plaintiff of his deteriorating sight, coordinat~il and mental ficdties, there was no 
informed consent The court dismissed p1aintifY.s c e  stating that th6 purpose ofthe 
informed consent doctrine is to ensure that patients are informed about the surgicd 
procedure to be performed, and p1aintiff"s claim is more appropriately brought as 

- 

. .  

found in plaintiffs * 

- 

\ 

1. Rptr. 2d 713 (Ct. App. 1996) 
P m  a nurse's aid in a dnvdesccnt home, sued a patient 
damages for injuries d *en the patient struck her. Evide 
with AD tended to be violent, combative and aggressive. Piahtiffknew her job exposed 
her to individuafs with these traits and hew of other nurse's aides that were struck by 

PkintEsued under state tort claims act for medical malpractice. She suffered horn AD 
dnd while uudercare of hospital broke her hip when she walked into a door while 
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wandering at bight and had also brnnedherthigh while trying to Ee;=d herselfi The 
slppellatecourtheldthatthe lokcamterrederrede~~~tingplaintiffadirectedverdict . 
for the bum because the pwrpose of plahtS"s care w a ~  to encourage her to have the 
rmdmum level of fimciiodng - which incfuded encouraging pkktifFt0 feed herself. 
The jury bad found €or the hospital on the ckim for liability for p&Ws broken hip on 
the'theory that plaintiff's bed shodd have been equipped with guard rails. Tbe court 
found that this verdict was supposed by the evidence that guard rails could have been 
more dangmus because plaiotiff could have tried to c b b  over them a& fiden, and that. 
plainti.ffwas purposely given a bed lower to the 
would not be likely to fall. 

Cteosy R Rusk, 696 N.E.2d 442 (hd. Ct. App. 1998) 
P h a  a certified nurse's assistant in a health care fkiility, sued defkndmt, a patient 
with AD in the facility, for injuries Mered as a result of defendant's assaultive behaviur. 
Trial colpt granted summary judgment in favor of defendant, finding no duty on behalf of 
&fmdantand codudhg that pi&tif€asSumed the risk The appellate courtreversed, 
stating that the record was mciear regard& whether defadant had a duty, and that 
question would need to be resolved with a det=m&tion of the degree of defendant's 
impairment The appellate court also held that assUrrrption of risk was not a defense in 
Indiana because of the comparative Mt doctrine. 

Ayleswarth v. Evans, 638 N.Y.S.2d 982 (App. Db. 1996) 
This suit involved 811 automobile accident where Ms: Ayleswotth was a passenger in a car 
driven by bls. Euans. Aylesworthwas Mt Wearkg  a seat belt at the &e of the collision 
and sustained a head injury from the accident. She was admitted to the hospital where 
she nxnahed mail her death a few weeks later, Aylesworb's estate sued Evans' estate 
for wrongihl death. Expea testim~ny indicated that the head injrny was minor and that 
the death was in part caused by Ayltswo;th's AD which prevented her Erom becoming 
,qccustomed to the hoqitd asxi caused her to become uacooperative and agitated and to 
pdl out tubes and deters.  This aggravated Aylesworth's congestive heat failure - 

which the expert opined contributed to her death Ajury trial returned a verdict against 
the defendant but reduced &e $8,000 verdict to zero after finding that Aylesworth's 
fgilure to wear a seat belt resulted io the mjees. The appellate court conchded that &e 
expert fdmony M d  that the AD was the proxisnate cause of Aylesworth's pain and 
suffering, and that the jury's verdict was the ploduct of a fhir.interptation of the 
evidence. 

Godd v. Amencnn Fami?jMui. Im. Ca, 543 N.W.2d 282 (wis. 1996) 
Plaintiff; a nurse in a health care faciliv, sued defendant, a resident in the facility, for 
injuries &d when defendant knocked her to the ground. The d e f a h t  had AD and 
areputaton for being resismtto care. "he triaI court instructed the jury to use an 
objective d l e  person standatd for defendant and his actions, The court of appeals 
reuersed, holding that a person may not be liable for conduct whm a mental condition 
deprives that person of the ability to control the conduct. The state supreme court 
reversed the court of appeals in part, stating that the reasonable person standard should 

so that if she did get up she 
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always apply because between two inaocent &viduah the one causing that &inn should 
accept the Wt, except where the 
otherwise would impose an tmteasonable'burden on that class of people. 
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People Y. D&toyicz, 81 CaL Rptr. 2d 891 (Cal Ct. App. 199911 
Appellant was convicted of theft 
Evidence showed that appellant cared for Mr. Alton, an individual wi& AD. Appellant 
deposited tw6 der's checks totaling over $100,000 fiom Alton's account to her own 
account. *Whexi she began to care for Aton,,. appellant removed him f b m  the care facility 
where he lived to a small apartment where de w a ~  not well cared for. When Alton told a 
fiiend he did not h o w  where his money had g 
retirement hility and ordered appewt to stay away. A sheriff investigating the incident 
noted that each time she visited Alton he was more confused and indl'caed that appellant 
was not supposed to have his money. A nenropsychologist testified tfiat Atton's 
dementkiwas severe. Appellant presented collfiicting expert testimony, as well as 
witnesses who stated'that Alton was not demented, that he asked appellant to write 

. checks for the rex& that Alton r e b n b d  appeUant for expenses she incurred in caring 
for Alton, and that the large sum of money was given to appellant to buy a house where - 
Alton would live with appellant's Eamily. The appellate court concluded that there was 
sufficient evidence to support the jury verdict, that it was within the province of the jury 
to accept the testimony of one expei-t and to reject the.contradictory testimony of mothex 

was not a family member bu? had'recently been hired to care fo 

Forest v. Sitzfe, 721 A 2 d  127 (Del. 1999) 
>. Dcfmdant was convicted o€$hefi and exploitation of infirm adult. On appeal, he aigued 
that the court erred in admitting statements of the victim regarding the repair of the 
victim's m€ Evidence showed that the Victim paid the defendant for roof repair &ich 
was not perfbrmed, The court found the statements feu into the hearsay exception for 
state of mind and were properly used 8s evidence to show that the victim Was suffering 
h m  adeteriorating mental condition relevant to the charge of exploitation of an idinn 
adult. 

State Y. Moore, 880 Pdd 238 (Idaho 1994) - Defendant convicted o f s  murder of his wife. At trial, presented 
conflictingevidenceasto 
rquisite intent for the &e. There was evidence that d e f h t  had drank excessive 
amounts ofdcchl, and this was thought to have been more relevant to the diagnosis of 
AD. TheappeMecourt thk the trial court did not UT in not ordering a pre- 
sentkncexnental exam as cient 

a -take and grand theft of personal property. 

. 
' 

. 

friend m m d  aton back to the 

- . 

* 

* and to question why Alton would have g k n  &ch a large SUI% of money to s 

defendant's AD caused the defendant to lack the 

catchcted prior to trial and there was 



Sme v. DUB, 967 P2d 807 (N.M. 1998 
Appellant argueti that court ami in dowing testimony in appe~&,s felony mmier tria~ 
that the victim’s husband s l l f f e r e d  h m  AD. The evidence had bwntbat appellant 
attacked the victim when she was getting out of her car to pick her husband up at an 
elderly care f .  The court concluded that ifthere was any mor, it was harmless 
because substantial evidence existed to convict. 

T-ns Y~ S m ,  952 S.W2d*d91 vex. CL App. 1997) 
Appellant appealed his conviction on the gmmds that the trial court erred in dismissing a 
juror for disabiliiy and in not granting a mistrial after the removal of the jmr.  Trial court 
swore in full jury and trial began. On the second day the court was informed that one of 
the jurors suffered fiom AD. The daughter-in-law of the juror testified that when the 
juror had returned home, she hew she had been sefected for jury duty but could not 
remember what court the case was in, the location of the courtroom or the names of the , 

attorneys or judge. Both sides agreed the juror should be dismissed, but the judge refused 
to grant a mistrial and the case went forward with 11 jurbrs. T& appellate court 
concluded that while a jury of 12 is required, state criminal procedure law permitted the 
trial judge to remove a j w r  for disability. In this case, the trial court was reasonable to 
conclude that because the juror could not remember details &om her lint day of jury 
service, she wodd not have been abIe to serve the functions of a jury. 

State v. Duws, 1997 Wash. App. LEXZS 43 
Appellant claimed he was denied efktive assistance of counsel after the pttomey that 
representedhknatthejurytrialonhisfirstdegreerape~ewasdiagnosedwithAD. 
Evidence showed that although counsel was appointed only three days before trial he felt 
prepared to move forward. About 18 months following appeht’s trial, two trial judges 
wrote to the state bar expressing concerns about theattorney’s performance, stating that 
recently he appeared w d k d  and slow in the courtroom. The appellate court found that 

‘ -. the mere posslairity that the attorney may have been suffering &om AD at the time of trial 
was im&icient in itselfto find that appetlant was denied effective assis&nce of counsel. 
Rather, such aclaim would need to be examined on a case-by-case basis. The court noted 
that choices counsel made d d g  q p e h t ’ s  trial were valid tactical choices, and no act 
by come1 was objectively mueasoonabie. Therefore, appellant’s conviction was 
affirmed. 

P 
<+ 

’ 

Discrimination 

Wagner v. FIlritAcres Gerit&k.Gwer, 49 F3d 1002 (3d Cir. 1995) 
PIaintiffwas an eldedy.Womaa d k h g  from AD which caused her to behave 
aggressively, scream, andhit, kick and bite people. Plaintiffwas denied admission to 
ddadant nursing hoqe which claim& that it could not acwmmodate plaintiffbecause 
of her psychiatric history. Plaint i f fd  under the Rehabilitation Act The district court 
concluded that plaidf€was not an otherwise handicapped individual denied benefits 
solely because of her handicap, reasoning that plaintiff had sought admiasion to the 
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wty because of her handicap and not in spite of it. The Circuit court reversed, 
cor&ding that the lower court's determination was an error of law, and finding that it 
was Inconect forthe district court to focus on Why aplaintiffsought &ess to an 
institutioa 

mmunication Holdings Co., 672 d 145 (Ohio 1996) 
Two plaintiff sued for age discriminsrtion mder Ohio law after terminated h m  their 
eraploymeqt with the defendant. Although testimony revded discriminatory animus 
towards older employees, none of the comments made by defendant's agents were 
directed towards these plain&%, except for one employee who inquired whether plaintiff 
suffered from AD.. Defendant also offered evidence of insuflicient performance by 
plaintifti. The court concluded #at a single ref-= to AD was insufscient to form a 
basis for an age discrimhation claim; and without a causal link between discriminatory 
statements and an act of discrimination plaintif& could not show a violation. 

W f i ,  and Estates 

Allen v. Sconym, 669 So2d 113 (Ala. 1995) 
Stepson contested's 'Acill executed by his stepmother on the ground that the will was a 
product of undue Xuence and that the testator lacked testamentary capcity. Trial court 
had granted summary j&gment in fivor of the defendant, The testator's pvious will 
had left large portions to the stepchildren, but after the teiktor went to Eve with her 

* sister, she changed herwill so that the sister inherited a sizable portion of the estate and 
'the $epch i l b  received nothing despite the very close relationship they shared. Prior to 
executing the new wili, evidence showed that testator becoming inmasingly disorhted 
and f o r g d .  The court concluded that summary judgment was inappm@te because 
there was a genuine issue of material fZct as to whether the change'in the will was 

5 gratitude for care or a product of undue influence. Testator's death certificate also 3 
3 
3 
3 I .  

a 

indicated thgt testator s u f f e r e d  fiom AD for the past thtee years, which would have ' 

3 
3 

Evidence showed that Rick suffered h m  AD and.was delusional. Experts testifid that 
she had not been competent to execute a durable pWer of attorney appointing S d e r  as 
her attomey-iu-fkt Sailahad offered to assist Rick with handling her husband's affairs 
after his death. Sailer had received a c o d s i o n  for his services. Evidence showed that 
Rick, who had be= frugal her entire life, conveyed her e n t k  interest in a parcel of land 
worth $180,000 to Sailer, d had granted him a right of first refitsal to purchase her 
residence upon her death at 
believ.ed that sfte and Sailer were going to be married, even though Sailer was much 
younger and already &e& Medid testimony mdicated that individuals with AD may 
be able to perform routine activities and engage in casual conversations, but it was 
unlikely that Rick was competent to understand the nature of the business deals Sailer 
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engaged in. The court found that Rick’s condition 9 d k  her srtseeptr‘ble to mdue 
influenceandthatSailerhadexercisedsuchin€tuenceoverher. 

S m  B m W Z  NA Y. Hog&, 536 SoSd 263 @la. Ct App.  1988) 
Action to set aside will, amended trust agreement and codicils as the product of undue 
influence. Tnd court set them side and appellate court afbirmed. Court concluded tliat 
although it was reasonable for the individual, who stood to benefit from the will and trust, 
to assist the$staior who was not savvy with Gnances and suffered fbxu Alzheimer’s 
Disease, the organic brain disorder left her dependent and there was no m r  in the trial 
court’s finding that undue hf!fuence in a confidential relationship. 

’ . Successwn of Mack, 535 S02d 461 (La. C t  App. 1988) 
Trial court had detgnined tbat testator lacked capacity to execute a will in fitvor of her 
minister_ The testator had dad fiom AD, and the trial court concluded that because. 
AD is irreversibk there was no opportunity for the lucid intervals associated with other 
forms of dementia. A n u i n k  of witnesses testified to the testator’s change in behavior, 
including her forgethhess and inability to recognize Eends and relatives. The minister 
took testator to a notary to sign a new will gXng him all of the testator’s property. The 
attorney testified that testator was competent.and understood what she was doing. The 
appellate court rev- finding tfiat petitioner failed to overcome by clear and 

& < A  convincihg evidence the presumption of capacity. 

O’Brien v. BeLrma, 816 P3d 665 (Or, Ct. App- 1991) 
Action by husband to d d  deeds and r q u h  return of funds that allegedly 
incompetent wife dkring h m  AD gave to her daughter h m  a prior marriage. Doctors 
presented codicting testimony as to wfiether wife was competeat at the time of the 
-a. AISO testimony that patients vii& AD have ciiEcuIty with learning new things 
arid o h  experience stress d a - s u c h  testing, and that the doctors testifying to the 
patient’s incompetence used such tests. other evidence showed that wife dways cared 
for the daughter and intknded to that the property at isSue, which was kept sepaxate h m  
the &tai property, would-go to the daughter. AMtiodIy, the court found that there 
was no evidence of d u e  influence as the daughter was always subservient to her 
mother. Accordingly, judgment was granted in fhvor of the daughter. 

Other 

United Stafes Y. State of Wcrsfringon, 98 F3d 1159 (9& Cir. 1996) 
Three Native American Indian t r i i  brought an action for relief &om judgment, claiming 
thatthe judge that denied fishing rights to the tribes d e r e d  from AD at the time of the 
ding. The challenge was prompted by a Id ne-wr article which stated that the 
judge began to d& h m  AD a yeat prior to the decision agahst the tn’bes. The district 
court denied the motion, finding that 15 years had passed since the judge’s decision, that 
fbIity ofjudgments was in the public interest, that a ruling favor of the tribes would 
open the fidgaies to fixture challenges ofjudgments forjudicid incompetence, and that 

. 



3 
there was no Illanifest injusti, because the magistrate judge and the Ninth Circuit had all 
reached the same conclusion as the challenged judge. The circuit court affirmed. ,,l_ 
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Pilchak v. Camper, 935 F3d 145 (8'b Cir. 1991) 
Writ of habeas corpus granted by district court and affirmed by the court of appeals. 
Petitioner had received a life sentence for minor participation in a drug conspiracy 
conviction W e  petitioner's boyfiiend, the ringleader of the conspiracy, had already been 
released frop phon. Two bases for &anting writ: petitioner had been tried by a jury 
selected by means of a process that was later deemed unconstitutional, and petitioner was 
represented attrial by an attorney suffering 
attorney's condition caused disorientation, 
peculiar exhibitions 

In re Gora!y, 658 A.2d 613 @el. Ch. 1994) 
Son af woman with AD sought guardianship to prevent hospit$ from inserting a feeding 
tube into his mother who was 96 and suffering from eady AD. The court noted that 
patients with AD often starve in end stages of the disease because the reflex to swallow is 
eventually lost. The patient in this case chose to eat very 1ittIe and without a feeding tube 
would die, and with the tube would continue to live with advancing AD. The patient had 
previously signed a living will expressly sbting that no feeding tube &odd be used and 
the court found that she had capacity and understood the consequences of not having the 
tube. "'he court also found no evidence to show that she would have wanted the tube. 
Accordingly, the court granted the guardianship td permit the son to deny consent to the 
hospital. 

Real& Care & Retirement Cop.  v. Department' of 
516 So3d 292 @la. Ct. App. 1987) 

, Dispute over community need for nursing home de ent of patients 
:. AD. Study showed that 27,000 victims of AD lived in the community and 80% would 

require custodial care in the future. Poll of practitioners indicated that no faciIities 
specidking in AD care existed in the area except are Eacility. The court 
found that due to the future needs and the fact that egenerative process with 
the victim becoming bedridden and comatose, the defendant e d  in concluding that 
modifications of existing facilities was a more appropriate use of health care funds than a 
special new facility. 

Brown v. Combined Ins. Co. of America, 597 P3d 1080 Nan; 1979) 
Issue arose as to whether plaintiff became disabled due to AD before or after she left her 
job and lost eligibility for benefits. The court noted the difficulty of determining a date of 
disability for a disease l i e  AD due to its progressive nature. The court found that 
plaintiffs date of disability was the day her employer forced her retirement rather than 
the date ofthe actual diagnosis of the disease a year later. Evidence showed that 
plaintiffs mentd condition had progressively worsened and that her employer 
determined she could no 1.onger perfom her duties as a bank teller and worked out an 
arrangement with her for her retirement. 

AD. Evidence showed that the . 
f memory, inability to concentrate and 
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Heaton v. State Ee& Benefits C o d s w n ,  624 A2d 69 (NJ. Super. App. Div. 
1993) 
PlainWs Ate employee benefitprogram lirmted expenses refirndable for mental illness 
to $lO,OOO.per year and $20,000 lifetime. The beneficiary had advanced AD and was 
admitted to a psychiatric hospital. The plan limited reimbursement under the mentd 
illness provisions. The evideke showed that AD was. an organic mental disorder, but not 

interpretation of claims urider commercial contracb would be according to etioiogy, not 

state plan in the same manner as a commercial plan. 

I 

, a psychiatrii. condition even though some treatment similar. Court foun&that 

the nature of the symptoms or the modal& of treatmen4 and it was comct to interpret a 
1 
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C d i i  v. Inunacdde Conception Cemetev, 583 A.2d 417 (N.3. Super. i990) 
Plaintiff, petitioner in a will contest, sought a court order to disinter the remains of her 
mother, the testator of the will in question. Plaintiff claimed that a pathological exam 
could be conducted on the remains of her mother’s b& to determine whether she had 

. AD and would be evidence of lack of testamentary capacity. Competing experts testified 
as to whether there wodd be sufficient tissue left to make such a determhtion and 
whether they could date the start of the disease because AD progressed differently in each 
patient h e  court concluded that plaintiff couid not show by clear and convincing 
evidence that the brain tissue would establish afhnative evidence that could be used in 
the WiIl contest and denied pIahtif€’s request for a court order. 

J .  DeBenedictis & Sons Bltig. COT. v. Lindon, 539 N.Y.S.2d 670 (Misc 1989) 
Elderly tenant suffering fiom Alzhesmer’s signed her lease renewal form but never 
retumed the renew& agreement to the landlord. LandIord sought possession Testimony 
indicated that tenant would often misplace things and forget to open mail. Tenant’s 

, internist testSed that patients with AD suffer gradual deterioration arid do not deal easily 
with change 6r new information, and that relocation of the tenant could exacerbate her 
condition. The court found that the facts of this required the application of the equitable 
principle that courts may intervene in holdover tenant cases where the jpvity of d e  
forfeiture to the tenant was out of proportion to the tenant’s fault. 
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Cases on Depression 
/ 

CMi Rights 1 

i 

B&chem v. Knights ofCorumSus, 116 F3d 310 (8th Ci. 1997) 
PIaintiffsuedfo 
plaintiffbecaus 
informed employer that 
The court concluded that the employer had legitimate nondiscrimianary reasons for 
terminating plaintE's employment Plaintiffs job performance had hen  poor and he 
had been informed of his need to improve on a number of occas&ns. Because plaintif€ 
could not show that these reasons were pretextual, the court found summary judgment in 
the defendant's favor was appropriate. 

employer for violation of the ADA, claiming that defendant fired 
red fiom manic depression, Plaintif€had previously 

from bipolar disorder and that he was taking lithium. 
' 

. 

Due v. VanderbZt Unk, 1997 US. App. LEXIS 34194 (6th Cir.) 
Plaintiff dropped out of medical school when told he wodd be expelled for poor 
performance. Plain& began receiving lithium treatment for bipolar disorder, and 
reapplied for admission twice, both times sup@rting his application with letters from his 
physician indicating that the bipolar disorder was under control. The school denied 
application for adtnissioa Plaintiff claimed that the denial of readmission violated the 
ADA Defadant argued that plaintiffwas refused readmission because he could not 
meet the academic h e n & .  Pl#&tifYdid 40t present arguments countering 
defendant's podion, therefore the court found that tmimary judgment in favor of the 
defadant was appropriate. 

, Millerv. Cusualty Co., 61 F3d 627 (8tb Ci.l995) 
..' Plaintiff claimed she was terminated from her job in violation of the ADA. Plaintiff 

claimed that defadant failed to provide her Teasonable accommodation for her m&c 
depression. PlaintBhad indicated on her job application that she no mental 

. .. 

hospital. Defendant terminated plaintiffs employmmt. The court concluded that 
lainWs msinic depression diagnosis until after 
application indicated 

laillwssisterwere 
3 
> -  
3 
3 

notice that plaintiffhad a disabifity that would require accommodation under the ADA. 



. -  

Accordingly, the district c o d s  grant of sununary jndgmnt in favor of the defendant 
was appropriate. 

UniigHStates v. Wdm, 893 F2d 970 (8th Cir. 1990) 
Issue was whether prisoners had aconstitdonal right to refbe treatment with 
psychotropic medications, such as antipsychotic drugs (like Hataol) and antimania diugs 
(such as lithium). The court noted that side effects of antipsychotic drugs included 
muscle spqms, restlessness, agitation and parkinsonisms, and that antimania drugs could 

abdaminal cramps, and digestive problem. Cam found that the right to 
bodily restraint includes the nght to refuse psychotropic 

medications. The court also recognized that the libeity interests of prisoners do have 
Iimits. Therefbe, the court concluded that psychotropic drugs &y be administered to a 
mentally ill federal prisoner where a mend health professional determines that 
administration of the drugs are necessary to remove the prisoner fiom secIusion and to 
prevent the prisoner ha endangering himself or others. 

S .  v. ChurWe Housing Auihori@, 1998 U.S. Disi. 8073 (W.D.N.C.) 
Plaintiff s u f f e r e d  h m  depression. She took an eight month leave of absence from her 
employment 6th &fm&mt and was prescribed Effexor for treatment. Upon return to 
work, plaintiffciaimed she could not report to work before 9:OO a.m. because her 
medidon made her groggy. D e f e h t  quested that plaintiff provide medid 
documentation of the limitation, which plaintiff did not. Plaintiff continued to show up 
for her 8:OO am. shift at 9, and defendant plaintiff she would have to provide 
documentatiOa or resign. Plabitiff resigned and'skd unda the ADA, claiming that 
defadant meed reasonably accommodate plahtiff's disability. The court found that 
dekndmt was entitled to summsny judgment plaintiffs treating phySiCim.testified there 
was no teason plaiatiffcould not be at work by 8, plaintiff did not offer any reason as to 
'why she could not take her medication earlier, and plaintiff had never attempted to be at ' 

work on time. 

Wooien v. Acme Steel Ca., 986 F. Supp.'524 (ND. m. 1997) 
Plaintiff sued for disparate treatment and failure to reasonably accommodate, arguing that 
defendant's refusal to allow piainti€€to rescind his resignation, which plaintiff claimed 
was &e product of manic d e p ~ o n ,  violated the ADA. Defendant knew that plaintiff ' 

suffered h m  depression and during one severe episode on a Friday evening, plaintiff 
calledhis foreman and resigned. On Monday morning, ~Iaiatiffrequeskd that defendant 
ignore the reSignation and Madaut refbed. The court found that pIaintiffcould not 
state a claim for faiuii to reasonably BccornmoQte. The ADA only contemplates 
changes tu the work envibmmt, and no other case in the circuit had found reasonable 
accommodationtoincludereinstatem a t  after reSignatos~ Moreover, plaintiff could not 
present any aCCOmmOdatiOIl that would assist plaintiff in managing his depression once 
he retumed to work Finally, withrespect to plahWs d.isparatetreatmmt claim, the 
coust found that plainWs allegations that othernondisabled em plop^ hd resigned 
and were tfiien reinstated was without factual mpp+ Accordhgly, summary judgment 
was granted in favor of the defendant 
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Torts 

' Sellers v. UnitedSbztes, 870 F2d 1098 (6th Cir. 1989) 
Plaintiff sued under the Federal Tort Claims Act claiming that the government was 
negligent in discharging and treating Firestine, a former voluntary mental patient at 

tion hospital. Firestine had been treated for manic depression and veteran's- 
UponxeI- assanlted Sellers, who was not 6 g  in a threatening manner, ~ 4 t h  a 
baseball bat The court found that summaryjudgment was appropriate because under 
Michigan lawthe psychiatrist's duty to.- only goes to foreseeable p ia in t i~ .  III this 
case, Firestine did not know Sellers wsle receiving treatment at the hospital and had . 
never mentioned Sellers to anyone there. TherefOre, sellers could not be considered a 
foreseeable victim. Second, sturmary judgment agaiost Sellers for his claim of negligent 
discharge was aIso appropriate because Firestine was avoluntary patient and the hospital 
therefore had no "special relationship" with him that would have required them to force 
Firestine to remain in codkernent. 

Frasiet v. Department of Hedth & Human Resources, 500 So.2d 858 (La. Ct. App. 

Plaintiff brought a medid malpractice action against defendant for inisdiagnosis. 
PlaintifThad a long history of mental illness and was diagnosed with schizophrenia rather 
than d c  depression and treated with antipsychcttic drugs, which plaintiEc1aimed 
exacerbated her tardive dyskenesia, an invohmtay movement disorder. The court found 
that the degree of knowledge in the psychiatric ~~mmtmity of the time conclusively 

. .  

1986) 
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> to pl&ntifTwas reasonable and prudenf with . 
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- d e m o d  that ~ p t o &  of d c  depression and schizop€m&a were overlappingy 
and it was a common e& to misdiagnose. Because diagnostic error was not malpractice 
per se, and because plaintiffs physicians exercised the appropriate standard of care of a 
physician in the qyialty in that 

r r' 
fendant was not negligent The court also 

bY 

Criminal Law 

Nee& Y. Nmon, 149 F3d 1074 (10th Cir. 1998) 
' habeascorpusactioa. Prisoner 

sion and was institutiondied 
afttr release from an institution, she drove her car into 

was found guilty 
o u t  found that 
process. The 

a M y  of four, killing 
but meatally ill and s 
the gdty but mentally iU law did not violate constitutional rights 
law served a legitimate state purpose by distinguishing between mdividds not guilty by 
TeaSon of hsanity and those m d y  ill but criminaliy liable. Petitioner also a r ~ e d  that 

and injuring two others; P 
hprisonment plus 27 years 
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the law Violated the Eighth Amendment because it subjected m d y  ill individuals to 
the same level of criminal &&;Tito and senmcing as non-mentally i13 defmdants. The 
courtdisagreed,concludingthatbecauseinfindinganindividuaZ~brrtmeatallyiUa 
juy expressly fkis tbat a defmdant understood his or her condact at the time of the 
crime, there is no cruel or unusual punishment. 

State Y. W a r ,  393 N.W.2d 204 (Ninn. Ct. App. 1986) 
Ddmdant vips arrested for driving under the influence of dcuhL Drning the an+ 
Mmdant obtained one ofthe officer's guns and discharged s e v d  shots. No one was 
injured by grmflre. Ajury found defmdant gtlilty of second'degree. assault, and defeadant 
moved the court to depart dispositidy from the sentencing @dines and for a sky of 
the mandatoq minimum sentence b d  on defendant's diagnosis of manic depression. 
The prosecution requested defendant's mkdicd records, which &f&t refused tu 
disclose: The court departed d ispos~ody from the guidelines, noting that Walker was 
notarrying the fmam that wasdischarged and that Walker suffered fiom manic 
depression which effected the specific intent required for the crime, and sentenced 
defendant to five years of probation. The appellate court found that the ody testimony 
concerning Walker's condition was from his mother and gkEend. Because the state had 
not been given the oppottunitY to examine Walker's medical records, the sentence was 
vacated 

SWe u. K m d y ,  771 Pad 281-(0re. Ct. App. 1989) 
Defendant was charged with driving und& the influence and failure to perform the duties 
of a driver involved in an accklent Evidence showed that individuaiinvolved in.accfdent 
with car fitting description of defendaat's vehicle. When officers questioned defendant 
soon after the accident, she had s l d  speech, difficulty waikbg, smelled of alcohol and. 
had bloodshot eyes. Defendant refused to take a blood test and the oEcexs concluded 
$hat she was intoxicated. Defendant d i  from manic depressian and took Eskalith, a 
fsnn of lithium. During manic episodes, she often experiehced hyperactivity, bloodshot 
eyes, simed speecb and could be uncooperative and hostile. Addit idy,  the drug 
produced an odor similar to gin. At trial,'defendant claimed that she had not drank any 
alcohol and denied she was given the opportu&y to take a blood test The court refused 
to take judicial notice regarding the symptoms of manic depression and the behavioral 
&' of lithium. The appellate court agreed with the trial court that those matters were 
suited for expert testimony. 

. 

,. 
*' 
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Family Law 

P A  Y. Department ufHe& & Rehabi€i#he Smka, 685 Soad 92 @'la. Ct. App. 
1997) 
Appeal of- *on of parental rigbk. In its decision to termbate parental rights of 
mother, trial court focused 011 mother's bipolar disorder, and a court appointed eqert  
testifled that the disease made the mother an unpredictable parent whose treatment with 
medidan had not be& successfu1. The court of appeals held that the trial court ertcd in 
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. .  not considering other options, s k h  8s zt czw plan with goals for reuniting family after 
other treatment options for the mother were attempted. 

Jones Y. Jones, 3'7'7 N.W.2d 38   minx^ C& App. 1985) ' ,  

Appeal of order gradrig custody of mhor children to mother. Evidence showed that 
mother suffered from manic depression, was hospitalized ten to fifteen times for the - 
disease, faed to stay on a treatment plan,-fiad disappeared.for weeks at a time, and had 
threatened 8 doctor with a M e .  The trial court had found that the mother was a capable 
parent as l&g as she remained on her medication. The appellate court agreed, but firrther 

. found that the mother repeatedly re~01ved to stay on her medication and repeatedly Wed 
to do so. Acc6rdbgly, the award of M o d y  to the mother was an abuse of discretion, 
and the case was remanded with directions to grant custody in favor of the &ther. 

J z t m  v. Louike W e  Services, 663 N.Y.S.2d 483 (Mbc 1997) . 
Action for wrongful adoption. Adoptive parents inform-ed agency that they wanted a . 
healthy child Agency told prospective parents that mothq of child had won a 
scholarship to a well known CoUege and had completed two ye&s of school whm her 
boyfEend died suddenly. She @ e n d  some emotional difficuity and soon became 
pregnant. The adoption agency knew that the mother had actuaUy &ad severe menw 
illness including schizopbreaia, had undergone a prefkontal lobotomy, and had become 
impregnated by another patient at the psychiatric facility wh& she &is receiving 

eventually committed suicide. Defendants claimed that the failure to disclose the mental 
h d t h  infomation was not materiaj because atathe time of theadoption there & no 
consensus in the scientific commzmify that ~chkophrenia couid be inherited. The t&l 
court denied plaintiff's request for -judgment on liability because plair;tifi"s 
rt$ance on defendant's hud should be tested by cross e 
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treatment The &d.was diagnosed with mapic depression and schizophrenia and .. . 
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on at trial. 

on&tted acts o 
professional misconduct, including double b a g  and b i B g  for personal expenses. 
psychiatrist testified that he believed that the disorder &sed the conduct The B 
P r o M o d  ResponsibZQ rejected the h i k g  of the Hearing Committee that 
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3 
'2 
'3 
a 
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bipolar disorder substantially affected his Cosduct However, because respondent had 
repeatedly engdged @ acts of baud, disbarment Was still 811 appropriate sanction. 
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Chdwaeer  v. Adkh&tr&r, Wze uf EmptQyment Secmity, 559 S a 3  1346 (La. 
1990) 
Issue was whether plaintif€'s failule to disclose his d c  depession on an ClnpIoyment 
applidon that asked if applicant had any ailments or physical t%sabiWie~ precluded 
plaintiff from receiving unemployment benefits. Not long after piaintif€was hired on a 
permanent basis, informed his employer that he suffered fiom manic depression a id  
checked himself into a hospital for treatment for three days. The employer terminated 
plaintiff an$ plaintiff applied for'unemplmat benefits. The adm&&& 've law judge 
concluded that plaintiffs failure to disclose the depression on the appIication for 
employment barred plaintiff fiom receiving unemployment benefits. The state supreme 
court concluded that manic depression is a psychohgical disorder that does not fkil 
within the categories of "aiiment" or "physical disability," and "any other ailments'' Was 

. vague and should not be construed against theemployee. 

Attomq Griatance Contm'n v. Tieher, 411 A 2 d  83 @Id. 1980) 
Respondent violated bar disciplinary des by neglecting clients and legal -ma#er~. 
Evidence showed tizas respondent &%red fiom manic depression but was not properly 
diagnosed. Respondent was given an h p p e r  dose of lithium which d t e d  in 
hypothyroidism, causing respondent to experience conhued depression and an impaired 
ability to concentrate. The doctors further testified that respondent would have to 
continually take lithium to control his depression, coupled with athymid medication to 
offket the negative effects of lithium. The court found that respondent's misconduct was 
in pqt due to his mentaI and physical illness, but was not entirely due to his illness. 
'herefore, & b e n t  was not an appropriate sanction and respondent was inst& 
suspended indefinitely. 

wheekr u. S&ul Ad&&r&e Uk 21,559 A.2d 980 ( N E  1988) 
Pfaintiffapplied for workers c o m p d o n  &Sing out of plaintiffs inability to work and 
hospitalhation for psychiatric treatment. Evidence showed thatpiaintiffwas given the 
position of acting superintendent for the unit in addition to his regular responsibilities as 

or, which required plaintiffto work 60 to 70 homs per week. bushessadmmlstrrt.t 
Plaintiffexperimd several work and personal stressll incidents and was later 
diagnosed with manic depression and needed to be hospitalized. Plaintiffs expert 
testified thzd the stressful- of plabWs employment was a substantial W r  
contriiuting to his illness, and that amajoriv of medid pf@onals recognize stress as 
a comon precipitating fiator in mztnic depression. Defendant's expert testified that 
stress is rarely a factor m the hitid onset of depression and that plaintiffs illness was a 
result of the natural progression of the disease. The plzlstef and trial court gave greater 
weight to the testimony of defdant's expert, and the appellate court found no error in 
the de- ' 'on that plaintiffs aqIopent was not the medical cause of his illness. 

,a 
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. Cases on Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder 1 E'-. 
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Americans with Disabilities Act 

Newbeny v. E& T- S&e Univ., 161 F3d 276 
Plaintiff w& a tenmed professor at defendant University. Plaintiff claimed he was 
tenninated in violation of the ADA because of his OCD. The evidence showed that 
plaintiff refused to work during certain hours, threatened other employees, and that the 
University dismissed pl&tBdue to $or work performance and lack of collegiality. The 
jury fouid that plaintiff was not a w e d  individual with a disability. On appeal, 
plaintiff argued that the trial judge should have instructed the jury on the perceived 
disability prong. The appellate court disagreed f i d i g  that there m no evidence that 
the school perceived plaintiff to be disabled, and that in ordex to succeed on a perceived 
disabiIiQ theory in this case, plaintiffht had to show that he was a qualified individuat . 
with a disability, which he failed to do. 

Sherman v. New York Lve Ins. Co., 1997 U.S. Dist LEXIS 11411 (S.D.N.Y.) . I 
Plaintiff claimed that defeadant employer terminated his employment because of his 
OCD disability in violation of the ADA. Plaintiffwas employed as an assistant general 
couTlsel in defendant's legal department. Plaintiffhad received dissatisfactory comments 
on his work, and was lata given a formal e d d q n  placing him on probation: Plaintiff 
then informed defendant of his Ocp and requested a meeting to discuss reasonable 
accommodations. Defendant d&ed the request, and later terminated p b i X .  The court 
examined the fkts to determine ifpIahtif€had disability under the statute. First, the 
court found that plahWdid not have an impairment which substantially limited a major 
life activity. Plaintiff only claimed a limitation to work at his particular job, not other 
jobs. Similarly, plaintiff could not show a record of an impairment that substantially 
limited a major. life activity. Although plaintiff had a record of OCD, his symptoms had 
previouSly been under controi. Finally, plaintiffcould not show that defendants 
perceived plaintiffas suffering h m  rn impairment which substantially limited a major 

Cir. 1998) 
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PlahtiEargUed that defendant employer terminated him because of his OCD 
In bis complaint, plaintiff stated that due to his OCD and medication 

(Proac) and allergy and acid reflux, he was unable to regularly work a w e d y  schedule 
in excess of five nine-hour dab. Defmbt claimed that plaintiffwas not a qualii 

The wiYt determined that on the fixe ofpIaintB's 
only prevented him from working overtime. As a 

law, the court conchded that a litigant could not be considered a qualified individual with 
a disability w h e  the individual only shows that the impaimexit affects his ability to 

a particular job, rather than range of jobs. Piaintiff helms * 
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fired k u s e  ofaperceived disability because the tam mat^ * ‘onocczrrredthreedaysafe 
defendant learned plaintiffwas taking Prozac. Because plaintiffhad only claimed that his 
condition prevented him h m  working more than 45 hours per PlFeek, the court concluded 
as a matter of law that p h t S h a d  bot shown a disability under the act Therefore, 
defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff‘s ADA claim was granted. 

Kemo v, Sm& PhannaceUtc& Corp., 1994 U.S. Dist. LEMS l3265 W.D. IU) 
Plaintiff 
which on occasion made him aggravated and unable to f m ,  thereby interfering with his 
ability to work Plaiutiffmderwent treatment with a physician and took medication. 
Plaintiff claimed that his immediate s q e n h r  berated him arid criticized him in an 
unprofessional manner, that the defendant refused to make reasonabIe accommodations 
for bis disability, and wrongfully terminated him in Violation of the ADA. The court 
found that the employer offered plaintiffa reasonable accommodation w h p  it offered to 
transfer him to any of eleven offered locatiom and pay €or his muving expenses. Wile 
an individual with a disability is not re+d to accept any particdar accommodation 
offered by an employee, ifthe individual rejects a reasonable accommodation and 
because of the rejection cannot perform the essential functions of the job, the individual 
will not be considered a “qualified individual with a disability.” Therefore, the court 
granted defendant’s motion for summary judgment on plain.tiffs ADA claim. 

I 

employed as a sales represenbtive for defendant and suffered f&m OCD 

i 

. 

Family Law 

O’Ket$e Y. O’Keejie, 1999 Conn. Super. LEXE 1050 
Issue of spousal suppoa in adivorce case. Wife claimed* her OCD made it very 
dijiicult to work Experts opined thatpvith medication and therapy, the wife’s condition 
would hiprove within two years and within five years she d d  be completeIy free of 
disabling symptoms. Court ordered s p o d  suppoa for the wife for five years. 

In re JRC, Jr. & &M.C, I991 Minn. App. LEMS 437 
. Issue of termination of parental rights of father of two minor children. The mother of the 
children was deceased, and their mer was hospitalized eight times in eleven years for 
pS)rchiatric treatment, which included OCD. Father claimed there was not SufKcient 
evidence to show that his mental illness affected his abil i~ to care fore his children. The 
court disagreed, finding t&t while mental illness alone is not a proper basis to terminate 
parental rights, when the illness prevents a parent from cariog for children presently and 
in the €&me, termhation of parental rights p r o p e r .  In this c’ase, the evidence showed 
that the f8ther’s personality disorders not only contriiuted to his inability to presently 
’care for the childrm, but also made it unlikely that he would be able to care for them in 
thefuture..’ 

b 

SurceS v. Sdes, 437 S.E.2d 661 (N.C. CL App 1993) 
The coat affirmed the trial c0m7s grant of custody in fkvor of mother of children in part 
due to &&a’s OCD. Court found that fatha’s ~tudistic behaviors, such as excessively 
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scrubbing the children clean were nofin the best interest of the ckldm. Court LO 
fomid that children started to mimic %ither's compulsive behavior in the+ play. 
Accordingly, the court found that the fither's behavior had an adverse effect on the 
children and would likely continue to have such an adverse effect ifthey continued to live 
withhim. 

Criminal Law 

. 

- 
.e 3 

..3 
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Un&d Siates v. Sassmi, 1998 U.S. App. LEXlS 3731 (4" Ck.) 
The defendant pled gui€ty to possession of child pornography. On appeal he argued, inter 
alia, that the kid court should haw taken his neurological disorders, including OCD, 
Tourette's Syndrome, Attention Deficit Disorder, and depressive disorder into 
consideration for downward dep- fiom sentencing. The trial court concluded that the 
defendant did not suffer fiom significantly reduced mental capacity that might farce him 
to possess child pornography. The appellate court affirmed, finding that the trial court 
applied the correct legal standard - determining whether the defendant suffered 
significantly reduced mental capacity that bears a causal relationship to the crime. 

UniiedStater v. Artim, 944 F. S p. 363 (D.N.J. 1996) 
Defendant pled guilty to receipt of child pornography. During sentencing, defendant 
requested downward departure in sentencing due to his OCD, depressive disorder and 
paraphilia The court found that all cases cited by the defendant dealt with extraordinary 

. 

defendant's life, including the deaths of his father and €&her-in-law, the illness of his 
wife and daughter, .and the incakeration of his son did not warrant downward departure. 

Pool v. Pefers, 1993 U.S. DisL LEXIS 8427 (ND. Ill.) 

with OCD while in prison. PIaintEmived some therapy and treatment with HaldoI, 
but claimed that he was entitled to regular therapy sessions and a prescription for a 
di f f in t  medication that plainti#€thought would bk more appropriate €or his condition. 
Tbe court concluded medical care q m o t  constitute cruel 

Iiberate indiEerence to a s d u s  
not clear that plaintiffs OCD was a serious 
some therapy and presaiptim drugs, and 
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r In this action for viohtion of Civil rights under 42 U.S.C. $1983, plaintiff was diagnosed 

3 

mpetent to stand trial. The court found that 
ce of his attorney, he had rational reasons for 

found defendants with neurologicaI disorders such as 3 &fadads Cbmpetent to sbnd trial. F W y ,  the defendant's "tendency to ramble" was 
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not SUfEicient to make him incompetent to &d trial. The court determined t&it,the 
defendant had the present stbility to consult with wd assist his attorney, and was therefore 
competent.. 

State Y. Rasso, 1999 NJ. Super. LEXS 121 (App. Div.) 
Appellant murdered his &fiend by stabbing her 81 times. Afterwards, he waked tb the 

“went benqk“ Testimony at trial indicated that zippellant suffered fiom OCD and was 
takiag Prozac, which may have acted as a Stimulant and agitated the situation. The expert 
for the p r o d o n  testified that appellant did not have a neuroldgkal disorder and based 
his opinion on a comparison of defendant’s Bender Gestalt drawings (used to test for 
organic b& damage) to those of a patient that was mildly neurologically impaired. The 
court found that this method of comparison was not a reliable scientific methodology and 
the admission of tbis expert testimony constituted reversible error. 

State v. Tdley, 1998 Tenn. Crirn. App. 1326 
Appelh$ who sufFered fiom OCD, had a long history of making Mse calls to 9-1-1 and 
requesting assistance for non-exishg problems, a felony under state law. At trial, expert 
testimony during the sentencing phase showed that appellant’s OCD created a 
compulsion for appellant to make the calls even though he knew ”down deep” that they 
were not warranted. The evidence was deemed inadmissible d&g the guilt phase and 
that ruIing was not challenged on appeal. The trial court determined that the enhancing 
fac;ts- aprewious crimimi history of rnaking the calls, un-ess to comply with 
ConditiOIls of sentencbg for release into the commUnity and the fact that the felonies were 
committed while appeuant was on probation -“greatly outweigki” tfie mitigating 
factors -the conduct did not cause bodily injury, substantid grounds excused the 
conduct, appel2ant had a mental condition reducing his culp&ility, appebt’s condition 
could be rehabilitated with medication and treatma and appellant wits currently 
undergoing treatment for mental health problems. The trial court’s findin% that the 
enhancing ktors  greatly outweighed the mitigating factors k s  affirmed on apped. 

. police Station wearing bloody clothes, informed them Qf What happened and stated he 

. State v. Smith, 1998 Wash. App. LEXIS 744 
Appellant was charged and convicted of second degree rape and unlawfuI imprisonment. 
The evidence at trial showed that appeIIant had met the complainiog wiin&s when she 
was getting off a bus and she agreed to go to his office where appellant could give the 
complaining Witness his business card. At the office, appellant sexually assaulted the 
complak& Witness. AppeUmt sought to introduce evidence bfiat the complaining 
witness S u $ d  h a  OCD, arguing that it was relevant to whether or not the acts were 
c o n s d  and to rebut the complaining witness’s testimony that she was so upset by the 
incident she was unable b get on the bus the next day. The trial judge denied appellant’s 
requesz, but did permit him to question the complaining witness &out ordinary situations 
where she fdt an inordinate amount of stress. The appellate court h e d  the trial 
court’s order, k d k g  that appellant did not present evidence tbat OCD would create the 
type of anxiety sufked by the comphinhg witness, and that it was pe&ible for 
appellant to question &e compiaining witness about situations where the complaining 
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etness’s behavior could be perceived by the jury to be & i o d  because such evidence . 
is within a lay person’s 

Schmidi v. ita&, 668 
Defendant pled guilty to sexual assault and assault while armed. Prior to sentencing, 
defendant to withdxaw his guilty plea based on the fict that he had since been’ 
diagnosed CD. Thetrial court denied the. motion, finding that the defmdmt had 
ample opporrtnnity to request withdrawaI of the plea pior to sentencing. The appellate 
court found no abuse of discretion. 

TortIContract 

* 

.~ Smith v. Ciba-Ge&y Corp., 1996 US. Dist. LEXIS 11182 (S.D. Tes) ‘ 

Pl+tiff was temkted fiom bis employment of nineteen years after his work began to 
deteriorate over atweyear period. Plaintiff informed the defendant that he suffered fiom 
OCD approximately eleven days prior to termination. Plaintiff sued for intentiorid 
infliction of anofional distress, age and disability disahhdon, and breach of contract. 
The court fowd that ‘defendant had ample evidence that plaintiff was not performing 
essential bctions of his job, and plaintiffs request that defendant reorganize its sales 
force to accommodate him was not reasonable. Finally, there was no evidence 
p~ain t i~was  beatexi less-fiivorably than other non-disabled ekployea. 

w z  v..springs, 840 F. supp. 1259 m..D.m. 1994) . 
Plaintiffsuedher~~.forb~chofapromisetomarry;mderstatelaw. Defendant . 
claimed that plaintiff’s OCD provided a defense to the claim because OCD was a .. 
debilitating disease of which the other party was uuaware and renders the party less 
capable of discbarging the duties of a martial relatioaship. The court disagreed, finding 

‘ : that to assert such a defense the disease must be f‘airly permanent and would interfere 
with the physical relationship between the parties. The court concluded that 0CD”was 
not a disease tbat was treatable and would not make a rmVriage impossible. 

Johnson v. hxvilZe Gmmunitgt Sch Dh, 570 N.W.2d 633 (Iowa 1997) 
Minor plaintifcsued school district for injuries, including the development of OCD and 
other behayiod problems, occuniag after plaintiff feu and head on the playground 
while playing WetbqU at the school. Defendant’s expert that the cbiId’s OCD 

by the fau, but w p  a geaetic condition present in other members of the 

.I 

Plaintiffs sought to preclude the testimany of the claimingthatthe 
testimony did not pertain to s c i d c  knowkdge and that there was no scientific 

be ihherited through a parent. The corn denicd plaintif33 
the appellate court found that the evidence presented was not 

scientific, but technical or speciaiized, and therefore (at that time) not -covered by 
Daubert. Because the record demonstrated that the -’s testimony was sufsciently 
reliable, thexe was no &use of &a&on. 
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Mnmann w. Choute He& Mmagemenf, I s ,  199% Mass. Super. LEXlS 93 
Plain= who suffered &om OCD, was dismissed h n  his empiqmentafter a complaint 
that he acted in an unprofessional m e r .  PIaintiff sued for breach of contract, negligent 
Wction of emotional distress, debt ion,  disability dis- 'on, and interkence 
with a contractnal relationship. With respect to the claim of disabim dkximh& 'on, the 
court found that plaintiffs plea that the employer knew of his OCD and as a result of this 
knowledge discriminated against plaintiffby tamhating his employment was sufficient 
to state a cl@m under Massachusetts law. 

Kenyon v. Caruso Devetopmni Co., Inc, 561 N.Y.S.2d 1023 (App. DN. 1990) 
Plaintiff sued for psychological injuries, medical bills and lost wages arising out of 
defendant's alleged negligent installation of a defective furnace in her apartment and 
exposing her to carbon monoxide. The defendant sought discovery of plaintiffs 
psychological records showing that plaintisF suffered from OCD and depressive disorder, 
as well as other psychiatric disorders. The court ordered pr~ductim of records of 
plainti.fTs past treatment for physid and psychological problems, the psychiatric history 
of plaintiff's M y ,  recofds of piainWs anorexia and substance &use, work history, an 
incident of smoke inhalation by plaintiff a year prior to the carbon monoxide incident, 
and all psychiatric records pertaining to the alleged carbon monoxide poisoning. 

mein Y. Sslomon, 713 A.2d 764 (RL 1998) 
Plaintiff sued university and individuals employed by the university for negligent 
treatment and negligent ref& of her son, who had OCD and committed suicide. The 
psychologist at the university,,.after taking a &ry ofthe son, ref&& son to four 
individuals, none of whom were psycbi-. Only three were psychologists and none 
specialized in suicide prevfmtiaa. The individual the son chose speciatized in eating 
disorders, The court entered judgment as a matter of Iaw for &€adant on the negligent 

psychoiogist had made notes of the son's Suicidal thoughts and depression, which a " 

reasonable person could find was sufficient notice of the son's potential for suicide. 

Pubiic Entitlements 

fiupa Y. CommzrSioner  of^^&^, 1999 U.S. App. LEMS 2475 (6& Cir.) * 

Plaintiffsuffered from OCI) which caused her to wash her hands obsessively. She had 
been a teacher until the school at which she was employed ctosed, and filed an action for 

. SSI when her disability papera fiom h& former employment ended. In assessing 
plaintiff's ability to work, experts testified that although plaintiff suffered severe anxiety, 
it was insufficient to codtute a disability under the social security regulations and that 
pfitifFwas able to @om low stress jobs. 

Smirh v. S h w  31 F3d 715 (8* Cir. 1994) 
Plaintiffappealtd her denial for disabiili~ insurance benefits and supplemental s&ty 
~ ~ d a i m i n g ~ h e r ~ ~ d i s o r d e r s ~ c l ~ ~ g o c D , p r e v e n t e d h e r ~ m  

. .  

,A * 
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' treatment claim, but raTersed as to the negligent referrat, finding that the refixring 
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working. Plaintlffciaimed that the concl1~60n that plaintiffv'vas able to work opined by 

than hypotheticals specificaUy describing plaintiffs disabilities, which were severe. The 
appellate court found the m r  to be reversible. 

Moon v. Sullivan, 923 F.2d 1175 (6" Cir. 1990) 
Plaintiff, a former engineer. and current lawyer, filed for disability benefits claiming that 
his OCD $de him totally disabled. PIaintiffhad sporadic treatbent for the OCD, but the 
symptom appeared to be worsening. The court affiied the denial of benefits, citing the 
record which showed that despite the OCD, plaintiff had performed exceptionally we11 in 
Law schqoI, had passed the bar and could perfarm sedentary and light unskiired work 

the vocational expert was based-on hypothetical questions that were to ral, rather 

1 

i '  despite the OCD. * I  I 

. Kreie v. Bowen, 656 F. Supp. 765 0. Kan. 1987) , 

Plaintiff appealed the decision of the Secretary of Health and Human Services denying 
him benefits for physical (arthritis) and psychological (OCD) disabilities. The 
-ve law judge had concluded that plaintiff was not credible and based the 
denial of benefits onthe fkct that plaintiff did not show severe pain during the hearing, 
that plaintiff played tennis a few years before, and that an expert testified that plaintiff 
was not totally disabled physically. The court determined that the administrative law 
judge erred in not considering plaintiffs conditions as a whole, and determined that the 
combination of plaintiffs physical and mental pisabilities required 
awardedbenefits. 

. 
. .  

D e p W U  of Navy v. Unemploymnt Compensdtion Board o f R e v b ,  632 k i d  622 
(Pa. CmwIth, 1993) 
PlainlBwas discharged h m  his employment for filing false travel vouchers and 
receiving reimbursements for non-business expenditures. Plaintiff claimed his OCD 
caused him to do it. Plaintiff applied for unemployment compensation and his request 
was denied. On appeal, the Board found that although the employer met the burden of 
proving the employee violated a d e ,  the cxnployee demo 
was suffering ftom a persoqdity disorder which 
appealed the award of benefits to 
decision was conttary to law, 
employee, the conduct c 

' 

' . 

Unitedstudent Aid Fun&, Inc v. Paoh& 
Debtor sought to discharge her student I 
repayment an undue hardship. W e  
OCD and took Prom. 
stopped taking the Prozac and lost her first and second jobs. The bankruptcy court 
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discharged the loans, but the distrkt miut reversed. The appellate cow afiimd the 
diskic? court, concluding fhat with treatment the debtor was &le to work in law and 
honor her student loan obligations. . e 
NuriWom, Inc v. Burs&, 117 B.R. 995 (W.D. Was. 1990) 
Store c h e d  that certaindebt &btor attempting to discharge m banIcruptcy was 
noridischargeable because the debtor h d  it 4th no intention or abiiity to pay it. 
Debtor clahgd that her OCD was the causey and she suffered &om a compulsion’to shop. 
The court concluded that debtor’s purcbhg habits, inchding exchanging items, and her 
manzIQment offinances, including codtation with co&er Credit Counseling 
precluded her from using OCD as a defense because the evidence demonstrated that 
piaintiff knew of her hancial problems and was unable to pay for her charges when they 
weremade. 

1 ~ttoiney Discipline 
I 

Y 
, 

People v. Lujm, 890 P2d 109 (Col. 1995) 
Respondent was a shireholder in the firm where she worked. She was involved in 3 
severe car accident in Egypt where many people were killed and she was sexually 
assaulted while lying on the side of the road Waiting for heIp. After the accident, 
respondent’s behavior changed SigniSWnty and she began to charge personal expenses 
on the W s  credit card and misrepresented that certain pexsond expenses were related to 
bushess..She told the other shareholders that she was in therapy and a.drpitted to having 
a0 addiction to shopping. Respondent Was terminated from the firm when her behavior 
did not improve, She then sought psychiatric treatment and vats diagnosed with 
depressian and OCD. The attorney board of discipline found that respondent’s behavior 
was caused by a mental disabi i  and momended a one-year suspnsion to see if 

’,respondent continued to improve with therapy. The state supreme ;court af€imed the 
order but set the one-year time period h r n  the date of& order to lengthen the time for 
d l d J i l i i Z i t i O n .  

. 
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In re Eager, 708 N U d  584 (hd. 1999) 
Respondent commifted numerous acts of dishonesty and violations of trust with respect to 
clierrts, including Hsifjing documents and f o e  ajudge’s signatixe. Respondent 
claimed that his OCD c a d  his to behave unethically. The corn found that the OCD 
was slightly e a t i n g ,  but also that respondent did not take responsibility for his 
wrongdoing and instead blamed others in his k n  for lack of Supervision. The court 
suspended respondent for three years and ordered that he be required to show 
PSychoIogica‘t fitness prior to reinstatement 

In re Lev& 675 N.YSJd 339 (App. Div. 1998) 
Respondent was convicted of Mure to file income tax retams. Prior to this incident,. 
respondent had no disciplinary history and had a repUtation for honesty and 
trustworthiness in the community. The disciplinary committee accepted respondent’s 

e 

e 
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claimthathiscriminalacts ed in significant part by respondent’s obsess&e- 
. ’ compuisive disorder and personality disorda. Respondent received a public censure. 

In re MinkeL, 641 N.YS.2d 844 (App. DN. 1996) 
Respondent pled guilty to tax crimes and Was placed on probation $om practicing law as 
part of his sentence. The disciplhy panel found that respondent’s failure to file inkome 
tax retums was directly and causally related to respondent’s OCD, for which respondent 
was receiving treatment Because respondent was already serving a suspension during 
his probatign for bis cximes, and witnesses confirmed respondent’s ability as an attorney, 
the court ordered a public censure. 

In re Segd, 599 N.Y.S2d 548 (App. Div. 1993) 
w n d e n t  negleckd many of his cases, which prejudiced his clients, and did not return 
fees for services not rendered. Respondent chimed his OCD made him an ‘‘inflexible . 
Perfectionist’’ and he could not acknowledge his wrongdoing or errors. The court found 
reqbndds behavior inexcusable despite the txplanation and ordered respondent to 
return all fees to clients and suspended,him for two years. 

In re Newman, 409 N.Y.S.2d 158 (App. Div. 1978) 
Respondent gave Mse reports to clients, drafted a fake judge’s decision, forged the 
judge’s signature on the decision, and d e d  it to clients. Respondent claimed he was 
sufkring h m  OCD. The court found that because the clients were not harmed and there 
was no financial gain to the respondent., a two-year suspension was appmpeate. 

.L 

a 
2 Other 
9 
3 D 

Plaintiffhad been employed 8s an oncologist but was diagnosed with OCD 
continue working. Piaintiff fled far disability benefits with his employer’s group 
disability plan, and was told that his benefits would be subject to the policy’s limitation 
on benefiis due to mental illness. PlaintifTbmu&t an action under ERISA. Defendant 
claimed that plaidiff‘s OCD fell under the policy’s mental illness terms, defined as 
"mens, nervous or emotional diseases or disorders of any type.” Plaintiffargued that his 
condition was a neurobbioigical disorder rather than a mental disorder. The court rejected 
defendant’s argument that the plain language of the contract should apply, and instead 
determined that the language was ambiguous and should be construed in favor of the 

we Ins Companias afAmeka, 8 F. Supp. 2d I9 @. Me. 1 
,, a 

3 
3 
3 
3 
a 
> 
3 

3 

8 

3 
9 

. 

lear whether plaintiff had a disorder with aaorganic cause 
court d e d  that summary judgment for defendants was f, 

a irzaapropriate. 

3 Fair Oaks EOSP, Y. Poaass, 628 A.2d 829 WJ. Super. 1993) 
Plaintiff sued for €&e imprisonmmt and medical malpractice arising out of an alleged 
violation of the state’s civil Commitment laws. Plaintiff‘s husband had noticed ptaintiff 
had increasingly taken part in ritwlidc cleansing behavior. Plaintiffrefused to seek > 
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Adjudication Clinic I - In Re: G.C. 

Set in the present, this case raises issues related to the prenatal testing of a pregnant 
teenager who has been adjudicated a dependent person and placed in the group foster care 
of the state. Should the presiding judge order genetic tests upon the state's motion to 
obtain them? 

Gina Cambini -1 5 years old, two months short of her 16th birthday - lives in a group 
foster home under the supervision of the State of Wisconsin. At her regular status review 
last week, the family court was informed by the attorney for the State Department of 
Social Services that she is pregnant. 

Gina was not in court, but her court-appointed special advocate represented her. The 
State moved in open court for an order to obtain Gina's prenatal genetic screening. The 
motion requested an order for a technique known as chorionic villus sampling (CVS). but 
added that ...... "if in the opinion of the Department (of Social Services) opinion it is too 
late for CVS, that the Dependent Minor be tested by means of the technique known as 
amniocentesis." 

. 

Presiding for .the Family Court was Albert Callahan, Chief Judge of the Family Division' 
of Milwaukee County's First Circuit. Attorney William Waterman represented the State 
Department of Social Services. Attorney Mindy Weller was G.C.'s Court Appointed 
Special Advocate (CASA). 

Weller argued that the State's motion should be denied, citing reproductive due process 
rulings since Roe v. Wade. Waterman countered that G.C. was a minor, and the health of 
both the mother and the fetus were in doubt according to G.C.'s caseworker. The genetic 
test order was also for the purpose of determining paternity, since one of three putative 
fathers could be involved. Waterman amended his written motion on the record to 
include DNA paternity testing of three persons, all minors, to be named later. 

The judge took the matter under advisement and ordered filing of memos of law within 
two weeks. 

. 

a private group 
home for adolescent group services. The group home is located in a comfortable section 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, across town fkom Gina's original family neighborhood. 

1 



Gina's adjudication as a person in need of supervision occurred a year earlier, after her 
father, her sole parental caretaker, had suffered a period of acute mental illness and could 
no longer maintain a home or a job. Gina's mother had abandoned the family several 
years earlier to live in Florida. The father had not moved to terminate the mother's parent 
rights. The mother maintained sporadic contact and contributed neither to Gina's 
emotional support nor her financial support. 

Gina was a good student. She had seemingly made a good adjustment to her group livins 
situation as well as to a new school located near the group home. The group home foster 
mother, Mrs. McClintock, liked Gina. Mrs. McClintock is an upbeat caretaker of three 
of the State's girls, a homemaker whose own children had grown and whose husband had 
died several years earlier. 

This was the first time one of Mrs. McClintock's "girls" had become pregnant on Mrs. 
McClintock's watch. Tearfully informed of the situation by Gina, Mrs. McClintock first 
confirmed the pregnancy with a home testing kit. She then informed Gina's State social 
worker, Miriam Liskowicz. Mrs. McClintock was disturbed by the pregnancy because 
one of the possible fathers was reported to be a mildly retarded person who was thought 
to evidence Down's Syndrome. Another possible father was the son of a man who 
suffered fiom Huntington's Disease and was bedridden fiom paralysis. 

Mrs. McClintock urged the State Department of Social Services caseworker to provide 
counseling for Gina regarding adoption and abortion. Caseworker Liskowicz and Gina 
had never hit it off. Gina refused to speak to Liskowicz about the pregnancy, or about 
anything else for that matter. With the first trimester looming, Gina felt many cross- 
cutting pressures for an initial decision about the fetus she carried. 

The State's Interest in G.C.'s Prenatal Genetic Screen 

Following the first hearing and the filing of memos, the judge convened a chamber's 
conference with both attorneys. Judge Callahan learned that the State's chief concern 
was that the child might be born retarded and become a ward of the State. 

Waterman, the State's attorney, told the Judge that if genetic tests indicated Down's or 
Fragile X Syndromes, the State would strongly consider filing a motion for a therapeutic 
abortion. 20 conditions were listed for which tests were requested, including a formal 
karyotype examination and a Maternal Alpha Feto Protein (MAFP) test to detect neural 
tube disorders such as spina bifida. Other tests included in the State's genetic test motion 
would possibly detect cystic fibrosis, Tay-Sachs disease, and sickle cell anemia. The 
State's position was that the child, if it were to be born, would likely become the State's 
responsibility. The child's best interests would be served by the State's access to all 
possible health information. The State also wanted an order to test the suspected fathers 
to determine paternity and to assist in resolving the health issues. 

2 



The court had never ordered a medical genetic test prior to this case. The court had 
ordered abortion on only a few occasions for the purpose of saving the life of the mother 
when medical catastrophe confkonted the pregnancies. 

G.C.’s Court-Apgointed Soecial Advocate’s Position 

Ms. Weller objected to virtually every aspect of the State’s genetic testing motion. 

Weller’s objections to tests of G.C.’s fetus were raised on several grounds. First, the 
medical reliability of prenatal screening was not only imperfect, but could be false and 
misleading, as well as very expensive. Chromosomal analysis was too gross to be useful. 
Gene analysis was fiaught with errors and conditions that rendered them unreliable. 

For example, she argued, even if Gina were carrying a child evidencing characteristics of 
mental retardation, it would not be possible to gauge the severity of disability through 
genetic tests. Second, the tests and testing procedures placed impermissible pressures 
upon Gina’s rights to reproductive privacy and decision making. Third, ethical 
considerations argued against the procedure, particularly the problem posed by predictive 
diagnostics that could taint Gina’s life, and the life of her child should she choose to go to 
term, by being unable to offer treatment or cure. If G.C. should choose to go to term and 
then place the baby through adoption, the genetic health history would pose major 
problems for the adoption agency and the state, as well as the adoptive parents. 
Therefore, no testing should be ordered. 

Finally, the Court, Weller insisted, could not proceed With respect to medical genetic tests 
without having the putative fathers notified and represented by counsel. A child’s genetic 
screen would reflect its father’s medical information. The father might be classified as a 
carrier and perhaps his own diseases might be discovered in what would amount to an 
illegal search and seizure. Two were minors, as was Gina. And one was a young adult of 
unknown competency. Their genetic information rights would require protection of any 
testing procedure under court order or supervision while the case is pending. 

With respect to paternity tests, Weller objected that the persons identified by the state’s 
caseworker were not named by G.C. G.C. had not disclosed names to anyone. The court 
had a duty, she contended, to require that any candidate fathers be required to be 
represented by counsel before any paternity tests were ordered, and given specific 
standing and opportunity to contest the State’s paternity test motion. 

3 
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ADJUDICATION ISSUES 

1. Is the power to order the genetic tests requested by the State in this case available 
either as an express statutory power or as an inherent power of the court? 

2. Are there any Daubert or Frye concerns? 

3. Is Gina competent to give or withh d consent with respect to genetic testing of the 
type proposed by the State, assuming that she did not wish to contest the State's 
motion? 

4. How would the court rule on testing and why? 

5.  Would the result change if G. C. were to move from the first to the second trimester 
of her pregnancy during the course of the proceedings? 

6.  If a right to genetic information privacy were to be recognized in the co 
case, whose right is it and from what legal sources would it be derived? 

7. What are the adoption implications, if any, of this struggle over genetic testing? 

8. If a child were born to G.C. with a heritable condition that posed a moderate or severe 
physical or mental challenge, what legal rights, if any, might the child have in the 
presence or in the absence of available genetic tests during its early formative period? 
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Adjudication Clinic I I  - Fred Jone he "Peanot" Farmer 

One fine day, Fred and Beulah Jones received word that Fred's iincle, Thomas "Goober" 
Carter, had passed away, leaving his entire estate to Fred. 1%. Carter was an eccentric 
farmer &d agricultural extension agent who had never married. Fred was his closest 
living blood kin, and the two had hunted and fished together over the years. 

The primary component of the estate was a peanut farm. Over the years, Mr. Carter had 
made a small fortune as a peanut farmer, and more recently had become somewhat of a 
legend in his experiments producing genetically engineered peanuts. Mr. Carter was a 
strong believer in the biotechnology revolution and in his will bequeathing the land to 
Fred, Mr. Carter included a covenant that the farm was only to be used for producing the 
"Peanot" a peanut genetically engineered to eliminate the allergen contaioed in the 
peanut. In peanuts, three genes produce three storage proteins (Ara hl-3) that are 
responsible for most allergic reactions. By genetically engineering antisense constructs 
for each of these genes, protein levels of &a hl ,  Ara h2, and Ara h3 were lowered 
100,000 fold. This has dramatically reduced people's allergic reaction to this type of 
peanut. Peanut allergies are common in the population, and many with the allergy suffer 
severe reactions that can be fatal. The Peanot was celebrated as a great achievement, 
providing many with the ability to enjoy a food that they previously had to avoid. 

Mr. Jones welcomed the opportunity to take on the trade of "Peanot" farmer. He and 
Beulah moved out to the farm and began production. The county where Goober Carter's 
farm was situated was made up of many farms, growing a variety of different crops. The 
farm immediately adjacent to Goober Carter's Peanot farm was an organic peanut farm, 
owned by Mr. Jack Skippy. Mr. Skippy contracted solely with Nestle, the largest 
supplier of food products to the European Union (EU) nations. Because the European 
Union has strict laws regarding the importation and labeling of genetically engineered 
foods, Mr. Skippy's contract with Nestle required that Mr. Skippy pledge to supply only 
organic peanuts that were not genetically engineered organisms (also known as GEOs). 
Another neighboring f m e  
to farmers worldwide throu 

s. Buzz Huney, a beekeeper, who rented and sold bees 
ternet site, buzzz.com. 

r the first few months, their I 

a recipe for disaster. Bees assist the cross- 
pollination of peanut plants at a rate of 5%. Therefore, after the first growing season, 5% 
of the Goober Carter Peanot farm contained regular peanuts with the allergenic 
propensity and 5% ofMr. Skippy's f m  contained GEO peanuts. Unfortunately, neither 
farmer realized the trans-farm cross-pollination until Peanot consumers became severely 
ill fiom consuming foods made fiom the Carter Peanot crop, with some deaths resulting 
fiom the allergic reaction. Mr. Skippy immediately tested his crops and found that last 
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season’s shipment, already en route to the EU, was also tainted. A slew of personal 
injury actions were filed against Fred, alleging negligence, breach of warranty, and 
products liability. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration also filed an action against 
Fred, alleging that he has placed on the market foods that are adulterated and misbranded. 
Fred filed a cross-claim against Mr. Skippy, claiming that the pollen drift fiom Mr. 
Skippy’s farm constituted a nuisance and trespass. Nestle, when informed by Mr. Skippy 
that the peanut shipment likely contained GEOs, terminated the contract and brought suit 
against hk. Skippy for the failure to perform under the terms of agreement. The state 
organic board also revoked Mr. Skippy’s organic fann certification, finding that the farm 
had been tainted and would be unable to produce organic products. Mr. Skippy, 
therefore, brought identical claims of nuisance and trespass against Fred, alleging that the 
pollen drift fiom the Goober Carter Peanot farm caused him economic damage and the 
loss Qf his organic certification. Both farmers also filed cross claims against Ms. Huney, 
claiming that her bees entering their land constituted a nuisance and a trespass. 

Adjudication Issues 
Suppose Ms. Huney files a motion to dismiss the claims against her by Fred and Mr. 
Skippy, alleging that the bees that assisted in the pollination were not fiom her hive. 
What evidence would you require? What if there was another beekeeper in the area? 
What are the rules in your jurisdiction for joint and several liability? 

How would you manage the personal injury plaintiffs claims? How would you 
manage the complex crossclaims and counter-claims presented, as well as the 
possibility of unknown defendants, including other peanufleanot farmers or other 
beekeepers? 

How would you balance the interests of the two farmers and the competing rights of 
the landowners to use their land as they desire? 

How would you balance the societal interests of having a product, such as the Peanot, 
(which provides a food to a significant portion of the population that would otherwise 
not be able to consume the conventional product), with the other societal interests of 
having organically grown products? 

What would FDA have to show to enjoin Fred fiom hture distribution of Peanots? 

. 
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Adjudication Clinic 111 - the u s e  of geneti formation in a criminal case 

STATE V. MILLER 

On January 2, 1999 at approximately 10:30 p.m., 25 year-old Steven Miller burst into the 
neighborhood Domino's Pizza brandishing a handgun. He took the money from the 
store's cash regihter and then shot the store manager in the back of the head, execution 
style. Two weeks after the Dominos' murder, Miller robbed a liquor store. While fleeing 
fiom the scene of the crime, police officers saw Miller handgun out the window of 
his car. After a ten mile high-speed chase, police app d Miller. Ballistics experts 
determined that the bullets that killed the Domino's manager came'fiom the gun tossed 
away by Miller. While in police custody, Miller confessed to the murder and both 
robberies. 

Miller had a history of violent and criminal behavior, including armed robberies, past 
convictions of forgeries and credit card theft, fighting, and the sexual assault of an inmate 
during his previous imprisonment. While in jail awaiting a1 for the current charges, 
Miller exhibited extreme antkocial behavior, including 
shot the manager because he cried and begged Miller for @s life, tattooing the word 
"Domino" on his back, hanging a Domino's pizza box on his wall, and carrying a domino 
in his pocket with the same configuration of dots as the store's logo. Miller also was 
involved in several fights in prison, was caught with weapons in his cell, raped an inmate 
and threatened a guard. 

ing to his cell mate that he 

The court appointed Janet Nagari to represent 
reports and confession, hoping to find some p 
exclusion of some 
"by the book." S 
for traditional mitigating factors, such as physical or sexual abuse or familial drug or 
alcohol problems. No such evidence existed; rather, it appeared that Miller had an 
uneventful upbringing and his family iddle class to affluent, 
Despite this seemingly privileged bac 
fiequent episodes of lying, cheating, stealing, vandalizing, setting fires and cruelty to 
animals. Psychologists' reports revealed that Miller's IQ was average and there was no 
evidence of brain disorder. One report stated that Miller was "unable to distinguish 
between right and wrong." 

During the course of her research, Nagari met one of Miller's paternal aunts who was 
known as the "family historian." She talked to Nagari for hours about the Miller 
pedigree, which included a number of individuals on Miller's paternal side with severe 
antisocial problems. She heard Miller's great-grandparents who were excessive 
drinkers and physically abusive er's grandfather also drank heavily and abused his 
family. The grandfather had brothers and sisters who physically assaulted others and one 

viewed the arrest 
at could lead to the 

1 of the evidence. She found that the arrest and interrogation were 
beg& to research Miller's family history and childhood, looking 

od was marked with 
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committed murder. The generation was marked by alcoholism, family and spousal abuse. 
Although Miller’s father was a successhl businessman, his siblings were imprisoned for 
acts of violence and used drugs and alcohol heavily. Even Miller’s first cousins had 
antisocial tendencies: one committed suicide in his twenties, the other served time in jail 
on drug charges and was later charged with rape soon after his release. There were a few 
aspects of this family history that intrigued Nagari. The first was that many of the 
antisocial individuak mellowed with age. She believed that this would help mitigate 
against the death penalty because she could argue that in time Miller would grow out of 
his violent tendencies and not be a danger. Second, individuals in the family tended to be 
either aggressive towards others and dangerous, or siggressive in business and successful. 
Could this be a product of the same genetic influence? Finally, there were many 
individuals in the family that led perfectly normal lives, so if there was a genetic 
influence the antisocial individuals would possess those genes while the normal ones 
would not. 

Armed With this pedigree, Nagari returned to her office to draft a motion to permit 
genetic testing of Miller and his family to determine the existence of a genetic cause for 
Miller’s behavior. Nagari theorized that if the test revealed the existence of a genetic 
cause for Miller’s behavior she could argue he should not be culpable for his crimes. At 
the very least, she believes that evidence of a genetic cause or influence will mitigate 
against the death penalty. 

ADJUDICATION ISSUES 

. 

1. 

2, 

3. 

Would you grant the Defendant’s Motion for Genetic Testing? What types of 
evidence would you require before making your decision? 

Assuming that there is some type of genetic influence causing Miller’s behavior, at 
what point in the trial would you admit it? Would it be relevant in the guilt phase, or 
would you only permit it in the penalty phase at trial? 

Would you allow Miller’s genetic defense to be argued as an insanity defense? 

2 
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GLOSSARY 

Portions of tihe glossary text were taken directly or in modified form fiom definitions m the U.S. 
Congress off ice  of Technology Assessment document: Mapping Our Genes. The Genome 
Projects: How Big, How Fast? OTA-BA-373, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govermnent Printing 

Amino Acid 

Amplification 

h y e d  libmy 

Autoradiography 

Autmome 

Base sequence 

Base sequence 
d p i S  

Alternative form of a genetic locus, a single allele for each,locus is 
inherkd separately fiom each parent (e.g., at a locus for eye colour the 
dele might result m blue or brown eyes) 

Any of a class of20 molecules that are combined to fonnproteins m 
li&g things. The sequence of  amino &is m a protem and b i c e  protem 
function are detexmined by the gene& code 

An increase m the number of copies of  a specific DNA fragmnt; canbe 
m vivo or m vim. See cloning, polymerase chain reaction 

Individual primary recombinant clones (hosted inphage, cosmid, YAC, or 
other vector) that are placed m two-dimensional arrays m microtiter 
dishes. Eachprimary clone can be identified by the identity of the plate 
and the clone location (row and column) on that plate. Arrayed libraries 
of clones can be used for many applications, mcluding screenizy: fix a 
specific gene or genomic region of interest is wen as forphysicaZ 
mapping. Information gatherd on-individual clones h m  vafious genetic 
linkage and physical map 8ILzilyses is entered into a relational database 
and used to construct physical and genetic linkage maps sinniltaneousy; 
clone identifiers serve to mterrelate the multilevel maps. Compare library, 
genomic library 
A technique that uses S-ray film to visuahe - radioactivelylabeld 
molecules or fragments of molecules, used m analyzing length and 
nzrmber of DNA fragments after they are separated by gel electrophoresis 

~~ ~ ~ 

A ckromosume not mmlved in sex detemination. The dipbid human 
genome consists of 46 chromosdmes, 22 pairs of autosomes, and 1 pair 
of sex chromosomes (the X and Y chxnosomes) . 

~~ ~~ ~~ 

Two nitrogenous bases (adenine and thymine or gumzine and cytosine) 
held together by weak bonds. Two strands of DNA irre k ld  together m 
the shape of a double helix by the bonds between base pairs 

of nucleotide bases in a DNA rno 

A method, son~times automated, for detemhhg base sequence 



BiotechnoIogy 

Chromosomes 

Qoningvector 

Complementary 
DNA @DNA) 

Complementary 
sequences 

Contigmap 

Contigs 

Cosnid 

~~ ~ 

A set of biological techuiques developed through basic research and now 
applkdtoresearchandproductdevelopnt. Inparticular, theuseby 
industry of recombinant DNA, cell fusion, and new bioprocessing -- 
A specialized chromsome region to which spindle fibers attach during 
cell division 

The self-replicating genetic structures of @Is containing the c e h k  
DNA that bears m its nucleotide sequence the linear array of gms.  In 
prokaryotes, ~hroonios~ma~ DNA is circular, and the entire genome is 
carried on one chromosome. EukQlyotic genomes consist of anuuiber of 
cht-omsolm=s whose DNA is associated with d S m t  kinds ofproteins 

The process of asexually producing a p u p  of cells (clones), all 
genetically identical, from a single ancestor. In recombinant DNA 
technology, the use of DNAmmipuMon procedures to produce multiple 
copies of a single gene or segment of DNA is r e f d  to as cloning DNA 

~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 

DNA molecule oxiginating from a v i m ,  aplamid, or the cell of a higher 
orgzmisminto which another DNA hgment of appropriate size canbe 
integrated without loss of the vector’s capacity for self-repliication; 
vectors mtroduce foreign DNA into host cells, where it can be . 
reproduced m large quantities. Examples areplamids, c o d ,  and 
yeast artificial chromosoms (YAC); vectors are often recombinant 
mle.cules containing DNA sequences bmseveral sources 

DNA that is synthesized h m  a messenger RNA temp-, the single- 
stranded hrm is often use as aprobe m physical mapping 

Nucleic mid base sequences that can form a double-stranded structure by 
matching base pairs; the complemnta~~ sequence to G-T-A-C is C-A-T- 
G 

A map depicting the relative, order of a linked library of small 
overlapping clones representing a c0111plete chromsomal segment 

Groups of clones representing overlapping regions of agenume 

ht i f id ly  constructed cloning vector containing the cos gene ofphage 
lambda Cosmids can be packaged in lambda phage. particles for infection 
into E. coli; this permits cloning of larger DNA hpents (up to 45 kb) 
thatcanthenbemtroducedm~bacterialhostsinplasmidvectors 



crossing over 

Diploid 

DNA 
(deoxyribonudeic 
acid) 

DNA repfication 

~~ 

Doublehelix . 

E. Coli 

Electrophorrsis 

Endonadease 

EST 

Eukaryote 

Exogenous DNA 

The breaking during meiosis of one matemal and one paternal 
chromosome, the exchange of comesponding sections of DNA, and the 
rejoining of the cbromsomes. This process can result in an exchange of 
a l e s  between chromosomes. Compare recombination 

A fuIl set of genetic material consisting of paired chromosomes, one fiom 
each parental set. Most animal cells except the gametes have a diploid set 
of chromosomes. The diploid human genome has 46 chromosomes. 
Compare haploid 

The molecule that encodes genetic information. DNA is a double- 
strauded molecule held together by weak bonds between basepairs of 
nucleotides. The four nucleotides in DNA contain the bases: adenine (A), 
guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T). Innature, basepairs form 
only between A and T and betweenG and C; thus the base sequence of 
each single strand can be deduced fiomthat of its partner 

 he u ~ e  of existing DNA 8s a m p ~ m  for the ijnthe~is ofnew DNA 
strands. In humans and other eukaryotes, replication occurs in the cen 
nucleus 

The shape that two hear strands of DNA assume whenbonded together 
~~ -~ ~ ~~~~~ 

Common bacterium that has been studied intensively by geneticists 
because of its small genome size, no& lack of pathogenicity, and ease 
of mwth m the laboratory 

~~~ ~~ ~ 

A method of separating large molecules (such as DNA bgments or 
proteins) h m  a mixture of similar mlecules. An electric current is 
passedthrougharnediumcontaininpthemixture. EachkindofmZecule 
travels through the medium at a different rate depending on its electric 
charge and size. Separationis based on these differences. Agarose and 
qlamide gels are the media commonly used for electropho& of 
proteins and nucleic acids 

An efLzyme that cleaves its nucleic acid subs 
nucleotide sequence 

Aprotein that acts as a catalyst, peeding the rate at which a biochemical 
reaction moceeds but not altering the direction or nature of the reaction 

Expressed sequence tag. See sequence tagged site 

Cen or organism with membmne-bound, structurally discrete nudeus and 
other well-developed subcellular compart~~lents. Eukaryotes include all 
organisms except Vinrses, bacteria, and bb--green *ae. Compare 
Drokuryote. See chromosome 

DNA originating outside an organism 



ExOIlS  
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Exonuclease 

FISH 
(fluoresceIlce in 
situ 
hybridization) 

Flow cytometry 

Gene expression 

Genefamiles 

Gene product 

Theprotein-coding DNA sequences of a gene. Compare introns 

An e q m e  that cleaves nucleotides sequentiany from* ends of a linear 
nucleic acid substrate 

Aphysical mapping approach that uses fluorescein tags to detect 
hyb-n of probes with metaphase chromsomes and with the less- 
condens& Somatic interphase chromatin 

~~ 

Analysis of biological material by detection of the light-absorbing or 
aU0rescin.g properties of cells or subceU* fractions (ie. chrcEmosums) 
passing in anarrow streamtbrough a laser beam. An absorbence or 
fluorescence profile of the sample is produced Automated sorting 
devices, used to fractionate sarnpks, sort ~ u x e ~ ~ i v e  droplets ofthe 
analyzed streaminto difkrent fractions aepenaing on the fluorescence 
emitted by each droplet 

Use of flow cytometry to analyze and/or separate chromosomes on the 
basis of their DNA cokent 

Mature male or f d e  reproductive cell (spexm or ovum) with a haproid 
set of chromosomes (23 for humans) 

The fimdamental physical and functional unit of heredity. A gene is an 
ordered sequence of nucleotides located m a particalar position on a 
particular chromosome that encodes a specific fimctionalproduct a 
protein or RNA molecule. See gene expression 

The process by whichgene-coded information is converted mto the 
structures present and operating m a celL Expressed genes include those 
that are transcn'bed into mRNA and then translated iutoprotein and those 
that axe transrribed inio RNA but not translated mto protem (e.g. trmzsfer 
and ribosomal RNAs) 

Groups of closed related genes that make similar products 

Determination of the relative portions of genes on a DNA molecule 
(chromosome orplasmid) and of the distance, m linkage units or physical 
units,betweenthem 

The biochemical matexid, either RNA orprotein, redting from 
expression of a gene. The m u n t  of gene product is used to TIXZEWZ 
how active a gene is; abnormal amounts canbe correlated withdisease- 
causing alleles 



Genetic code 

h o m e  All the genetic m a * d  m the chromsoms of a particular organism: its 
. size is generally given as its total number of base pairs 

a 

Genetics 

deotides, coded m s (codons) do% the mRNA, 
sequence of amino inprotein synthesis. The 

DNA sequence of a gene can be used to predict the H A  sequence 
which m turn, canbe used to predict mino acid sequence 
m he study of the patterns of inheritance of speciiic traits 

Genomic library ' 

Haploid 

Heterozygosity 

Homologies I 

Homologous 
chromosomes 

Humangene 

Hmnan Genome 
Initiative 

Hybridization 

A ColTeCtion ofclones made from a set of randomly generated 
0verlappih.g DNAhgments representing the entire genome of an 
organism Compare library, arrayed library 

A single set of chromsoms (half the full set of genetic material)'present 
in the egg and spemcells of mimak and m the egg and polla cells of 
plants. Humanbebgshave 23 chromosomes m their reproductive cells. 
Compare diploid 

of different alleles at one or more loci on homologous 
chromosomes 

Sirnilmities m DNA orprotein sequences between m d i v i d d  of the same 
speciesoramongdif'fexentspecies ' . 

A pair of chromosomes containing the same linear gene sequences, each 
derivedfr0mOneParent 

Insertion of n o d  DNA directly into cells to correct a genetic defm I 
~ 

Collective name for several projects begun m 1986 by DOE in the US to 
(1) mate an ordered set of DNA segments fnnnknown chromosomal 
locations, (2) devdop new computational methods for analyzing genetic 
map and DNA squence data, and (3) &velop new techniques and 
instruments for detect& and d y z h g  DNA. This DOE initiative is now 
kuownas the Human GenomeProgram, also known as the Human 
Genome Project. 

I The process of joining two complementary strands of DNA or one each 
of DNA and RNA to form a double-stranded molecule 

The study of the application of computer techmiquestothe 
management of hfbzmation, In genome projects, infomatics inclwdes the 
development of methods to search databases quickly, to analyze DNA 
sequence information, and to predict pro sequence and structurehm 
DNA sequence data 



Introns 

Kilobase (kb) 

Library 
# 

Linkagemap 

Lorn @L loci) 

Marker 

Meiosis 

Use of a DNA or RNA probe to detect the presence of the 
cuvlementary DNA sequence h cloned bacterial or 
cells 

eukaryotic 

The DNA base sequences mterruptjng theprotein-coding sequences of a 
gene; these sequences are transcribed into RNA but are cut out of the 
message before it is trmslated into protein 

Outsidealivingorganism 

Apbtomicrogaph of an individual’s chromosomes 
standard forinat showing the number, size, and shape of each 

to comelate 
specific 

diseases. 
~~~~~ ~~ ~~ 

Unit of length for DNA hgments*equal to lo00 nucleotides 

An unordered collection of clones (Le. cloned DNA from a particular 
organism) whose relationsm to each other can be established byphysicd 
mapping. Compare genomic librmy, arrayed library 

The proximity of two or more markers (e.g. genes, RFZP ma~kers) on a 
chromosome; the closer together the markers are, the lower tb 
probability that they *be separated during DNA- or replication 
processes (binary fission mprukutyotes, mitosis or meiosis m eukaryotes) 
and h c e  the greater the probability that t k y  willbe inkited together 

A map of the relative positions of genetic loci on a chromosome 
determined on the bask of how often the loci are inherited together. 
Dktance is nxsswed m centimorgans (CM) 

The position on a chromosome of a gene or other chromosome marker, 
also, the DNA at that position. The use of the word ‘?ocus” is sometimes 
festricted to mean regions of DNA that are eapressed. See gene 
exmession 

An identifiable physical location on a chromosome (e.g. restriction 
enyme cutting site, gene) whose inheritance can be monitored. Markers 
can be expressed regions of DNA (genes) or some segment of RNA with 
no known coding function but whose pattern of inheritance canbe 
determined. See RFZP, restriction fragment length polymorphism 

The process of two consecutive cell divisions m the diploid progenitors 
of sex cells. Meiosis fesults m four r a k r  than two daughter cells, each 
with a haploid set of chromsume 

RNA that serves as a temp& for protein synthesis. See genetic code 



Multiplexing 

Mutation 

Nitrogenous base 

Nucleic acid 

Nucleotide 

. :  

Nudeus 
- 

Oncogene 

phage 

Physicalmap * 

Polygenic 
disorders 

The process of nuclear dmision m cells that produces daughter cells that 
m geneticany identical to eachother and to the parent cell 

A sequencing approach that uses several pooled samples s ~ ~ ~ l y ,  
m f i y  increasinn sequencing speed 

Any heritable change m DNA sequence. Compare p0Zymorphi.m 

A large molecule composed of nucleotide subunits 

A subunit of DNA or RNA consisting of anitrogenous base (adenine, 
guanine, thymine, or cytosine m DNA; adenine, guanine, uracil, or 
cytosine m RNA), a phosphate moleo.de, and a sugar molecule 
(deoxyn'bose m DNA andriikmRNA). Thousands of nucleotides are 
linked to form a DNA or RNA moleo.de. See DNA, base pair, RNA 

The cellular organelle m eukaryotes that contains the genetic material 

A gene, one or more formof which is associated with cancer. Many 
oncogenes are involved, directly or hdiredy, in Contfoning the rate of 
engrowth  

See poZymerase chain~eaction 

A vim for which the natural host is a bacterial cell 

A map of the 1ocatiOnS of identifiable landmarks on DNA (e.g., 
restriction enzyme cuting sites, genes), regardless of inheritance. 
Distance is naeasured m base pairs. For the human genom, the lowest- 
resolutionphysictrl map is the banding patterns on the 24-Wkrent 
chromosomes; the highest-resolutionmap would be the complete 
nucleotide sequence of the chroxmsorns 

Autonomously replicating, extrachromosomal circular DNA molecules, 
distinct from the normal bacterial genome and nonessential for cell 
mwival under nonselective conditions. Some plasmids are capable of 
integrating into the host genome. A nuniber of m y  construckd 
~ l a ~ m i d ~  are used as cloninf vectors 

-tic disorders resulting b r n  the combined action of alleles of more 
than one gene (e.g. heart disease, diabetes, and some cancers). Although 
suchdisorders are inherited, they depend on the simultanmus presence of 
several alleles; thus the hereditary patterns are Usuany more complex than 
those of sinale-nene disorders 

http://moleo.de
http://moleo.de


Polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) 

Polymerase, DNA 
orRNA 8 

Polyrllorphi!all 

primer 

m o t e  

Ebtein 

RecOmbii t  
DNA technoIogies 

Recombination 

Amethod for amplifjing a DNA base sequence using a heat-stable 
polymerase and two 2O-baseprimers, one complementary to the (+)- 
strand at one end of the sequence to be aTnnljfied d the other 
coqlemmtary to the (-)- strand at the other end. Because the newly 
synthesized rounds of primer armealing, strand elongation, and 
d i s s o ~ o n p r o d u c e r a p i d a n B h i P h l y ~ c ~ ~ ~ o n o f t h e d e s i r e d  

sequence m a DNA sample 

Enzymes that catalyze the synthesis of nucleic acids on preexisting 
nucleic acid templates, as 
hmdeoxyriinucleotides 

sequence, PCR can also be used to existence of the defined 

RNA fromriinuccletides or DNA 

Difference inDNA sequence among individuals. Genetic variations 
occurring inmore than 1% of apopulation would be considered usual 
polymorphisms for genetic linkage analysk. Compare mutation 

Short preexisting polywcleotide chain to whichnew 
deoxyribonucleotides canbe added by DNApoZymerase 

Single-stranded DNA or RNA molecules of specihc base sequence, 
labled either radioactively or kxmmologidy, that are used to detect 
the compZ&tary base sequence by hybridimioon 

 en or organism lack.lnga membnme-bound., structurany discrete nuc~eus 
and other sabcelhilar compartments. Bacteria are prokaryotes. Compare 
eukaryote 

A site on DNA to which RNA polymerase will bind to initiate 
trmcription 

~~~~ 

A largemolecule composed of one or mxe chains of maim acids m a 
specific o e ,  the order is detennbed by the base sequence of 
nucleotides in the gene coding for the protein. Proteins are required for 
the stnrcture, function, and regulation of the body's cells, tissues, and 
organs and each proteinhas a unique function. Examples are hormones, 
empzs, and a n t i i e s  

Procedures used to join together DNA segments m a cell-lke system (an 
environment outside a cell or organism). Under appropriate ConditioIlS, a 
r e a d k m t  DNAmolecule canenter a cell and replicate there, either 
autonomously or after it has bec~me integrated into a ce- 
chromsome 
The process by whkh progeny derive a combination of genes Werent 
dromthat of either parent. In higher organisms, this can occur by crossing 
over 



. ? 

Demmination of the order of nucleotides (bare sequences) m a DNA or 
1 RNA molecule or the order of amino acids m a protein 

Aprotein gnizes specific, hit ntccleoti& sequences and cuts 
DNA at those sites. Bactexiacontainover 400 such enzymes that 
recognize and cut over 100 difference DNA sequences. See restrictiolz 
enzvme cut tin^ site 

' 

~ 

A specific nucleotide sequence of DNA at which a paaicular rest7iction 
I enzyme cuts the DNA Some sites occur frequently m DNA (e.g., every 
several hundred base pairs), others much less frequently (rare-cutter, ' e.g., every 10,ooO base pairs) 

Variationbetween indiviauals inDNA hgment sizes cut by specific 
restriction enzymes; polymorphic sequences that d t  m W s  are 
used as markers on bothphysical rnaps and genetic linkage maps. RFLPs 
are usually caused by mutation at 9 cutting site. See marker 
A chemical found m the mhs 
important role mprotem synthesis and other chemical activities of the 
cell. The structure ofRNAis similar to that ofDNA There are several 
classes of RNA mlecules, inchrding messenger RNX, traiqfer RNA, 
ribosomal RNA and other Slnan RNAs, each serving a different purpose 

cytoplasm of cells; it plays an 

I 

Ribonucleic acid 
(RWA) 

Ribosomal RNA I ( I m A )  
A class of RNAfound m the nisomes of cells I 

... . -  . . . , ~  . 

. .  Ribosomes I 
Short (200 to 500 basepairs) DNA sequence that has a single 0ccurm.w 
in the human genom and whose location and base sequence are known. 
Detectable by polymerase chain reaction, STSs are useful for localizing 
and orienting themapping and sequence data reported h m m a y  
different laboratories and serve as landmarks on the developing physical 
map of the human genome. Expressed seqrienCe tags (ESTs) are STSs 
derived from cDNAS. 

Sequence tagged 
site (STS) 

1 Sequencing 
~~ 

The X smd Y chromosomes m bnrman beings that determine the sex of a * 
individual. Females have two X chmosomes m diploid ce&, males have 
an X and a Y chromosome. The sex c h ~ s o m e s  comprise the 23'd 
cbromosome pair m a motype.  Compare autosome 

S a  chromosomes 

I Shotgunmethod Cloning of DNA hgxmts randomly generated from a genome. See 
librury, genomic library I 
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els to menibmx filters for detection of specific base sequences by 

A class of RNA having structures with triplet nucleotide sequences that 

transferthemto 
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Introduction 
he complete set of instructions for making an organism is called its genome. It 
contains the master blueprint for all cellular structures and activities for the lifetime of 

the cell or organism. Found in every nucleus of a person’s many trillions of cells, the 
human genome consists of tightly coiled threads of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and 
associated protein molecules, organized into structures called chromosomes (Fig. 1). 

T 

Hg. 7. The Human Genome at Four Levels of Detail. Apart from reproductke cells (gametes) and 
mature red blood cells, every cell in the human bo@ contains 23 pairs of chromosomes, each a 
packet of compressed and entwined DNA (1,2). Each strand of DNA consists of repeating 
nucleotide units composed of a phosphate group, a sugar (deoxyribose), and a base (guanine, 
cytosine, thyminel or adenine) (3). Ordinarily, DNA takes the form of a highly regular double- 
stranded helixl the strands of which are linked by hydrogen bonds between guanine and cytosine 
and between thymine and adenine. Each such linkage is a base pair (bp); some 3 billion bp 
constitute the human genome. The specificity of these base-pair linkzfges underlies the mechanism 
of DNA replication illustrated here. Each strand of the double helix seffes as a template for the 
synthesis of a new strand; the nucleotide sequence (i.e., linear order of bases) of each strand is 
strictly determined. Each new double helix is a twinl an exact replica, of its parent. (Figore and 
caption text provided by the LBL Human Genome Center.) 

* 
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Fig. 2. DNA Structure. 
The four nitrogenous 
bases of DNA are 
arranged along the sugar- 
phosphate backbone in a 
particular order (the DNA 
sequence), encoding all 
genetic instructions for an 
organism. Adenine (A) 
pairs with thymine m, 
while cytosine (C) pairs 
with guanine (G). The two 
DNA strands are held 
together by weak bonds 
between the bases. 
A gene is B segment of 
a D M  molecule (rang- 
ing from fewer than 
1 thousand bases to 
several million), located 
in a particular position on 
a specific chromosome, 
whosebasesequence 
contains the information 
necessary for protein 
synthesis, 

If unwound and tied together, the strands of DNA would stretch more than 5 feet but 
would be only 50 trillionths of an inch wide. For each organism, the components of these 
slender threads encode all the information necessary for building and maintaining life, 
from simple bacteria to remarkably complex human beings. Understanding how DNA 
performs this function requires some knowledge of its structure and organization. 

DNA 
In humans, as in other higher organisms, a DNA molecule consists of two strands that 
wrap around each other to resemble a twisted ladder whose sides, made of sugar and 
phosphate molecules, are connected by ‘rungs” of nitrogen-containing chemicals called 
bases. Each strand is a linear arrangement of repeating similar units called nucleotides, 
which are each composed of one sugar, one phosphate, and a nitrogenous base (Fig. 
2). Four different bases are present In DNA-adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and 
guanine (G). The particular order of the bases arranged along the sugar-phosphate 
backbone is called the DNA sequence; the sequence specifies the exact genetic insthc- 
tions required to create a particular organism with its own unique traits. 

The two DNA strands are held together 

Phosphate Molecule 

Sugar-Phosphate 
Backbone 

by weak bonds between the bases on 
each strand, forming base pairs (bp). 
Genome size is usually stated as the total 
number of base pairs; the human genome 
contains roughly 3 billion bp (Fig. 3). 

Each time a cell divides into two daughter 
cells, its full genome is duplicated; for 
humans and other complex organisms, 
this duplication occurs in the nucleus. 
During cell division the DNA molecule 
unwinds and the weak bonds between 
the base pairs break, allowing the strands 
to separate. Each strand directs the 
synthesis of a complementary new 
strand, with free nucleotides matching up 
with their complementary bases on each 
of the separated strands. Strict base- 
pairing rules are adhered to-adenine will 
pair only with thymine (an A-T pair) and 
cytosine with guanine (a C-G pair). Each 
daughter cell receives one old and one 
new DNA strand (Figs. 1 and 4). The . 
cell’s adherence to these base-pairing 
rules ensures that the new strand is an 
exact copy of the old one. This minimizes 
the incidence of errors (mutations) that 
may greatly affect the resulting organism 
or its offspring. 



Genes 
Each DNA molecule contains many genes-the basic physical and functional un 
heredity. A gene is a specific sequence of nucleotide bases, whose sequences carry the 
information required for constructing proteins, which provide the structural components of 
cells and tissues as well as enzymes for essential biochemical reactions. The human 
genome is estimated to comprise at least 100,000 genes. 

Human genes vary widely in length, often extending over thousands of bases, but only 
about 10% of the genome is known to include the protein-coding sequences (exons) of 
genes. Interspersed within many genes are intron sequences, which have no coding 
function. The balance of the genome is thought to consist of other noncoding regions 
(such as control sequences and intergenic regions), whose functions are obscure. All 
living organisms are composed largely of proteins; humans can synthesize at least 
100,000 different kinds. Proteins are large, complex molecules made up of long chains of 
subunits called amino acids. Twenty different kinds of amino acids are usually found in 
proteins. Within the gene, each specific sequence of three DNA bases (codons) directs 
the cell’s proteinsynthesizing machinery to add specific amino acids. For example, the 
base sequence ATG codes for the amino acid methionine. Since 3 bases code for 
1 amino acid, the protein coded by an average-sized gene (3000 bp) will contain 1000 
amino acids. The genetic code is thus a series of codons that specify which amino acids 
are required to make up specific proteins. 

The protein-coding instructions from the genes are transmitted indirectly through messen- 
ger ribonucleic acid (mRNA), a transient intermediary molecule similar to a single strand 
of DNA. For the information within a gene to be expressed, a complementary RNA strand 
is produced (a process called transcription) from the DNA template in the nucleus. This 

I 1 
Comparative Sequence Sizes Bases 

Largest known continuous DNA sequence 

* Escherichia coli (bacterium) genome 
Largest yeast chromosome now mapped 
Entire yeast genome 
Smallest human chromosome (Y) 
Largest human chromosome (1) 
Entire human genome 

350 Thousand 

4.6 Million 
5.8 Million 
15 Million 
50 Million 

250 Million 
3 Billion 

(yeast chromosome 3) 

I I 
fig. 3. Comparison of Lawest Known DNA Sequence with Approximate Chromosome and 
Genome Sizes of Model Organisms and Humans. A major focus of the Human Genome Project 
is the development of sequencing schemes that are faster and more economical. 
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mRNA is moved from the nucleus to the cellular cytoplasm, where it serves as the tem- 
plate for protein synthesis. The cell’s protein-synthesizing machinery then translates the 
codons into a string of amino acids that will constitute the protein molecule for.which it 
codes (Fig. 5). In the laboratoty, the mRNA molecule can be isolated and used as a 
template to synthesize a complementary DNA (cDNA) strand, which can then be used to 
locate the corresponding genes on a chromosome map. The utility of this strategy is 
described in the section on physical mapping. 

Rg. 4. DNA Replication. 
During replication the DNA 
molecule unwinds, with 
each single strand 
becoming a template for 
synthesis of a new, 
complementary strand. 
Each daughter molecule, 
consisting of one old and 
one new DNA strand, is an 
exact copy of the parent 
molecule. [Source: 
adapted from Mapping Our 
Genes-The Genome 
Projects: How Big, How 
Fast? U.S. Congress, 
office of Technology 
flssessment, OTA-BA-373 

Vashington, D.C.: U.S. 
Government Printing 
Office, 7988).] 

Chromosomes 
The 3 billion bp in the human genome are organized into 24 distinct, physically separate 
microscopic units called chromosomes. All genes are arranged linearly along the chromo- 
somes. The nucleus of most human cells contains 2 sets of chromosomes, 1 set given by 
each parent. Each set has 23 single chromosomes-22 autosomes and an X or Y sex 
chromosome. (A normal female will have a pair of X chromosomes; a male will have an X 

Complementary 
New Strand 



and Y pair.) Chromosomes contain roughly equal parts of protein and DNA; chromosomal 
DNA contains an average of 150 million bases. DNA molecules are among the largest 
molecules now known. 

Chromosomes can be seen under a light microscope and, when stained with certain dyes, 
reveal a pattern of light and dark bands reflecting regional variations in the amounts of A 
and T vs G and C. Differences in size and banding pattern allow the 24 chromosomes to 
be distinguished from each other, an analysis called a karyotype. A few types of major 
chromosomal abnormalities, including missing or extra copies of a chromosome or gross 
breaks and rejoinings (translocations), can be detected by microscopic examination; 
Down's syndrome, in which an individual's cells contain a third copy of chromosome 21, is 
diagnosed by karyotype analysis (Fig. 6). Most changes in DNA, however, are too subtle to 
be detected by this technique and require molecular analysis. These subtle DNA abnor- 
malities (mutations) are responsible for many inherited diseases such as cystic fibrosis and 
sickle cell anemia or may predispose an individual to cancer, major psychiatric illnesses, 
and other complex diseases. 

r .  

= g .  
NUCLEUS Free Amino Acids 

-0- 

growing protein chain 

CYTOPLASM 

fig. 5. Gene Expression. When genes are expressed, the genetic information (base sequence) on DNA is first transcribed 
(copied) to a molecule of messenger RNA in a pnxess similar to DNA replication. The mRNA molecules then leave the cell 
nucleus and enter the cytoplasm, where triplets of bases (codons) forming the genetic code specify the particular amino acids that 
make up an individual protein. This process, called translation, is accomplished by ribosomes (cellular components composed of 
proteins and another class of RNA) that read the genetic code from the mRNA, and transfer RNAs (tRNAs) that transport amino 
acids to the ribosomes for attachment to the growing protein. (Source: see fig. 4.) 
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Fig. 6. IGwyoiype. Microscopic examination of chromosome size and banding patterns allows 
medicaf laboratories to ident@f and a m g e  each of the 24 different chrvmosomes (22 pairs of 
autosomes and one pair of sex chromosomes) into a karyotpe, which then setves as a tool in. the 
diagnosb of genetic diseases. The extra copy of chromosome 21 in this karyotype identities this 
individual BS having Down's syndrome. 

Mapphg and Sequencing the Human Genome 
A primary goal of the Human Genome Project is to make a series of descriptive dia- 
grams-maps-of each human chromosome at increasingly finer resolutions. Mapping 
involves (1) dividing the chromosomes into smaller fragments that can be propagated and 
char-acterized and (2) ordering (mapping)'them to correspond to their respective locations 
on the chromosomes. After mapping is completed, the next step is to determine the base 
sequence of each of the ordered DNA fragments. The ultimate goal of genome research is 
to find all the genes in the DNA sequence and to develop tools for using this information in 
the study of human biology and medicine. Improving the instrumentation and techniques 
required for mapping and sequencing-a major focus of the genome project-will in- 
crease efficiency and cost-effectiveness: Goals include automating methods and optimiz- 
ing techniques to ext maximum useful information from maps and sequences. 



. 

Model Organism Research 
Most mapping and sequencing technologies were developed from studies of nonhuman 
genomes, notably those of the bacterium Escherichia coli, the yeast Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae, the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, the roundworm Caenohabditis elegans, 
and the laboratory mouse Mus musculus. These simpler systems provide excellent 
models for developing and testing the procedures needed for studying the much more 
complex human genome. 

A large amount of genetic information has already been derived from these organisms, 
providing valuable data for the analysis of normal gene regulation, genetic diseases, and 
evolutionary processes. Physical maps have been completed for E. coli, and extensive 
overlapping clone sets are available for S. cemvisiae and C. elegans. In addition, 
sequencing projects have been initiated by the NIH genome program for E. coli, 
S. cerevisiae, and C. elegans. 

Mouse genome research will provide much significant comparative information because bf 
the many biological and genetic similarities between mouse and man. Comparisons of 
human and mouse DNA sequences will reveal areas that have been conserved during 
evolution and are therefore important. An extensive database of mouse DNA sequences 
will allow counterparts of particular human genes to be identified in the mouse and exten- 
sively studied. Conversely, information on genes first found to be important in the mouse 
will lead to associated human studies. The mouse genetic map, based on morphological 
markers, has already led to many insights into human biology. Mouse models are being 
developed to explore the effects of mutations causing human diseases, including diabe- 
tes, muscular dystrophy, and several cancers. A genetic map based on DNA markers is 
presently being constructed, and a physical map is planned to allow direct comparison 
with the human physical map. 

Informafics: Data Collecfion and Interpretation 

Collecting and Storing Data 
The reference map and sequence generated by genome 
research will be used as a primary information source for 
human biology and medicine far into the future. The vast 
amount of data produced will first need to be collected, 
stored, and distributed. If compiled in books, the data 
would fill an estimated 200 volumes the size of a Manhat- 
tan telephone book (at 1000 pages each), and reading it 
would require 26 years working around the clock (Fig.14). 

Because handling this amount of data will require exten- 
sive use of computers, database development will be a 
major focus of the Human Genome Project. The present 
challenge is to improve database design, software for 

. .  

HUMAN. GENETIC DIVERSITY: 
The Ultimate Human Genetic Database 

Any two individuals differ in about 3 x 106 bases (0.1%). 
The population is now about 5 x 109. 
A catalog of all sequence differences would require 

This catalog may be needed to find the rarest M most 
1 5 x 1015 entries. 

complex disease genes. 
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database access and manipulation, and data-entry procedures to compensate for the 
varied computer procedures and systems used in different laboratories. Databases need 
to be designed that will accurately represent map information (linkage, STSs, physical 
location, disease loci) and sequences (genomic, cDNAs, proteins) and link them to each 
other and to bibliographic text databases of the scientific and medical literature. 

Interpreting Data 
New tools will also be needed for analyzing the data from genome maps and sequences. 
Recognizing where genes begin and end and identifying their exons, introns, and regula- 
tory sequences may require extensive comparisons with sequences from related species 
such as the mouse to search for conserved similarities (homologies). Searching a data- 
base for a particular DNA sequence may uncover these homologous sequences in a 
known gene from a model organism, revealing insights into the function of the correspond- 
ing human gene. 

Correlating sequence information with genetic linkage data and disease gene research 
will reveal the molecular basis for human variation. If a newly identified gene is found to 
code for a flawed protein, the altered protein must be compared with the normal version 
to identify the specific abnormality that causes disease. Once the error is pinpointed, 
researchers must try to determine how to correct it in the human body, a task that will 
require knowledge about how the protein functions and in which cells it is active. 

fig. 14. Magnitude of 
Genome Data. If the DNA 
sequence of the human 
genome were compiled in 
books, the equivalent of 
200 volumes tho she of a 
Manhattan telephone book 
(at 1000 pages each) 
would be needed to hold 

911. New data-analysis 
A s  will be needed 

for understanding the 
information from genome 
maps and sequences. 
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HUMAN GENOME 200 Telephone Books 
(1000 pages each) 



Correct protein function depends on the three-dimensional 
(3D), or folded, structure the proteins assume in biological 
environments; thus, understanding protein structure will be 
essential in determining gene function. DNA sequences 
will be translated into amino acid sequences, and re- 
searchers will try to make inferences about functions either 
by com-paring protein sequences with each other or by 
comparing their specific 3-D structures (Fig. 15). 

Because the 3-D structure patterns (motifs) that protein 
molecules assume are much more evolutionarily con- 
served than amino acid sequences, this type of homology 
search could prove more fruitful. Particular motifs may 
serve similar functions in several different proteins, infor- . 

GENE c PROTEIN 

FUN 'ION - STRUCTURE 

mation that would be valuable in genome analyses. 
Currently, however, only a few protein motifs can be recognized at the sequence level. 
Continued development of analytic capabilities to facilitate grouping protein sequences 
into motif families will make homology searches more successful. 

Mapping Databases 
The Genome Data Base (GDB), located at Johns Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maty- 
land), provides location, ordering, and distance information for human genetic markers, 
probes, and contigs linked to known human genetic disease. GDB is presently working on 
incorporating physical mapping data. Also at Hopkins is the Online Mendelian Inheritance 
in Man database, a catalog of inherited human traits and diseases. 

The Human and Mouse Probes and Libraries Database (located at the American Type 
Culture Collection in Rockville, Maryland) and the GBASE mouse database (located at 
Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) include data on RFLPs, chromosomal assign- 
ments, and probes from the laboratory mouse. 

Sequence Databases 
Nucleic Acids (DNA and RNA) 
Public databases containing the complete nucleotide sequence of the human genome and 
those of selected model organisms will be one of the most useful products of the Human 
Genome Project. Four major public databases now store nucleotide sequences: GenBank 
and the Genome Sequence DataBase (GSDB) in the United States, European Molecular 
Biology Laboratory (EMBL) Nucleotide Sequence Database in the United Kingdom, and 
the DNA Database of Japan (DDBJ). The databases collaborate to share sequences, 
which are compiled from direct author submissions and journal scans. The four databases 
now house a total of almost 200 Mb of sequence. Although human sequences predomi- 
nate, more than 8000 species are represented. [Paragraph updated July 19941 

Fig. 15. Understanding 
Gene Function. 
Understanding how 
genes function will 
require analjses of the 
3-0 structures of the 
proteins for which the 
genes code. 

*-. :. 
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The major protein sequence databases are the Protein Identification Resource (National 
Biomedical Research Foundation), Swissprot, and GenPept (both distributed with 
GenBank). In' addition to sequence information, they contain infomation on protein motifs 
and other features of protein structure. 

lmpacf of fhe Human Genome Projecf 
The atlas of the human genome will revolutionize medical practice and biological 
research into the 21st century and beyond. All human genes will eventually be found, and 
accurate diagnostics will be developed for most inherited diseases. In addition, animal 
models for human disease research will be more easily developed, facilitating the under- 
standing of gene function in health and disease. 

Researchers have already identified single genes associated with a number of diseases, 
such as cystic fibrosis, Duchenne muscular dystrophy, myotonic dystrophy, neurofibroma- 
tosis, and retinoblastoma. As research progresses, investigators will also uncover the 
mechanisms for diseases caused by several genes or by a gene interacting with environ- 
mental factors. Genetic susceptibilities have been implicated in many major disabling and 
fatal diseases including heart disease, stroke, diabetes, and several kinds of cancer. The 
identification of these genes and their proteins will pave the way to more-effective 
therapies and preventive measures. Investigators determining the underlying biology of 
genome organization and gene regulation will also begin to understand how humans 
develop from single cells to adults, why this process sometimes goes awry, and what 
changes take place as people age. 

New technologies developed for genome research will also find myriad applications in 
industry, as well as in projects to map (and ultimately improve) the genomes of economi- 
cally important farm animals and crops. 

While human genome research itself does not pose any new ethical dilemmas, the use of 
data arising from these studies presents challenges that need to be addressed before the 
data accumulate significantly. To assist in policy development, the ethics component of 
the Human Genome Project is funding conferences and research projects to identify and 
consider relevant issues, as well as activities to promote public awareness of these topics. 
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What is gene testing? How does it work? 

Gene tests (also called DNA-based tests), the newest and most sophisticated of 
the techniques used to test for genetic disorders, involve direct examination of 
the DNA molecule itself. Other genetic tests include biochemical tests for such 
gene products as enzymes and other proteins and for microscopic examination 
of stained or fluorescent chromosomes. Genetic tests are used for several 
reasons, including: 
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0 carrier screening, which involves identifying unaffected individuals who 
carry one copy of a gene for a disease that requires two copies for the 
disease to be expressed; 

d) prenatal diagnostic testing; 

8 presymptomatic testing 
Huntington’s disease; 

cancers and Alzheimer’s disease; 

predicting adult-onset disorders such as 
Home 

0 confirmational diagnosis of a s matic individual; and 

e for mutated sequences. A 
DNA sample can be obtained from any tissue, including blood. For some types 
of gene tests, researchers design short pieces of DNA called probes, whose 
sequences are complementary to the mutated sequences. These probes will seek 
their complement among the three billion base pairs of an individual’s genome. 
If the mutated sequence is present in the patient’s genome, the probe will bind 
to it and flag the mutation. Another type of DNA testing involves comparing 
the sequence of DNA bases in a patient’s gene to a normal version of the gene. 
Cost of testing can range from hundreds to thousands of dollars, depending on 
the sizes of the genes and the numbers of mutations tested. 
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For more information, see 

0 Documents from the DHHS Secretary’s ttee on Genetic 

Testing -a booklet fro ational Institutes of 

testing from the the National 
Academy of Sciences Beyond Discovery: The Pathfrom Research to 
Human Benefit project. 

0 Evaluating Gene Testing --a brief guide to ‘evaluating gene tests. 
0 Genetic Testing --a new gene-testing journal. 
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iated with undergoing a predictive test when no prevention or 
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What are some of the pros and cons of gene testing? 

Gene testing already has dramatically improved lives. Some tests are used to 
clarify a diagnosis and direct a physician toward appropriate treatments, while 
others allow families to avoid having children with devastating diseases or 
identify people at high risk for conditions that may be preventable. Aggressive 
monitoring for and removal of colon growths in those inheriting a gene for 
familial adenomatous polyposis, for example, has saved many lives. On the 
horizon is a gene test that will provide doctors with a simple diagnostic test for 
a common iron-storage disease, transforming it from a usually fatal condition 
to a treatable one. 

The recently commercialized gene tests for adult-onset disorders such as . 
Alzheimer’s disease and some cancers are the subject of most of the debate 
over gene testing. These tests are targeted to healthy (presymptomatic) people 
who are identified as being at high risk because of a strong family medical 
history for the disorder. The tests give only a probability for developing the 
disorder. One of the most serious limitations of these susceptibility tests is the 
difficulty in interpreting a positive result because some people who carry a 
disease-associated mutation never develop the disease. Scientists believe that 
these mutations may work together with other, unknown mutations or with 
environmental factors to cause disease. 

A limitation of all  medical testing is the possibility oratory errors. These 
might be due to sample misidentification, contamination of the chemicals used 
for testing, or other factors. 

Many in the medical establishment feel that uncertainties surrounding test 
interpretation, the current lack of available medical options for these diseases, 
’the tests’ potential for provoking anxiety, and risks for discrimination and 
social stigmatization could outweigh the benefits of testing. 
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Considerations include test quality, the potential usefulness of the information 
the test provides, available preventive or treatment options, and social issues. 
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Test Quality 

The analytical validity of a test can be determined by its 
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Example: Cystic fibrosis --over 700 mutations (most are rare) in 
CFTR gene. Current tests are for ab 

It is important to consider the proportion of people with clinically 
significant disease that are detected by the test (clinical sensitivity). 
Current CF tests pick up 90% of CF mutations in whites, 50% in 
Afkican-Americans and Hispanics, and 30% in Asian Americans. 
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Few treatments or preventive strategies exist for patients testing positive for 
most gene tests. Unfortunately, knowledge of a gene mutation alone is 
insufficient infomation for researchers trying to devise intervention strategies. 
Researchers must first understand the nomal function of the disease-associated 
gene(s) and determine how the mutation disrupts that function. 

Some exceptions exist, such as that for FAP. Experts recommend that even 
children at high risk be screened for mutations in the APC gene associated with 
FAP, because they can be monitored more frequently for growths and effective 
preventive surgical options can be chosen. Left untreated, FAP causes death at 
an average age of 42. 

Social Issues 

Genetic information is personal, powerful, potentially predictive, pedigree 
sensitive (affects families as well as individuals), permanent, and prejudicial. 

Education on implications of testing and results is critical, yet only 2OOO 
specially trained genetic counselors are currently available in the U.S., and 
training programs are not increasing their rolls. Most people will need to rely 
on primary-care physicians to explain results. This poses a great challenge for 
physicians, many of whom are not trained in molecular genetics. Many 
commercially available gene tests are still controversial in the scientific , 

community, where their interpretation is debated. 

PsychoZogicaZ issues - fear of unknown, copi 
survivor guilt, family dynamics. 

uncertainty, guilt, shame, 
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Discrimination risk - by employers, insurers, commercial institutions, schools, 
army, others. 

Ethical issues - privacy and confidentiality, fairness in use of information, 
commercializatiodpatents, social concepts of health and disease, reproductive 
rights. 
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@ I fI  had a gene test, what would I have and who would I tell? -an article 
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Discrimination -an article from U.S. News online 
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Testing Era -an article from the Indiana Law Journal 

For what diseases are gene tests.kvailable? 

Some gene tests available as of 1998 from clinical genetics laboratories 
approved by New York State appear below. Test names and a description of the 
diseases or symptoms appear in parentheses. Susceptibility tests, noted by an 
asterisk, provide only an estimated risk for developing the disorder. 

Some Currently Available DNA-Based Gene Tests 

0 Alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency: (AAT; emphysema and liver disease) 
0 Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS; Lou Gehrig’s Disease; progressive motor 

0 Alzheimer’s disease* (APOE late-onset variety of senile dementia) 
0 Ataxia telangiectasia (AT; progressive brain disorder resulting in loss of muscle 

0 Gaucher disease (GI); enlarged liver and spleen, bone degeneration) 
0 Inherited breast and ovarian cancer* (BRCA 1 and 2; early-onset tumors of breasts 

0 Hereditaq nonpolyposis colon cancer* (CA, earlysnset tumors of colon and 

0 Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT; loss of feeling in ends of limbs) 
0 Congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH; hormone deficiency; ambiguous genitalia and 

0 Cystic fibrosis (CF, disease of lung and pancreas resulting in thick mucous 

0 Duchenne muscular dystmphy/Becker muscular dystrophy @MD; severe to mild 

0 Dystonia (DW, muscle rigidity, repetitive twisting movements) 
0 Fanconi anemia, p u p  C (FA, anemia, leukemia, skeletal defoxmities) 
0 Factor V-Leiden (FVL; blood-clotting disorder) 
0 Fragile X syndrome (FRAX; leading cause of inherited mental retardation) 
0 Hemophilia A and B (HEMA and HEMB; bleeding disorders) 
0 Huntington’s disease (HD; usually midlife onset; progressive, lethal, degenerative 

function loss leading to paralysis and death) 

control and cancers) 

and ovaries) 

sometimes other organs) 

male pseudohermaphroditism) 

accumulations and chronic infections) 

muscle wasting, deterioration, weakness) 

neurological disease) 
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0 Myotonic dystrophy (MD; progressive muscle weakness; most common form of adult 

8 Neurofibromatosis type 1 Wl; multiple benign nervous system tumors that can be 

0 Phenylketonuria (PKU; progressive mental retardation due to missing enzyme; 

8 Adult Polycystic Kidney Disease (APKD. kidney failure and liver disease) 
0 Prader WillilAngelman syndromes (PW/A, decreased motor skills, cognitive 

0 Sickle c d  disease (SS; blood cell disorder, chronic pain and infections) 
8 SpinocerebelIar atarba, type 1 (SCAl; involuntary muscle movements, reflex 

8 Spinal muscular atrophy (SUA; severe, usually lethal progressive muscle-wasting 

0 Thalassemias (THAL; anemias - reduced red blood cell levels) 
Q) Tay-Sachs Disease (TS; fatal neurological disease of early childhood, seizures, 

muscular dystrophy) 

disfiguring; cancers) 

correctable by diet) 

impairment, early death) 

disorders, explosive speech) 

disorder in children) 

PdYSW I3Ml 
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Testing Recommendations 

0 Preliminary Recommendations on the.Adequacy of Oversight of Genetic 
Tests 

0 Task Force on Genetic Testing of the NIH-DOE Working group on 
Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications of Human Genome Research 

e Exec. Summary of Working Group on Genetic Testing for Breast Cancer 
from the Stanford Program in Genomics, Ethics, and Society 

0 Exec. Summaiy of Working Group on Genetic Testing for Alzheimer's 
from the Stanford Program in Genomics, Ethics, and Society 
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Definition of Gene Therapy ' 

Gene therapy is a novel approach to treat, cure, or ultimately prevent disease by 
changing the expression of a person's genes. Gene therapy is in its infancy, and 
current gene therapy is primarily experimental, with most human clinical trials 
only in the research stages. 
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Benefits 

Gene therapy can be targeted to somatic (body) or germ (egg and sperm) cells. 
In somatic gene therapy the recipient's genome is changed, but the change is 
not passed along to the next generation. In germline gene therapy, the parents 
egg and sperm cells are changed with the goal of passing on the changes to 
their offspring. Geimline gene therapy is not being actively investigated, at 
least in larger animals and humans, although a lot of discussion is being 
conducted about its value and desirability. 

Many people falsely assume that g e d n e  gene therapy already is being done 
with reguladty. News reports of parents selecting a genetically tested egg for 
implantation or choosing the sex of their unborn child may lead the public to 
think that gene therapy is occuring. Actually, in these cases, genetic 
information is being used for selecti 

For more on germline engineering, see Website. 

Hurdles in Gene Therapy 

Gene therapy is very young and experimental. Many factors have prevented 
researchers from developing successful gene therapy techniques. 

The fust hurdle is the gene delivery tool. How is a new gene inserted into the 
body? This is done via vehicles called vectors (gene carriers), which deliver 
therapeutic genes to the patients' cells. Currently, the most common vectors are 
viruses. Viruses have evolved a way of encapsulating and delivering their 
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genes to human cells in a pathogenic manner. Scientists have tried to take 
advantage of the virus's biology and manipulate its genome to remove the 
disease-causing genes and insert therapeutic genes. Viruses, while effective, 
introduce other problems to the body --toxicity, immune and inflammatory 
responses, and 
that liave been considered are complexes of DNA with lipids and proteins. 

See the article, "The Trouble is, This Cure Might Kill You" for more on the 
problems of using viruses to transport genes. 

control and targeting issues. Some alternatives to viruses 
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a Human Genome News 
a RimrMolecular Genetics Another hurdle is understanding gene function. Of the estimated 100,OOO 

genes; scientists h o w  the function of -a very few. Attempting gene therapy 
without knowing how everythmg works could address only some of the genes 
implicated in particular diseases. Likewise, genes may have more than one 
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For example, consider Sickle Cell Anemia. Sickle cell anemia is caused by an 

- error in the gene that tells the body how to make hemoglobin. Sickle cell 
anemia is prevalent among African Americans. Children who inherit two 
copies (one from each of their partkits) of the gene for Sickle Cell Anemia will 
have the disease. Children who inherit only one copy will not. The error in the 
hemoglobin gene results from a genetic mutation that occurred many thousands 
of years ago in people in parts of Africa, the Mediterranean basin, the Middle 
East, and India. A deadly form of malaria was very common at that time, and 
malaria epidemics caused the death of great numbers of people. Studies show 
that in areas where malaria was a problem, children who inherited one sickle 
hemoglobin gene-and who, therefore, carried the sickle cell trait--had a 
survival advantage: unlike the children who had normal hemoglobin genes, 
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, had their own children, and 
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tic disorders involve more 

have a 100% chance of 
than one gene. In only a handful of genetic diseases, like Huntington's Disease, 

genes and the environment. 
Many people who develop cancer not only inherit the disease gene for their 
disorder, they may also have not inherited particular tumor suppressor genes. 
Diet, exercise, smoking, and other environmental factors may have contributed 



, 

to their disease. 

Studies of identical twins show that individuals with the same genetic makeup 
do not develop the same diseases and disorders. This is irrefutable evidence of 
.the role environment plays in gene expression. 

High costs associated with developing this novel technology, and regulations 
associated with human experimentation are also hurdles for researchers in this 

, 
I field. 

Ethical Issues in Gene Therapy -Some Questions to Consider... 

What is n o m 1  and what is a disability or disorder, and who decides? 

Are disabilities diseases? Do they need to be cured or prevented? 

Does searching for a cure demean the lives of individuals presently aflected by 
disabilities? 

Is somatic gene therapy (which is done in the adult cells of persons known to 
have the disease) more or less ethical than germline gene therapy (which is. 
done in egg and sperm cells and prevents the trait from being passed on to 
cficrther generations)? In cases of somatic gene therapy, the procedure may 
have to be repeated in future generations. 

Preliminary attempts at gene therapy are exorbitantly expensive. Who will 
have access to these therapies? Who will pay for their use? 
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Legal Analysis - I n  re 6.C. Adjudication Clinic 1 

The current political environment makes the outcome of this hypothetical 
questionable. While there is a strong sentiment among many activists groups to 
preserve pre-life at all costs, including attempts to limit or proscribe. the right of 
a woman to obtain an abortion, see, e.g., Planned Parenthood of southeastern 
Pennsylvania v. Casey, 112 S. Ct. 2791,2803 (1992) (Supreme Court asked to 
overrule Roe v. Wade), there is also a strong welfare reform sentiment that has 
resulted in cuts to programs and funding for women and children, including Aid 
to Families with Dependent Children. One of the purposes of welfare reform is 
to discourage women from having more children that will join the public aid 
rolls and enable their parents to receive more money. Indeed, some propose 
imposing penalties on women dependent on government aid that have more 
children. 

an abortion is unconstitutional. See Arnold v. Board of Education of Escambia 
County, 880 F.2d 305,311 (11th Cir. 1989). In Arnold, plaintiffs were the 
minor parents of a fetus; they claimed that school officials, upon the realization 
that the minor female was’pregnant, coerced her to have an abortion and warned 
both minors that they should not discuss the incident with their parents. The 
circuit court reversed the district court’s dismissal of plaintiffs claims, finding 
that plaintiffs had sufficiently alleged violation of the constitutional right to 
privacy, family relations, and free exercise of religion. Id. at 310-15. With 
respect to the right to obtain an abortion and the applicability of cases finding 
such a right to the facts of ArnoZd, the court found that the essence of the. 
jurisprudence was in the freedom of the decision making process. Id. at 3 11. 
The court stated: 

Precedent exists dictating that government inducement of a minor to have 

n of the childbearing decision 
alternatives, those of aborting the-child or 
the child to term. Both alternatives enjoy 
constitutional protection from unwarranted 
governmental interference. While the cas 
area have dealt primarily with governmental 
interference with the abortion alternative, we fail to 
see how the attention given the decision to abort in 
any way diminishes the protection which should be 
given the decision to carry the child to term. We 
need not create a new constitutional right to protect 
Jane Doe’s freedom to choose to carry her child to 
term; we merely refocus the emphasis concerning this 



freedom of choice from the alternative of abortion to 
the alternative of p&k&m. There simply can be 
no question that the individual must be free to decide 

Id. The Supreme Court has also held that the pregnant woman is the only 
individual that may make the decision whether or not to abort a fetus. Planned 
Parenthood of Central Missouri v. Danforth, 428 U.S. 52,  71, 96 S. Ct. 2831, 
2842,49 L. Ed. 2d 788 (1976). 

disabilities may be repugnant to most, jurists 
over the idea. For example, in the case of Buck v. Bell, 274 U.S. 200 (1927), 
Carrie Buck challenged, pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment Due Proces 
Clause, an order that she be sterilized under a state law permitting "the 
sterilization of mental defectives. t 205. She was described by Justice 
Holmes as "a feeble minded white who was committed to the State 
Colony [for Epileptics and Feeble Minded]. .' . . She is the daughter of a feeble 
minded mother in the same institution, and the mother of an illegitimate feeble 
minded child." Id. In denying Ms. Buck's petition, Justice Holmes stated: 

[Ms. Buck's] attack is not upon the procedure but 
upon the substantive law. It seems to be contended 
that in no circumstances could such an order be 
justified. It certainly is contended that the order 
cannot be justified upon the existing grounds. The 
judgment finds the facts that have been recited and 
that Carrie Buck "is the probable potential parent of 
socially inadequate offspring, likewise afflicted, that 
she may be sexually sterilized without detriment to 
her general health and that her welfare and that of 
society will be promoted by her sterilization," and 
thereupon makes the order. In view of the general 
declarations of the legislature and the specific 
findings of the Court, obviously we cannot say as a 
matter of law that the grounds do not exist, and if 
they exist they justify the result. We have seen more 
than once that the public welfare may call upon the 

. best citizens for their lives. It would be strange if it 
could not call upon those who already sap the 
strength of the State for these lesser sacrifices, often 
not felt to be such by those concerned, in order to 
prevent our being swamped with incompetence. It is 

Although the idea of aborting a child sol ause it would be born with 
t did not struggle for long . 
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better for all the world, if instead of waiting to 
execute degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them 
starve for their imbecility, society can prevent those 
who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind. 
The principle that sustains compulsory vaccination is 
broad enough to cover cutting the Fallopian tubes. 
Three generations of imbeciles are enough. 

Id. at 207 (citation omitted). The Supreme Court has dramatically retreated 
from this proposition, and now values the right to procreate and to raise chiidren 
as "fundamental" and subject to strict constitutional scrutiny. Skinner v. 
Oklahoma ex rel. Williamson, 316 US. 535 (1942). 

Justice Holmes' philosophy is not merely representative of our nation in 
the 1920s. Indeed, a similar sentiment was expressed by Ethics Professor 
Joseph Fletcher with respect to procreation by couples who know there is a risk 
of having genetically defective children, "To go right ahead with coital . 
reproduction in may couples' cases, is like walking down a line of children 
blindfolded and deliberately maiming every fourth child. It is cruel and insane 
to deprive normal but disadvantaged children of the care we could give them 
with the $1,500,000 we spend in public costs for preventable retardates." 
JOSEPH FLETCHER, THE ETHICS OF GENETIC CONTROL 160 (1974) cited in 
George P. Smith, II & Thaddeus J. Burns, Genetic Determinism or Genetic 
Discrimination?, 11 J. CONTEMP. H. L. & POL'Y 23, 39 (1994). 

This is not to say that the only theories with respect to quality of life 
paralleled the approach of Justice Holmes and Professor Fletcher. Other 
commentators have expressed what may be considered a more humane outlook. 
As one commentator stated, "quality of life should be sought by the cautious 
improvement of our cultural and environmental resource pools, and not by an 
impulsive over-emphasis upon manipulations of a gene pool whose dynamics and 
long-term mechanisms still elude us. We should improve the environment of our 
handicapped brethren, we should research means to elevate the intellectual 
capability of our Down's infants, we should seek means to cure phenotypic 
anomalies instead of alleviating their owners." Gastonquay, 4 ETHICS IN ScI. & 
MED. 129, 132 (1977)' cited in Smith & Burns, supra at 41. 

The ethical considerations will most likely be resolved by personal choice. 
The rights established and protected by the Constitution will probably prevail in 
Gina's case, and the 'state will have a difficult burden in proving a compelling 
interest if the decision of the authorities is to abort the child against Gina's will. 
The right to an abortion has been described as a highly personal choice, as well 
as the decision to initially conceive and to raise children. These very strong and 
firmly established policies will not easily be waived. 

' 

The state may argue, however, under the theory of parens patriae, that 
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although Gina as a minor does possess constitutional rights, her rights do not rise 
to the same level as those of an adult. See g 
(1967). Concerns over the ability of childre e mature choices has lead 
the state to take a more protective role. For example, in Ginsberg v. New York, 
390 U.S. 629 (1968), the Court upheld a statute prohibiting the sale of sexually 
explicit materials to persons under the age of 17. While recognizing that minors 
do have First Amendment rights, the Court asserted that "even where there is an 
invasion of protected freedoms 'the power of the state to control the conduct of 
children reaches beyond the scope of its authority over adults . . .'I1 Id. at 638 
(quoting Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 170 (1944)). 

The Court observed in BeZZutti v. Bbird, 443 U.S. 622, 635 (1978), that 
"our cases show that although children are generally protected by the same 
constitutional guarantees against governmental deprivations as are adults, the 
State is entitled to adjust its legal system to account for children's vulnerability 
and their needs for 'concern, . . . sympathy, and . . . paternal attention.'" Id. 
(quoting McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 403 U.S: 528, 550 (1971) (plurality 
opinion)). 

The state's actions with respect to Gina can be argued to arise from 
concern, sympathy, and parental attention. Giving birth to a child with 
disabilities could be emotionally detrimental to Gina. The burden of raising such 
a child is probably more than Gina, due to her youth and inexperience, can 
comprehend. Without understanding the tnie nature of the circumstances, Gina 
cannot make an informed decision. Under the law, minors are generally not 
permitted to make important decisions, such as those regarding medical care and 
education, without the assistance of their parents. Indeed, even contracts entered 
into by minors, other than those for necessities, may be avoided solely because 
one contracting party is under the age of eighteen. All these reasons justify the 
state's imposition as Gina's guardian into the matter. It can also be argued, just 
as plausibly, that a coerced abortion could be equally as detrimental. Without 
the benefit of hindsight, it is difficult to truly ascertain what is in the best interest 
of the child. 

The Court also found that "the tradition of parental authority is not 
inconsistent with our tradition of individual liberty; rather, the former is one of 
the basic presuppositions of the latter." Id. at 638. In Bellotti, this concern 
facilitated the finding by the Court that statutes requiring either parental 
notification or judicial consent before a minor could obtain an abortion. The 
opinions discussing the tradition of parental authority, however, usually were 
written from the perspective of limiting the imposition of the state into the family 
unit. It is unclear whether that parental authority should also be given to the 
state in situations where the state is the actual guardian. 
Fourth Amendment 

lly In re Gault, 387 U.S:1 



G.C. may argue that the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution, which 
prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures, is applicable to her case and should 
prohibit the prenatal genetic screening without her consent. In order for the 
government to compel citizens to undergo genetic testing it will have to meet the 
standards set forth by the Supreme Court. As explained by George' P. SI&, 11 
and Thaddeus J. Burns in their 'article Genetic Determinism or Genetic 
Discrimination?, 11 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL'Y 23, 50-51 (1994), an 
intrusion into the body for the purpose of obtaining a blood sample for testing 
constitutes a seizure under the Fourth Amendment. See Skinner v. Labor 
Executive' Ass'n, 489 U.S. 602, 616 (1989); Schmerber v. California, 384 U S .  
757, 767-68 (1966). 

The Court has recognized a "special needs" exception which allows 
warrantless searches and seizures when obtaining a warrant would be 
impracticable. Skinner, 489 U.S. at 619 (citing GrQ57n v. Wisconsin, 483 U.S. 
868, 873 (1987)). An example of a valid special need would be the scenario 
where a police officer has probable cause to believe that an individual is driving 
under the influence of alcohol. Because alcohol will work its way out of a 
person's system, the time to obtain a blood or urine sample to determine if a 
person is intoxicated is limited, and by the time a warrant is obtained the 
evidence may have disappeared. The Court in Skinner found that because the 
blood test could reveal many things about a person aside from drug use, such as 
disease or pregnancy, these interests of privacy must be balanced with the 
government's interest in testing. Id. As Smith and Burns observed: 

There is, however, a basis for distinguishing a DNA 
test from these other procedures that may accord 
testing greater future protections. Namely, DNA 
mapping reveals characteristics inherent to the 
individual from whom the sample is drawn. Unlike a 
test for drugs or alcohol, which represents the 
concentrations of these substances at only one PO& 
time, any variation from the normal genotype 
revealed by a DNA test represents a characteristic 
that is immutable during the lifetime of the 
individual. Arguably, the individual's privacy 
interest in such an immutable characteristic should be 
accorded greater weight for it provides a means of 
placing that individual in a discrete class. 
Nevertheless, in light of the Court's increasing 



willingness to sacrifice privacy rights asserted under 
the Fourth Amendment alone can effectively serve as 
the basis for a successful constitutional challenge to 
DNA testing. 

Smith & Burns, supra at 51-52. The state may prevail in ordering the preniital 
screening, depending on what the test is being administered to reveal. If the test 
is limited to determining health problems with the fetus, and not conditions ‘that 
Gina may have, Gina’s interest in her personal privacy will be slightly more 
limited, especially since she is a minor and st is being ordered for reasons 
concerning her health and the health of the As the mother of the fetus, 
however; Gina does have a fundamental right to make decisions on behalf of her 
offspring. Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923); Pierce v. Sociery of 
Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925). The testing, although invasive, is not dangerous 
to Gina and may provide her with information that may assist her in making her 
decision. The court will balance all of these considerations in making the 
decision of whether to order the prenatal genetic testing. 

A Fourth Amendment claim was recently made in the military context. In 
MayBeZd v. Dalton, 901 F. Supp. 300 @.‘Hawaii 1995), the court found that the 
taking and storing of &e DNA of soldiers by the military for the purpose of 
identifying remains was permissible. The court analyzed the soldiers’ Fourth 
Amendment argument and found that the intrusion to the plaintiffs was minimal 
and the interest of the government and the next of kin in identifying remains was 
substantial. The court did not agree with plaintiffs’ concerns of potential abuse 
of the DNA samples, since the DNA was to be kept sealed and was only to be 
used after the death of that soldier to identify the body. The court also did not 
find plaintiffs’ claims of breach of their contract with the Marine Corps and 
violations of regulations governing research on human subjects persuasive. 
Plaintiffs appealed; however the Ninth Circuit found that because plaintiffs had, 
in the interim, been honorably separated from active duty, their case was now 
moot. The court therefore vacated the district court’s opinion and remanded the 
case with instructions to dismiss the cause as moot. Mayfleld v. Dalton, 1997 
U.S. App. LEXIS 5821 (9th Cir. 1997). 

Invasion of Right to Privacy 

The Ninth Circuit recently found that medical testing conducted without 
the consent of the individual could be violative of the right to privacy as 
guaranteed by the Due Process Clause of the 5’ and 14* Amend 
Bloodsaw v. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, No. 96-16526 (9‘ 



1998) involved employees ued their employer sting their blood and 
urine for syphilis, pregnancy and sickle cell trait as a condition of employment in 
violation of Title VI1 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, inter alia. The court 
balanced the employees' right to privacy against the government's need for the 
information and determined that the plaintiffs interest tipped the scale: 

One can think of few subject areas more personal and more likely 
to implicate privacy interests than that of one's health or genetic 
make-up. Doe [v. City of New York, 15 F.3d 264, 267 (2d Cir. 
1994)] ("Extension of the right to confidentiality to personal 
medical information recognizes that there are few matters that are 
quite so personal as the status of one's health") . . . Furthermore, 
the facts revealed by the tests are highly sensitive, even relative to' 
other information. With respect to the testing of plaintiffs for 
syphilis and pregnancy, it is well-established in this circuit "that the 
Constitution prohibits unregulated, unrestrained employer inquiries 
into personal sexual matters that have no bearing on job 
performance. 'I [citations omitted] The fact that one has syphilis is 
an intimate matter that pertains to one's sexual history and may 
invite tremendous amounts of social stigma. Pregnancy is 
likewise, for many, an intensely private matter, which also may 
pertain to one's sexual history and often carries far-reaching 
societal implications. [citation omitted] Finally, the carrying of 
sickle cell trait can pertain to sensitive information about family 
history and reproductive decisionmaking. Thus, the conditions 
tested for were aspects of one's health in which one enjoys the 
highest expectation of privacy. 

. 

Id. 
Consent to Abortion by a Minor 

The Supreme Court has held that statutes prohibiting minor females from 
obtaining an abortion without the consent of at least one parent are 
constitutional, as long as a judicial bypass procedure exists. See, e.g., Planned 
Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v, Casey, 112 S .  Ct. 2791,2832 
(1992). In Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622 (1978)' the Court outlined the 
proceedings that should be available to a 

A pregnant minor is entitle h a proceeding to 
show either: (1) that she is mature enough and well 
enough informed to make her abortion decision, in 
consultation with her physician, independently of her 
parents' wishes; or (2) that even if she is not able to 



make this decision independently, the desired 
abortion would be in her best interests. 

Id. at 643-44. Although the state can give approval to the minor to have an 
abortion, it is unlikely that the state can override a minor's decision to not abort 
a fetus. 
Constitutional Torts 

Recent cases suggest that a remedy may be available under 42 U.S.C. 6 
1985(3) for class-based invidious discrimination that Gina may be able to assert 
in this case. This section provides: 

If two or more persons in any State or Territory 
conspire . . . for the purpose of depriving, eith 
directly or indirectly, any person or class of p 
of the equal protection of the laws, or of equal 
privileges and immunities under the laws . . . the 
party so injured or depiived may have an action for 
the recovery of damages, occasioned by such injury 
or deprivation, against any one or more of the 
conspirators. 

This statute was orig*inally enacted as a part of the Klu Klux Klan Act as a 
reaction by Congress to the resistance in the south to Reconstruction. See Luke 

I v. Arnold, 112 F.3d 682, 686 (3rd Cir. 1997). The scope is described as , 
I follows : 

Section 2 of the Act was cast in general terms; it 
proscribed conspiracies aimed at depriving "any 
person or class of persons" of equal protection and 
equal privileges. The breadth of such language was 
not adventitious. While the impetus toward 
enactment of the lineal ancestor of section 1985(3) 
was supplied by concern regarding violence directed 
at blacks and Union sympathizers, the bill 
subsequently enacted contained no such limitation. 

Id. (quoting Novotny v. Great American Federal Savings and Loan Ass 'n, 584 
F.2d 1235, 1241 (3rd Cir. 1978)). The plaintiff in Lake alleged that she was 

The court below had concluded that "handicapped persons were neither intended 
to be a class nor reasonably [could] be considered to be a class for the purpose 
of section 1985(3)." Id. at 684. The circuit court, however, finding that 

I 

1 

unable to consent to the tubal ligation because she was illiterate and retarded. 
I 



"community prejudices are not static, and from time to time other differences 
from the community norm may define other groups which need the same . 

protection," held that a cause of action could be brought under section 1985(3) 
by a retarded woman who had been sterilized by her parents and the government 
without her knowledge or consent. Id. (quoting Novotny, 584 F.2d at 1243). 

A prima facie case under 6 1985(3) requires: 

(1) a conspiracy; (2) motivated by a racial or class 
based discriminatory animus designed to deprive, 
directly or indirectly, any person or class of persons 
to the equal protection of the laws; (3) an act in 
furtherance of the conspiracy; and (4) an injury to the 
person or property or the deprivation of any right or 
privilege of a citizen of the United States. 

Id. at 685 (citing United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, 
Local 610 v.  Scott, 463 U.S. 825,828-29, 103 S. Ct. 3352,3356,77 L. Ed. 2d 
1049 (1983); Gripn v. Breckenridge, 403 U.S. 88, 102-103, 91 S. Ct. 1790, 
1798-99,29 L. Ed. 2d 338 (1971)). The Supreme Court in Gnpn stated that 
"the reach of section 1985(3) is limited to private conspiracies predicated on 
'racial, or perhaps otherwise class-based, invidiously discriminatory animus. ' " 
Id. (citing Grifln, 403 U.S. at 102, 91 S. Ct. at 1798)). 

There is currently a split among the circuit courts of appeal as to whether 
groups other than those originally contemplated by Congress during the 
Reconstruction Era. As observed by the court in Lake: 

The lack of definitional standards applicable to the 
identification of classes protected by section 1985(3) 
has resulted in a split of authority with respect to the 
question now before us. The four courts of appeal 
which have considered whether the handicapped as a 
class are entitled to the protection of section 1985(3) 
re evenly divided. The Court of Appeals for the 

Seventh Circuit in D 'Amato v. Wisconsin Gas Co., 
760 F.2d 1474 (7th Cir. 1985) and the Court of 
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit in Wilhelm v .  
Continental Title Co., 720 F.2d 1173 (10th Cir. 
1983) have held that handicapped individuals do not 
fall within the purview of section 1985(3). The 



opposite conclusion was reached by the Court of 
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in Larson by Larson v. 
Miller, 55 F.3d 1343 (8th Cir.), vacated and reh’g en 
bane granted, 67 F.3d 148 (8th Cir. 1995), and by 
the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in People 
by Abrams v. I1 Cornwell Co., 695 F.2d 34 (2d Cir.. 
1983). 

Id. at 686. In D ’Amto, the plaintiff, who suffered from acrophobia, brought an 
action under the Rehabilitation Act, 29 U.S.C. 0 793, for what he alleged to be 
wrongful termination of his employment due to his disability. The district court 
dismissed his complaint for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be 
granted pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12@)(6). The circuit court affirmed, stating 
with respect to section 1985(3), the legislative history did not demonstrate that 
Congress intended to include persons with disabilities within the scope of the 
statute, and moreover, 

[hlandicaps vary greatly from immediate noticeable 
physical handicaps to ones not at f is t  obvious or 
those revealed only by a medical examination. 
Handicaps are also a condition that may be overcome, 
depending on the individual and on the handicap; 
likewise, the severity with which a handicap affects a 
person varies from individual to individual. Being 
handicapped is not a historically suspect class such as 
race, national origin, or sex, nor is the right claimed, 
employment, a fundamental Constitutional right. 

D’Amato, 760 F.2d at 1486 (citations omitted); accord Wilhelm, 720 F.2d at 
1175-77. 

Although discrimination of individuals with genetic abnormalities is not 
viewed as a traditional discriminatory practice, even the language in D’Amato 
leaves the possibility that the nature of the right denied to the individual may 
lead to a claim under section 1985(3). While plaintiff D’Amato’s employment 
was not a fundamental right, Gina’s right to have children is. See Eisenstadt v. 
Baird, 405 U.S. 438,92 S. Ct. 1029, 31 L. Ed. 2d 349 (1972); Skinner v. 
Oklahoma ex rel. Willimason, 316 U.S. 535 (1942). 

It appears that the scope of section 1985(3) is ripe for definition by the 
Supreme Court. Currently, it exists as a basis for individuals to allege a 



conspiracy to discriminate and deprive an individual of his or her rights on the 
basis of a genetic disease or defect. 

Gina may be able to allege a cause of action under 42 U.S. C. 6 1983 for 
deprivation of her civil rights under color of law by a government official. 
Section 1983 provides a private cause of action against any person; acting under 
color of state law, who deprives an individual of their constitutional or civil 
rights. The Supreme Court has defined action under color of state law as 
"[mlisuse of power, possessed by virtue of state law and made possible only 
because the wrongdoer is clothed with the authority of state law . . ." Monroe Y. 
Pape, 365 U.S. 167, 184 (1961). Such action can either be authorized by the 
state, or unauthorized but possible because of the position the actor holds. Id. 
Municipal governments may also be sued under section 1983. MoneZZ v. 
Department of Social Services, 436 U.S. 658, 690 (1978). Gina may be able to 
allege that the deprivation of the right to make the abortion decision on her own 
by state authorities violates a fundamental right protected by the Constitution. 

Genetic Advancements and Public Aid Recipients 

An issue related to Gina's case arises as genetic science advances and 
new, highly effective, yet costly treatments become available. Imagine a 
scenario in the future where, in the wake of the Human Genome Project, it 
becomes possible to identify gene MS 1984, which is known to cause adult onset 
multiple sclerosis. Based upon this identification, medical science has developed 
a treatment that is 90 percent effective in preventing the onset of the disease, 
provided the treatment is begun before onset, which usually commences at 
twenty-five to thirty years of age. However, the cost of treatment is very high, 
and the Department of Public Aid has determined that it will not pay for 
treatment for public aid recipients who are found to have- the genetic 
predisposition. The department has also suspended payment of diagnostic 
services for persons with a family history of multiple sclerosis. 

A class action suit is brought by Truly Lost, who is diagnosed "as having" 
the gene but has been refused the treatment. The class action is frled on behalf 
of the public aid recipients similarly situated, asking that the court declare that 
(1) public aid recipients who have family histories of multiple sclerosis be given 
the test, which requires only a drop of blood; and (2) if found to have h e  genetic 
predisposition, the public aid recipients be provided the treatment, regardless of 
the cost to the government agency. In support of his petition, Truly Lost cites 
the probability of a productive life without the illness, which would permit the 
class upon whose behalf he has brought the action to be tax payers rather than 



tax takers. Lost contends that persons made to suffer from the debilitating 
effects of the disease would be virtually condemned to remain on the public-aid 
rolls. 

From a purely economic standpoint, the treatment to prevent the disease 
may be more cost-effective than caring for a person with the disease. Lost and 
others that develop MS will seek treatment fiom the government for their illness; 
the cost'of caring for a person with MS could actually be more than the cost of 
the preventative care. With the preventative care, individuals can, as Lost 
assex&, lead productive lives. Persons with MS, a highly debilitating disease, 
may not be able to even care for themselves, let alone contribute to society. 
Factoring in the social costs, and the fact that as more is understood about the 
gene, it may become possible to eradicate it from future generations, the better 
decision might be for the government to treat individuals with MS 1984. 

An interesting result will arise, however, from the provision o 
services to public aid recipients. Persons in the middle class of society whQ are 
not recipients of public entitlements, will probably not be able to afford the 
treatment for MS 1984. These individuals may attempt to join the ranks of the 
public aid recipients in order to obtain treatment they would not otherwise be 
able to afford. The government cannot afford to treat everyone, and important 
public policy decisions will have to be made. For example, the advancement of 
genetics will probably lead to many different treatments that, although initially 
costly, have the potential to make certain diseases obsolete. Therefore, while 
the initial costs are high, the long-term effects are highly beneficial to society as 
a whole. A necessary result of genetic advancements will be the parallel 
improvement of the provision of medical care to all. These advances may lead 
to advocacy for universal health care and the eradication of certain diseases from 
the population. Such universal treatment is beneficial to all; on the contrary, the 
treatment of some individuals and not others will be an ineffective use of the 
treatment. Because those possessing malignant genes may mate with those 
individuals that have been treated, the effect the treated individual has sought ti 
avoid, Le. the birth of offspring and future generations not carrying and/or being 
affected by the gene, will not be reached. Accordingly, if effective use of new 
treatment to eradicate genetic disease from society is desired, it would need to be 
administered to all carriers. This need gives rise to another issue: whether the 
government can compel testing of individuals to determine whether they carry 
the gene and, if so, mandate that they receive treatment. The Supreme Court 
has held that individuals may be forcibly vaccinated. Although Fourth 
Amendment, First Amendment and Privacy concerns addressed throughout this 
legal discussion are implicated, it may be argued that they are less co 



this scenario. First, testing w Id be linked to the disc ery of one gene Or line 
of genes. Second, treatment exists, so carriers can have the gene altered to. 
normal. This lessens the stigma that would normally attach to the discovery of 
deformed genes in an individual. 
ParentaFe and Genetics - DeveloDments 

Admissibility of Genetic Information in Cases to Determine Parentage 

Gina's scenario, with respect to the uncertainty of paternity, has been 
addressed by the states through their legislatures. Most states, pursuant to their 
individual versions of the Uniform Parentage Act, provide for court-ordered 
genetic testing to determine parentage and child support obligations. To alleviate 
problems of proof in these cases, if no objection is filed by the defendant or 
respondent before the trial or hearing in a paternity case, most states allow 
genetic evidence to be admitted without further foundation testimony or 
testimony regarding its accuracy or authenticity. See, e.g., ALA. CODE 6 26-17- 
12; ARIZ. REV. STAT. 0 25-807; ARK. CODE ANN. 0 9-10-108; COLO. REV. 
STAT. 6 19-4-112; CONN. GEN. STAT. 6 46b-168; DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 13 6 
811; D.C. CODE ANN. 0 16-2343.1; GA. CODE ANN. 6 19-7-46; HAW. REV. 
STAT. 6 584-11; IDAHO CODE 0 7-1116; 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 45/11; IND. 
CODE 0 31-6-6.1-8; IOWA CODE 0 600B.41; KAN. STAT. ANN. 6 38-1118; KY. 
REV. STAT. ANN. 0 406.091; MD. CODE ANN. [FAM. LAW] 0 5-1029; MINN. 
STAT. 6 257.62; NEB. REV. STAT. 6 43-1412; N.C. GEN. STAT. 6 8-50.1; N.D. 

3 4343; R.I. GEN. LAWS 0 15-8-11; S.C. CODE ANN. 0 20-7-956; S.D. CODIFIED 
CENT. CODE 6 14-17-1 1; OHIO REV. CODE ANN. 6 31 11.12; 23 PA. CONS. STAT. 

LAWS 6 25-8-7.3; VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 15, 6 304; WASH. REV. CODE 0 
26.26.100. 

Most of these statutes also provide that chain of custody can be 
established through verified documentation, thus alleviating the need for. 
additional testimony. See, e.g., A N .  CODE ANN. 0 9-10-108; COLO. REV. ' 

STAT. 6 13-25-126; DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 13 6 810; DiC. CODE ANN. 8 16- 
2343.1; IDAHO CODE 6 7-1 116; 750 ILL. COMP. STAT. 45/11; IND. CODE 0 3 
6.1-8; IOWA CODE 0 600B.41; KY. REV. STAT. ANN. 0 406.091; N.D. CENT. 
CODE 6 14-17-11; S.C. CODE ANN. 0 20-7-956; S.D. CODIFIED LAWS 8 28-8- 
7.3; VA. CODE ANN. 5 20-49.3; WASH. REV. CODE 9 26.26.100. 

States vary in the percentage of probability of paternity that is required 
before a presumption of paternity is established. See, e .g . ,  ALA. CODE 8 26-17- 
13 (97% or greater probability of paternity; can be rebutted by clear and 
convincing evidence); ARIZ. REV. STAT. 6 25-807 (95 % or greater probability of 



paternity, rebutted by clear and convincing evidence); ARK. CODE ANN. 6 9-10- 
108 (95 % probability plus corroborating testimony from the child’s mother. 
creates a prima facie case of paternity, burden shifts to putative father to rebut); 
COLO. REV. STAT. 6 13-25-126 (genetic testing revealing 97% or greater 
probability of paternity, presumption can be rebutted by expert testimony; see 
also Id. 0 19-4-128 (when probability is 99% or higher, no party may demand a 
jury trial)); COW. GEN. STAT. 0 46b-168 (results with 99% or greater 
probability combined with evidence of intercourse create a rebuttable 

. presumption); DEL. CODE ANN., tit. 13, 6 804 (results from certified laboratory 
showing 99% or greater probability of paternity create a presumption that can be 
rebutted by clear and convincing evidence); D.C. CODE ANN. 8 16-909.1 
or greater probability creates a conclusive presumption of paternity); GA. CODE 
ANN. 0 19-7-46 (presumption created by 97% or greater probability, can be 
overcome by competent evidence); HAW. REV. STAT. 6 584-4 (presumption 
created by 99% probability and minimum combined paternity index of 500, 
overcome by clear and convincing evidence); IDAHO CODE 0 7-1 116 (rebuttable 
presumption created by a 98 % or greater probability of paternity); IOWA CODE 
$6 600B.41 & 600B.41A (genetic test results showing a probability of paternity 
of 95% or greater (except those results from tests performed prior to July 1, 
1992) create rebuttable presumption that can be overcome by clear and 
convincing evidence; test results showing a probability of less than 95% admitted 
and weighed against all other evidence); KAN. STAT. ANN. 5 38-1 114 (97 % 
probability creates Presumption that can be rebutted with clear and convincing 
evidence); MD. CODE ANN. [FAM. LAW] 6 5-1029 (reports of at least 99% 
probability create a rebuttable presumption); MINN. STAT. 0 257.55 (probability 
of 99% or more creates a presumption that can be rebutted by clear and 
convincing evidence); MINN. STAT. 6 257.62 (upon a finding of 92% probability 
of parentage, court can order child support pending final disposition of issue of 
paternity; 99 % probability of parentage creates presumption of paternity); MISS. 
CODE ANN. 6 93-9-27 (98 % probabgity of parentage creates presumption to be 
rebutted only by clear and convincing evidence); N.M. STAT. ANN. 6 40-11-5 
(99% probability creates presumption to be rebutted only by clear and 
convincing evidence); N.C. GEN. STAT. 0 8-50.1 (genetic test results admissible 
if they show probability of paternity between 8597% and shall be weighed 
against all other evidence; probability of paternity by 97% or greater creates 
presumption that may be rebutted by clear, cogent, and convincing evidence); 
N.D. CENT. CODE 0 14-17-04 (presumption created by results demonstrating 
95 % likelihood of paternity, rebutted only by clear and convincing evidence); 
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. 6 3111.03 (95% or greater probability creates 
presumption that can be rebutted by clear and convincing evidence); OKLA. 

10, 0 504 (evidence of paternity by 95% or more probability creates 



presumption rebuttable by and convincing ; 98% or more 
probability creates conclus esumption); 23 S. STAT. 6 4343 (results 
of 99% or greater probability rebutted by clear and convincing evidence); R.I. 
GEN. LAWS 6 15-8-11 (results of testing which show 97% or greater probability 
of paternity create a conclusive presumption); S.C. CODE ANN. 8 2-7-956 (test 
results of 95 % or greater probability of paternity create rebuttable presumption); 
S.D. CODIFIED LAWS 6 25-8-58 (99% or greater probability of paternity creates 
a rebuttable presumption); VT. STAT. ANN., tit. 15, 0 308 (98% or greater 
probability creates rebuttable presumption); WASH. REV. CODE 5 26.26.040 
(genetic testing showing paternity by 98 % or greater probability creates 
presumption rebuttable by clear, cogent, and convincing evidence); WIS. STAT. 
6 767.48 (99 % or greater probability creates a rebuttable presumption of 
paternity); WYO. STAT. ANN. 0 14-2-109 (test results showing less than 97% 
probability admitted and weighed with other evidence; results of 97% or higher 
create presumption rebutted by clear and convincing evidence). 

WrongFcl BirthrWrongfuE Life 

Gina's case also demonstrates the wide availability of prenatal genetic 
testing. Advances in genetic and medical technology have enabled physicians to 
identify genetic diseases and disorders prenataly. This ability has led to a new 
brand of tort liability, the so-called wrongful birth and wrongful life cases. 

Wrongful birth is described as follows: 

"Wrongful birth" refers to the claim for relief of 
parents who allege they would have avoided 
conception or terminated the pregnancy by abortion 
but for the negligence of those charged with prena 
testing, genetic prognosticating, or counseling parents 
as to the likelihood of giving birth to a physically or 
mentally impaired child. The underlying premise is 
that prudent medical care would have detected the 
risk of a congenital or hereditary genetic disorder 
either prior to conception or during pregnancy. As a 
proximate result of this negligently performed or 

. '  omitted genetic counseling or prenatal testing, the 
parents were foreclosed from making an informed 
decision whether to conceive a potentially 
handicapped child, or, in the event of a pregnancy, to 
terminate the same. 



Siernieniec v. Lutheran General Hosp., 512 N.E.2d 691, 695, Ill. Dec. 302, 117 
Ill. 2d 230 (1987) (citations omitted). 

Wrongful life, on the other hand, is a claim brought by the child alleging: 

that the physician or other health-care provider: (1) 
failed to accurately perform genetic screening tests 
prior to conception or to correctly inform the 
prospective parents of the hereditary nature of certain 
genetic disorders; (2) failed to accurately advise, 
counsel or test his parents during pregnancy 
concerning genetic or teratogenic risks associated 
with childbirth suggested by maternal age, physical 
condition, family medical history, or other 
circumstances particular to the parents; or (3) failed 
to perform a surgical procedure intended to prevent 
the birth of a congenitally or genetically defective 
child. In a wrongful life case, the child does not 
assert'that the negligence of the defendants caused his . . 
inherited or congenital abnormality, that the 
defendants could have done anything that would have 
decreased the possibility that he would be born with 
such defects, or that he ever had a chance to be 
normal. The essence of the child's claim is that the 
medical professional's breach of the applicable 
standard of care precluded an informed parental 
decision to avoid his conception or birth. But for this 
negligence, the child allegedly would not have been 
born to experience the pain and suffering attributable 
to his affliction. 

Id. (citations omitted). Another cause of action is termed "wrongful conception" 
or "wrongful pregnancy." These causes of action are brought by the parents 
alleging "that the physician's negligence in the provision of contraceptives, in 
the performance of a sterilization procedure or in the performance of an abortion 
procedure, led to the birth of a healthy and normal, but unplanned child." 
Liddington v. Burns, 916 F. Supp. 1127, 1130 (W.D. Okla. 1995). A number 
of states recognize either wrongful pregnancy or wrongful conception as a cause 
of action. See, e.g., Boone v. Mullendore, 416 So.2d 718 (Ala. 1982); 
University of Arizona Health Services Center v. Superior Court, 136 Ark. 579, 



667 P.2d 1294 (1983); Atla tetrics & Gynecohgy Group v. Abelson, 260 
Ga. 711, 398 S.E.2d 557 (1 Cockrum v. Baumgartner, 95 Ill. Zd 193,69 
Ill. Dec. 168,447 N.E.2d 385 (1983); Garrison v. Foy, 486 N.E.2d 5 (Ind. Ct. 
App. 1985), reh'g denied; Byrd v. Welsley Medical Center, 237 Kan. 215, 699 
P.2d 459 (1985); Rouse v. Wesley, 494 N.W.2d 7, 196 Mich. App. 624 (1992); 
Girdley v. Coates, 825 S.W.2d 295 (Mo. 1992) (en banc); Kingsbury v. Smith, 
122 N.H. 237,442 A.2d 1003 (1982); Lovelace Medical Center v. Mendez, 11 1 
N.M. 336, 805 P.2d 603 (1991); Weintraub v. Brown, 98 A.D.2d 339, 470 
N.Y.S.2d 634 (1983); Burke v. Rivo, 406 Mass. 764, 551 N.E.2d 1 (1990); 
Johnson v. University Hospitals of Cleveland, 44 Ohio St. 3d 49, 540 N.E.2d 
1370 (1989); Morris v. Sanchez, 746 P.2d 184 (Okla. 1987); Butler v. Rolling 
Hill Hosp., 400 Pa. Super. 141,582 A.2d 1384 (1990); Smith v. Gore, 728 
S.W.2d 738 (Tern. 1987); C.S. v. Nielson, 767 P.2d 504 (Utah 1988); 
Marciniak v.  Lundborg, 153 Wis. 2d 59, 450 N.W.2d 243 (1990). 

Damages in wrongful pregnancy cases have varied. Most states employ a 
limited damages view and hold that parents may not recover damages for the 
cost of raising the child. New Mexico, Massachusetts, Arizona and Wisconsin 
do permit such damages, but some offset the benefits of the child against the cost 
of raising the child. .See cases cited supra. 

A recent case handed down from the Court of Appeals of Indiana surveys 
the current state of the law with respect to wrongful birth and wrongful life: 

Thirty-one (31) states and the District of Columbia 
have by case law or statute determined whether a 
claim for wrongful birth may be brought. Twenty- 
two (22) states and the District of Columbia have 
recognized such a claim by judicial decision. Keel 
Banach, 624 So. 2d 1022 (Ala. 1993); University of 
Arizona Health Sewices Center v. Superior Court, 
136 Ark. 579, 667 P.2d 1294 (1983); Turpin v. 

(Colo. 1988); 
(D.C. 1987); Garrison v. Medical Center 
Delaware, Inc., 581 A.2d 288 (Del. 1989); Kush v. 
Lloyd, 616 So.2d 415 (Fla. 1992); Arche v. United 
States Dep't of Army, 247 Kan. 276, 798 P.2d 477 
(1990); Reed v. Campagnolo, 332 Md. 226, 630 



A.2d 1 145 (1993); Viccaro v. Miliinsky , 406 Mass. 
777, 551 N.E.2d 8, (1990); Greco v. -United States, 
111 Nev. 405, 893 P.2d 345 (1995); Smith v. Cote, 
128 N.H. 231,513 A.2d 341 (1986); Schroeder v. 
Perkel, 87 N.J. 53,432 A.2d 834 (1981); Becker v. 
Schwartz, 46 N.Y.2d 401,413 N,Y.S.2d 895,386 
N.E.2d 807 (1978); Owens 

' (Tenn. 1989); Jacobs v. 771 519 S.W.2d 846 
(Tex. 1975); Naccash v. Burger, 223 Va. 406,290 
S.E.2d 825 (1982); Harbeson v. Parke-Davis, Inc., 
98 Wash. 2d 460,656 P.2d 483 (1983); James G. v. 
Cmerta, 175 W. Va. 406,332 S.E.2d 872 (1985); 
Dumer v. St. Michael's Hospital, 69 Wis. 2d 766, 
233 N.W.2d 372 (1975); Goldberg v. Ruskin, 128 Ill. 
App. 3d 1029,84 Ill. Dec. 1,471 N.E.2d 530 

ote, 773 S.W.2d 911 

(1984); Eisbrenner v. Stanley, 106 Mich. App. 357, 
308 N.W.2d 209 (1981); F'lanagan v. Williams, 87 
Ohio App. 3d 768, 623 N.E.2d 185 (1993). 

Additionally, two other states recognized the 
claim for wrongful birth by judicial decision, Blake v. 
Cruz, 108 Idaho 253, 698 P.2d 315 (1984), and 
Speck v. Finegold, 497 Pa. 77,439 A.2d 110 (1981), 
but the action was subsequently barred by statute. 

8305 (West Supp. 1996). Four (4) other states have 
also barred a claim for wrongful birth by statute: 
Maine, 24 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. 6 2931 (West 
1990); Minnesota, MINN. STAT. 6 145.424 (West 
1989); South Dakota, S.D. CODIFIED LAWS 6 21-55- 
2; and Utah, UTAH CODE ANN. 0 78-11-24 (1983). 
Missouri is comonly cited as a state that bars by 
statute claims for wrongful birth. See Mo. ANN. 
STAT. 6 188.130 (Vernon 1986). But actually, 
Missouri only bars damages "arising from the 
possibility that but for the negligent conduct of 
defendants, the child would have been aborted." 
Shelton v. St. Anthony's Medical Center, 781 S.W.2d 
48, 50 (Mo. 1989). Claims asserting that the plaintiff 
suffered emotional distress because of the failure to 
be advised of the birth defects are allowed. Id. 

IDAHO CODE 6 5-334 (1985) 42 PA. CONS. STAT. 6 



Georgia and North Carolina bar claims for 
wrongful bir udicial decision. Atlanta 
Obstetrics & cology Group v. Abeison, 260 Ga. 
711,398 S.E.2d 557 (1990); dzzolino v. Dingfelder, 
315 N.C. 103,337 S.E.2d 528 (1985). * * * 

[O]f the twenty-four (24) courts that have 
allowed an action for wrongful birth, at least eighteen 
(18) also have rejected claims for wrongful life. 
Elliott v. Brown, 361 So. 2d 546 (Ala. 1978); Walker 
v. Mart, 164 Ariz. 37, 790 P.2d 735 (1990); 
Lininger, 764 P.2d 1202; Garrison, 581 A.2d 288; 
Kush, 616 So.2d 415; Blake, 108 Idaho 253, 698 
P.2d 315; Goldberg v. Ruskin, 113 Ill. 2d 482, 101 
Ill. Dec. 818,499 N.E.2d 406 (1986); Bruggeman v. 
Schimke, 239 Kan. 245,718 P.2d 635 (1986); 
Viccaro, 406 Mass. 777, 551 N.E.2d 8; Greco, 111 
Nev. 405, 893 P.2d 345; Smith, 128 N.H. 231, 513 
A.2d 341; Becker, 46 N.Y.2d 401,413 N.Y.S.2d 
895, 386 N.E.2d 807, Speck, 497 Pa. 77,439 A.2d 
110; Nelson v. Krusen, 678 S.W.2d 918 (Tex. 1984); 
James G., 175 W. Va. 406, 332 S.E.2d 872; Dumer, 
69 Wis. 26 766,233 N.W.2d 372; Eisbrenner, 106 
Mich. App. 357,308 N.W.2d 209; Flanagan, 87 
Ohio App. 3d 768, 623 N.E.2d 185. [See also Cowe 
v. Forum Group, Inc., 575 N.E.2d 630 (Ind. 1991); 
Beardsley v. Wierdsma, 650 P.2d 288 (Wyo. 1982); 
Pitre v. Opelousas General Hosp., 517 So. 2d 1019 
(La. Ct. App.).] 

Bader v. Johnson, 675 N.E.2d 11 19, 1122-23 (I 
a cause of action for wrongful birth, but not for wrongful life). 

t. App. 1997) ( 

In the judicial 
action for wrongful b 
negligence law and found that because there was no causation (because the 
physician or health care provider did not "cause" the deformities of the child), 
no cause of action could lie. The courts also stressed that the creation of such a 
cause of action was more appropriately within the province of the legislature. 
Other arguments against allowing a wrongful birth cause of action include the 

s cited supra declining to recognize a 
elson and Auolino, the courts applied 



fear of fraudulent claims, since the mother will have to assert retrospectively that 
she would have aborted, and the negative impact on the OB/GYN profession 
including abortion as risk management, increased abortions in general and 
increased costs. Opponents also cite the negative emotional impact on the child 
as well as the creation of stigmatism of persons with disabilities. See Keel v. 
Banach, 624 So. 2d 1022, 1028 (Ala. 1993). 

Another issue that arises in the wrongful birth cases is the amount of 
damages that may be awarded. Most cases provide that parents are limited to 
the extraordinary expenses of raising the child, including medical expenses and 
special education, but not for the regular expenses. Some permit damages for 
emotional distress suffered by the parents for not receiving accurate information. 
See, e.g., Liddington v. Bums, 916 F. Supp. 1140 (W.D. Okla. 1996) (recovery 
for extraordinary expenses and for mental anguish if such anguish is 
accompanied by physical suffering): Keel v. Banach, 624 So. 2d 1022 (Ala. 
1993) (can recover additional costs of raising child and emotional distress 
damages); Kush v. Lloyd, 616 So. 2d 415 (Fla. 1992) (no emotional distress 
damages allowed, but recovery for additional costs of raising child with 
disability); Siemieniec v. Lutheran General Hosp., 512 N.E.2d 691 (Ill. 1987) 
(extraordinary expenses recoverable, no emotional distress damages unless 
suffered physical injury as a result of emotional distress); Arche v. United States 
Dep 't of Army, 247 Kan. 276,798 P.2d 477 (1990) (recovery for extraordinary 
expenses of raising the child for the life expectancy of the child or until the child 
reaches the age of majority, whichever is shorter, but no damages for emotional 
distress); Viccaro v. Milurn@, 551 N.E.2d 8 (Mass. 1990) (extraordinary costs, 
those costs associated with the disease, emotional distress and any physical harm 
caused by the emotional distress, offset by whatever emotional benefits 
received); Smith-v. Cote, 513 A.2d 341 (N.H. 1986) (extraordinary costs, both 
before and after the child reaches majority, and emotional distress that results 
tangible pecuniary loss, not intangible emotional distress); Becker v. Schwartz, 
46 N.Y.2d 401, 413 N.Y.S.2d 895,386 N.E.2d 807 (1978) (extraordinary 
costs); Eisbrenner v. Stanley, 106 Mich. App. 357, 308 N.W.2d 209 (1981), 
leave denied, 414 Mich. 875 (1982). 

' 

One court has also held that no cause of action for wrongful birth may lie 
when the cause of action is based solely on being born illegitimate. Henry v. 
Taco-Tio, Inc., 614 So. 2d 772 (La. Ct. App. 1993). 

With respect to wrongful life, the Supreme Court of Illinois explained the 
reasons advanced by the majority of jurisdictions that have considered and 
rejected the claim: 



[tlhe systemic rejection of wrongful life claims rests 
related grounds. St  
’ unwillingness to at a 

child can recover damages for achieving life. The 
threshold problem has been the assertion by the infant. 
plaintiffs not that they should not have been born 
without defects, but that they should not have been 
born at all. The essence of the infant’s cause of 
action is that the negligent conduct of the defendants 
deprived the child’s mother from obtaining an 
abortion which would have terminated its existence. 
Resting on the belief that human life, no matter how 
burdened, is, as a matter of law, always preferable to 
nonlife, the courts have been reluctant to find that the 
infant has suffered a legally cognizable injury by 
being born with a congenital or genetic impairment as 
opposed to not being born at all. * * * 

The second basis relied upon by those courts 
refusing to recognize a cause of action for wrongful 
life is the difficulty, if not impossibility, of measuring 
appropriate damages. The traditional tort remedy is 
compensatory in nature. The basic rule of tort 
compensation is that the plaintiff be put in the 
position that he would have been in absent the 
defendant’s negligence. The damages recoverable bn 
behalf of a child ‘for wrongful life are limited to those 
necessary to restore the child to the position he would 
have occupied were it not for the alleged malpract’ 
of the physician or other health-care provider. In 
wrongful life case, there is no allegation that but for 
the defendant’s negligence the child would have had a 
healthy, unimpaired life. Instead, the claim is that 
without the defendants’ negligence, the child never 

involves a calculation of damages dependent up 
relative benefits of an impaired life as opposed to no 
life at all, ‘a comparison the law is not equipped to 
make. 

I would have been born. Thus, the cause of action 



Siemieniec, 512 N.E.2d at 697 (citations and quotations omitted). 

Three jurisdictions currently allow a child to bring a cause of action for 
wrongful life. California first recognized a cause of action for wrongful life in 
Curlender v. Bio-Science Laboratories, 106 Cal. App, 3d 811, 165 Cal. Rptr. 
477 (1980). In defining the parameters of a child's claim for damages for 
wrongful life, the court stated: "we construe the 'wrongful life' cause of action 
by the defective child as the right of the child to recover damages for the pain 
and suffering to be endured during the limited life span available to such a child 
and any special pecuniary loss resulting from the impaired condition. " Id. at 
831, 165 Cal. Rptr. at 489. This holding was partially overruled in Turpin v. 
Sortini, 643 P.2d 954,963 (Cal. 1982), where the court held that a child born 
with congenital or genetic defects could not recover for pain and suffering and 
other general damages, but rather could recover the extraordinary expenses 
resulting from life with the disease or condition. The Turpin court also 
commented on the judicial decisions of other jurisdictions denying causes of 
action for wrongful life: "[a]lthough it is easy to understand and to endorse 
these decisions' desire to affirm the worth and sanctity of less-than-perfect life, 
we question whether these considerations alone provide a sound basis for 
rejecting the child's tort action. To begin with, it is hard to see how an award of 
damages to a severely handicapped or suffering child would 'disavow' the value 
of life or in any way suggest that the child is not entitled to the full measure of 
legal and nonlegal rights and privileges accorded to all members of society." Id. 
at 961-62. The court also recognized that the parents and child could not both 
recover for the same medical expenses, but stated "we believe it would be 
illogical and anomalous to permit only parents, and not the child, to recover for 
the cost of the child's own medical care. If such a distinction were established, 
the afflicted child's receipt of necessary medical expenses might well depend on 
the wholly fortuitous circumstance of whether the parents are available to sue 
and recover such damages or whether the medical expenses are incurred at a 
time when the parents remain legally responsible for providing such care. " Id. 
at 965. 

In Harbeson v. Parke-Davis, Inc., 98 Wash. .2d 460, 656 P.2d 483 
(1983)' the Supreme Court of Washington also permitted a child to recover the 
extraordinary expenses to be incurred during that child's lifetime. The court 
stated that if the parents recover those expenses in a wrongful birth action, the 
child is limited to the costs to be incurred during majority. Id. at 479-80, 656 
P.2d at 495. It should be noted, however, that in some jurisdictions, parents are 
required to support adult children with disabilities. See, e.g., Smith v. Cote, 513 
A.2d at 350; James G., 332 S.E.2d at 882-83. 



New Jersey also pe * a cause of action fo I life. In Prqcanik 
v. Cillo, 478 A.2d 755, I 
the parents may recover damages for the extraordinary expenses while the child 
is a minor, and that the child may recover those expenses during majority. The 
court declined to permit the child to recover for emotional distress, finding such 
damages too sp.eculative. Id. at 763. The court also refused to permit a cause of 
action for impaired childhood. id. at 764. 
GENETICS AND CONCEPTION ISSUES 

.J. 1984), the court t either the child or 

Advances in medical technology have brought issues to the courts that 
only a few years ago were unimaginable. For example, in the case of Davis v. 
Davis, 842 S.W.2d 588 (Tenn. 1992), the Tennessee Supreme Court was faced 
with a custody dispute over preembryos in a divorce proceeding. The 
preembryos were being stored in a fertility clinic and had originally been created 
by the couple to be inserted in the uterus of Mrs. Davis so that the couple could 
have children. When the couple decided to divorce, the trial court awarded 
custody of the preembryos to Mrs. Davis so that she may use them for 
implantation. The court of appeals reversed, stating that Mr. Davis had a 
"constitutionally protected right not to beget a child where no pregnancy has 
taken place. " Id. at 589. 

By the time the case reached the Tennessee Supreme Court, Mrs. Davis 
had decided that she no longer wished to use the preembryos herself, but wanted 
to donate them to a childless couple. Mr. Davis wanted them discarded. The 
court determined that the preembryos were neither persons nor property, but 
were of a special status. Both parties had a right of procreational autonomy and 
the court found their interests to be equal as each contributed to the creation of 
the preembryos. The court concluded: 

we hold that disputes involving the disposition of 
preembryos produced by in vitro fertilization should 
be resolved, first, by looking to the preferences of the 
progenitors. If their wishes can not be ascertained, 
or if there is dispute, then their prior agreement 
concerning disposition should be carried out. If no 
prior agreement exists, then the re1 
the parties in using or not using th 
be weighed. Ordinarily, the party wishing to avoid 
procreation should prev 
party has a reasonable 
parenthood by means other than use of the 
preembryos in question. If no other'reasonable 



alternatives exist, then the argument in favor if using 
the preembryos to achieve pregnancy should be 
considered. However, if the party seeking control of 
the preembryos intends merely to donate them to , - 

another couple, the objecting party obviously has the 
greater interest and should prevail. 

Id. at 604. 

A recent line of California cases is also illustrative of how 
advancements in medical technology can create challenging legal and ethical 
issues for judges. In Hecht v. Superior Court (Kane), 20 Cal. Rptr. 2d 275, 16 
Cal: App. 4th 836 (1993), the court faced the issue of whether the sperm of a 
deceased man could be left to his girlfriend so that the decedent could father a 
child posthumously. The decedent, William Kane, left deposits at a sperm bank 
and in his last will and testament stated that the sperm was to be used by liis 
girlfriend, Deborah Ellen Hecht, to become pregnant if she so desired. Kane 
committed suicide, leaving a note for his two children of a previous marriage 
and any future children of his that Hecht may have. When Hecht attempted to 
receive the sperm from the sperm bank she was denied release. Kane's children, 
the real parties in interest, wanted to block the.release of the sperm, contending 
that their father was subject to undue influence by Hecht and that public policy 
dictated destruction of the sperm. 

. 

The trial court ordered destruction of the sperm. On appeal, the court 
quoted the Tennessee case of Davis v. Davis, discussed supra, stating "the 
decedent's interest in his frozen sperm vials, even if not governed by the general 
law of personal property, occupies 'an interim category that entitles them to 
special respect because of their potential for human life."' Id. at 281. The court 
found that the special status of sperm and the ability to create life distinguished 
this situation from Moore discussed supra. The court was also not persuaded by 
the public policy arguments asserted by the real parties in interest with respect to 
unmarried women bearing children. Id. at 284-87. 

The court of appeals cited the only reported decision that dealt with post- 
mortem artificial insemination. In Parpalaix v. CECOS, a French court ordered 
the release of sperm donated prior to the decedent's death to his widow pursuant 
to the decedent's wishes. The court characterized the sperm as "the seed of life 
. . . tied to the fundamental liberty of a human being to conceive or not to 
conceive. This fundamental right must be jealously protected, and is not to be 
subjected to the rules of contracts. Rather, the fate of the sperm must be decided 



by the person from whom it 
intent." Hecht, 20 Cal. Rpt 
Widow and the Sperm: The Law of Post-Mortem Insemination, 1 J. LAW & 
HEALTH 229,232 (1986) (internal citations and quotations omitted). The 
California court vacated the trial court's order to dispose of the sperm and 
remanded the case back to the trial judge to order distribution of the sperm and 
to determine whether any such 
estate. 

awn. Therefore, 
at 288; citing Sh 

ole issue becomes that of 
8r Sonnenblick, The 

ildren would be entitled to inherit from the 

The case again visited the court of appeals for a determination of whether 
the trial court's order mandating distribution of the sperm (determined by the 
court to be an "asset," 20% of which went to Hecht pursuant to a settlement 
agreement Hecht had signed with Kane's children years before) could be stayed 
on appeal. Kane u. Superior Court (Hecht), 44 Cal. Rptr. 2d 578,37 Cal. App. 
4th 1577 (1995). The court denied the stay. Hecht received her three vials 
(20%) of sperm, but the first two attempts at pregnancy proved unsuccessful and 
Hecht petitioned the court for release of the remajning twelve vials. On the third 
trip to the appellate level in Hecht u. Superior Court, 59 Cal. Rptr. 2d 222,50 
Cal. App. 4th 1289 (1996), the court declared that the sperm was not an "asset" 
to be distributed pursuant to the settlement agreement: 

Id. at 226. 

So even assuming, as decedent's adult children do, 
that Hecht intended to sign away 80 percent of 
decedent's sperm to those adult children in order to 
achieve a resolution of the property interests 
implicated in this will contest, she lacked the right 
and legal power to do so under the principles 
enunciated in this court's frst opinion. Such a term, 
even if explicit in the settlement agreement, would 
violate not only the decedent's express intent but also 
his most "fundamental right" -- to choo 
inheritance he leaves on this earth. 

Probate Issues: Motio mpel Genetic Tests ed to Determine 
Parentag e 

Advancements in genetics have lead to probate proceedings with issues 
such as whether a putative child can petition the court to have a body exhumed 
to determine whether that child is an heir of the decedent. In Will of Janis, 600 
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N.Y.S.2d 416 (N.Y. Sur. 1993), such a petition was denied. The court 
determined that New York statutory authority required that paternity be 
determined before the death of the alleged father. With respect to the 
exhumation, the court compared this case to criminal cases where the defendant 
requests the body of the victim be exhumed for the purpose of an autopsy. The 
requisite standard for such exhumation is "actual need" or "real and legitimate 
basis." Id. at 419, The court also examined the admissibility of genetic marker 
tests in paternity disputes, noting that they are automatically admitted without 
further inquiry if performed by a state approved laboratory. Since no state- 
approved laboratory conducted the type of testing that would be required here, 
the case was further complicated. Therefore, the court denied the request for 

' exhumation to determine paternity. 

One court has permitted exhumation to determine paternity. In Alexander 
v. Akander, 537 N.E.2d 1310, 42 Ohio Misc. 2d 30 (1988), plaintiff was 
appointed the administrator of the decedent's estate. Plaintiff later sought to 
establish that decedent was his father once the decedent's estate became subject 
to a considerable inheritance from the estate of the decedent's uncle. The court 
stated "the problems of proof inherent to an action in which paternity is alleged 
should no longer deprive an illegitimate child of proving his paternity. I' Id. at 
131 1 .  The court was also not persuaded by the arguments of the defendants that 
the child should have brought an action while the decedent was alive. The court 
reasoned "there was no reason for [plaintiff) to establish paternity because there 
was no benefit to him," Id., and concluded: 

we are entering into a new area. Science has 
developed a means to irrefutably prove the identity of 
an illegitimate child's father. No longer are we 
dependent upon fallible testimony, nor are we 
concerned that the decedent cannot be present to 
defend himself. The accuracy and infallibility of the 
DNA test are nothing short of remarkable. We live 
in a modern and scientific society, and the law must 
keep pace with these developments. 

The problems of proof which have been the basis of 
denying inheritance rights to illegitimate children 
have been removed by the advent of this new genetic 
testing. Therefore, this court can no longer be a 
participant in denying the opportunity to an 
illegitimate child to prove his paternity so that he may 

. 
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rightfully share in his father’s estate. 

Id. at 1314. 

In In re Sanders, 3 Cal. Rptr. 2d 536,2 Cal. App. 4th 466 (1992), the 
mother of a child (named Laurel) born out of wedlock petitioned the court for 
DNA testing of herself, Laurel, the three legitimate children of the decedent and 
their mother, claiming that Laurel was the child of the decedent. In the 
alternative, the petitioner claimed that testing the mother of the decedent’s 
legitimate children was not necessary to accurately determine the paternity of 
Laurel. The trial court denied the petition for heirship. The appellate court 
determined that the trial court was correct in denying the DNA testing of the 
mother of decedent’s legitimate children, as she was not subject to the court’s 
jurisdiction. With respect to the parties to the action, the court stated that the 
determination of paternity, pursuant to state statute, should have been made 
before the death of the putative father. The court also addressed the petitioner’s 
argument which stated that the advances in genetics and technology rendered a 
restrictive reading of the statutes incorrect as paternity can now accurately be 
proven after death. .The-court, however, deferred to the legislature to make such 
a change. Id. at 544. 
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For other decisions addressing the issue of whether to disinter to 
determine parentage by genetic testing, see In re Estate of Michael Sekanic, 229 
A.D.2d 76, 653 N.Y.S.2d 449 (1997) (trial court granted motion to disinter, 
finding that decedent had openly and notoriously recognized petitioner and 
respondent as his children; appellate court reversed the order, stating that 
paternity had to be determined during the lifetime of the putative father, but 
insinuated that if child was a minor and in need of support, circumstances might 
justify a post-mortem paternity test); Gage v. Serazin, 1995 Ohio App. LEXIS 
510 (appellate court a f f i e d  trial court’s denial of motion to disinter to 
determine probate in will challenge, stated that paternity had to be determined 
during the life of the putative father who, in this case, had already been found 
not guilty of paternity in 1971); Garrett v. Majied, 252 Va. 46, 471 S.E.2d 479 
(1996) (reversed trial court’s order granting Majied’s motion to disinter, finding 
that trial court had no jurisdiction under the state exhumation statute which 
provides that disinterment may only be done in certain delineated circumstances, 
such as when death was caused by trauma or under unusual circumstances). 
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Legal Analysis - 6M "peanots" 

Comparative Law -Regulation of GEOs by the United States and the European Union 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for ensuring that products 
in the food supply are not adulterated - i.e., that they are not deleterious to health and that 
they are not misbranded with labels that are false, misleading, or incomplete in the 
information they provide the consumer. In T992, FDA set forth a policy for regulation of 
foods derived fiom new plant varieties, including genetically modified or engineered 
foods. See U.S. Health and Human Services, U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 
Statement of Policy: Foods Derived From Nau Plant Varieties, 57 Fed. Reg. 22,984 
(May 29,1992). Pursuant to the policy, FDA considers foods produced through 
recombinant DNA methods to be no different from foods produced by more conventional 
methods. Therefore, FDA does not conduct an independent examination of the safety of' 
the food; rather, as with other new foods, FDA reviews evidence of safety fiom testing 
conducted by the new food3 proponent- The review is conducted through a consultation 
procedure which was voluntary under the terms of the 1992 policy. A May, 2000 Clinton 
Administration announcement stated that theconsultation procedure would be made 
mandafory. During the consultation procedure, FDA's biotechnology team will 
determine either that the evidence presented is sufficient and the producer may introduce 
the product onto the market, or thatze food will be regulated as a food additive. Foods 
regulated as food additives are presumed to be adulterated and subject to regulation 
unless the manufacturer can show that the food is generally recognized as safe by the 
relevzt scientific community. The FDA biotechnology team may also find that other 
legal issues exist;such as the need for special labeling of the product. 

Adjudication Clinic I1 

_. 

FDA generally does not require that foods produced through biotechnology bear any 
special labeling indicating that the food is genetically engineered. There are two 
situations where additional labeling is required. The first is where the food has been 
engineered to contain a gene fiom an organism that is a known allergen. For example, if 
a tomato were engineered to contain a peanut gene, consumers with peanut allergies who 
know to avoid products that might contain peanuts would not necessarily know to be 
wary of tomatoes. Therefore, labeling would be required to alert this susceptible 
population of the potential allergenicity of the tomato. The second situation where FDA 
requires labeling of a genetically engineered food is where the new food differs 
significantly in its nutritional composition from its conventionally produced counterpart. 
In this case, labeling is required to inform consumers that nutrients they would expect 
from the food are not present at all or at the levels normally expected to be present in the 
food. -- 

- 
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The European Union has only approved the sale or marketing of two GEOs within the _ _  - 
Union's borders - genetically engineered maize and soybeans. The European Union 
requires that new foods that are not substantially similar to their conventional 
counterparts be labeled. See Regulation (EC) No 268197 of the European Parliament and 
Council (Jan. 27, 1997). In approving the use of genetically engineered maize and 
soybeans, the EU expressly found that the genetic engineering process rendered these 
products per se not substantially similar to non-engineered products. See Council 
Regulation (EC) No 1139198 (May 26, 1998). Therefore, food products developed using 
these genetically _engineered products must be labeled as containing GEOs. 

The 1998 legislation expressly left open the question of the amount of GEOs needed to be 
present in foods to warrant the GEO label. For example, some minor ingredients in foods 
may contain a small percentage of genetically engineered material - would those still be 
required to bear the GEO label? Also, in the processing of foods, there is the possibility 
that GE crops could intermingle with non-GE crops, either in the harvesting or-shipping 
of the crops, especially since the foods look the same and are generally not segregated 
nut. The EU resolved the issue of how much GE material had to be in a food in order to 
require the GEO label: in January, 2000, the EU passed Council Regulation (EC) No 
4912000 (Jan. 10,2000). This regulation amended Regulation 1 139/98 which recognized - 
that although soKe producers avoid using the GE soybeans and maize subject to 
Regulation 1139/98, there was the possibility that during cultivation, harvest, transport,- 
storage arprocessing that GE soybeans or maize may be mixed in with the conventional 
breeds. Accordingly, a de minimis threshold for the presence of DNA or proteins fkom 
genetic engineering was set at 1% to take into account the potential for "adventitious 
contamination." Therefore, if any single ingredient in a product contains 1 % or more of 
genetically engineered DNA or protein, it falls Within the labeling requirements of 
1139/98. 

- 

These stricter laws were enacted in response to strong European fear over the food, which 
the British papers have dubbed "Frankenfood." This concern was sparked in part by the 
recent outbreak of "mad cow disease," which led to consumer mistrust of the 
government's ability to ensure the safety of the food supply. These regulations have had 
a significant effect on American farm exports to the EU. In 1996, the EU bought $305 
million in American corn. By 1999, the figures dropped to only $1 million. Soybean 
sales also declined, fkom $2.6 billion in 1996 to $1 billion in 1999. Donald G. McNeil, 
Jr., New Genes and Seeds: Protesters in Europe Grow More Passionate, N.Y. TIMES 
(Mar. 14,2000). The amount was less dramatic for soybeans than corn because most of 
the soybeans imported into Europe go to make animal feed and cooking oil. Animal feed 
falls outside the labeling requirements of GEOs under European law, and cooking oil is 
also exempt fkom the provisions because processed oil contains no DNA. 
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rt for a Difedtive Product 
What if the plaintiffs suffering from the allergic reaction allege in their lawsuit against 
Fred that the Peanot was a defective product? What would they need to show to state a 
cause of action? - 
Pursuant to the Restatement (Second) of Torts, in order to assert a theory of strict liability 
in tort, the plaintiff must show: 
0 That the product at issue was defective - either it was improperly manufactured or 

assembled, improperly designed, it did not sufficiently warn of an inherent danger - 
posed by the product or give proper instructions for its use; 

0 The defect was present when it left the control of the manufacturer, and 
0 The product was the proximate cause of plaintiffs injury. 

Restatement (Second) of Torts 5402A (1965). The Restatement approach was adopted by 
a majority of states. Some states require the plaintiff to show that the product was 
"unreasonably dangerous." The theory is limited to physical h a m  or property damage 
caused to the plaintiff, and usually does not include economic less, such as lost profits. It 
does allkw any manufacturer, distributor or seller of the defective product to be brought 
in as a defendant. The rule further states that the defendant will be strictly liable for 
injuries even if the. seller of the product exercised all reasonable care in the preGt ion  or 
sale d the product, and that the plaihtiff need not be in privity (have a contractual 
relationship with the seller) to maintain a cause of action. Therefhe, anyindividual that 
is injured by the product may bring an action even if he or she was not the purchaser of 
the product. Id. Moreover, the p lh t i f f  s contributory negligence is not a defense. 

Products that are normally not unreasonably dangerous may fall within the scope of the 
Restatement. The Restatement differentiates between products which may be unhealthy 
fi-om those that are dangerous. Butter, for example, can be unhealthy because it deposits 
cholesterol in the arteries which can lead to heart attacks, but it is not unreasonably 
dangerous. However, rancid or contaminated butter is unreasonably dangerous. To be 
defective, the product "must be dangerous to an extent beyond that which would be 
contemplated by the ordinary consumer who purchases it, with the ordinary knowledge 
common to the community as to its characteristics." Id. at cmt. i. 

- 

The personal injury plaintiffs may argue that @e Peanot causing their injuries was a 
defective product in that it did not warn the average consumer that it contained the peanut 
allergen. In fact, the Peanot was represented as not carrying the allergen. The defect was 
present when it left the Goober Carter Peanot field, and, as long as there is no evidence 
that plaintiffs are other food that contained peanuts, the Peanot was likely the cause of 
plaintiffs' injuries. The reasonable care defense will likely be unavailable to Fred under a 
strict products liability theory and, moreover, pIaintiffs may argue that it was 
unreasonable to not consider genetic drift. 



1 111) 
Liability for Breach of Warranty 
1. Express Warranties 
An express warranty is one in which the seller makes specific representations about the 
characteristics of a product. To establish a claim for breach of express warranty, the 
plaintiff must show that the seller made a representation, the plaintiff relied on the 
representation, and that the injury was caused because the product failed to meet the 
representations made. In this case, the personal injury plaintiffs may be able to allege .: 
that the main purpose of the Peanot - that it would not cause peanut allergies - was an ' 

express warranty. Plaintiffs relied on the representation by consuming a nut that they 
would normally avoid due to serious allergic reactions, and were injured by precisely the 
allergen that they sought to avoid. 

2. Implied Warranties: Fitness and Merchantability 
An implied warranty is one imposed by operation of law - it can be either a warranty of 
merchantability or a warranty of fitness, both set forth in the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Section 2-3 14, the implied warranty of merchantability, provides, "a warranty that the 
goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for sale if the seller is a merchant 
with respect to goods of that kind. . . the serving for value of food or drink to be 
consumed on the premises or elsewherzis a sale." U.C.C. 52-314. To assert a cause of 
action for breach of the implied warranty of merchantability, the-plaintiff must show that 
there was a defect in the product when it left the hands of the manufactur& and the defect 
caused plaintiffs injury. 

The implied warranty of fitness is codified under U.C.C. $2-3 15 and states, "[wlhere the 
seller at the time of contracting has reason to know any particular purpose for which the 
goods are required and that the buyer is relying on the seller's skill or jcdgment to select 
or fiunish suitable goods, there is unless excluded or modified . . . an implied warrZity 
that the goods shall be fit for such purpose." U.C.C. $2-3 15. For a breach of the implied 
warranty of fitness, the plaintiff must show that the seller knew or should have known of 
the intended purpose, the buyer relied on the knowledge and experience of the seller, and 
that the injury was caused because the product was unfit for the particular purpose for 
which it was sold. 

The merchantability warranty is more general in that it applies to the ordinary use of a 
good, whereas the fitness warranty requires special knowledge on behalf of the seller that 
the buyer intendyto use the goods for a specified purpose. Similar to the tort the0 

f 
warranty claim - the plaintiff only needs to prove under the U.C.C. that the product was 
defective as either unmerchantable or unfit for a particular purpose, the defect existed 
when sold, and that the injury to persons or property was proximately caused by the 
defective product. 

Would the personal injury plaintiffs be successful in asserting either a breach of the 
implied warranty offitness or implied warranty of merchantability against Fred? If 

most states do not require privity between the buyer and the seller in asserting a b  

- 
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Nestle had used Mr. Skippy s peanuts in products before Mr. Skippy informed it ifthe 
GEO contamination would Nestle be able to allege similar claims against Mr.' Skippy? 
What $Mr. Skippy were to clairh that the peanuts shipped to Nestle were substantially 
similar, or even better (since some of the nuts in the shipment would not cause allergies) 
than those Nestle ordered? 

Negligence in Products Liabiiity 
The personal injury plaintiffs may also seek to hold Fred Jones liable for product liability 
under a negligence theory. To do so, the plaintiffs must show (1) that Mr. Jones had a 
duty to exercise reasonable or due car2 with respect to the manufacture or 
product, including warning of foreseeable risks; (2) Mr. Jmes failed to exercise 
reasonable care; and (3) Mr. Jones's breach of the duty was the proximate cause (the 
actual and foreseeable cause) of plaintiffs injury. Because Fred's duty relates to placing 
the product in commerce, any foreseeable person injured by the product can bring a claim 
of negligence against him. 

There are three general ways in which a manufacture can fail to exercise reasonable care: 
(1) by failing to act Gasonably with respect to the manufacture ofaproduct; (2) by 
creating a negligent plan or design of the product to avoid unreasonable risk of injury; or 
(3) by failing to give warning of foreseeable or latent dangers associated with the product. 
With genetically modified foods, plaintiffs in general may have a more difficult burden 
than that under merchantability. If manufacturers are reasonably conducting scientific 
testing that does not reveal pxential harm, there is no way to warn of an unknown risk. 
In this case, the foreseeability question will likely turn on whether Fred reasonably 
should have known that the genetic drift would occur and whether it would have been 

probably reasonable for farmers to know that cross-pollination will occur, the 
foreseeability may depend on whether it was reasonable to know that cross-pollination 
could result in the transfer of the gene causing the peanut allergy back into the Peanot. 

Possible Defenses for Fred 
In this case, a defense of contributory negligence or assumption of risk will likely be 
difficult for Fred to prove. Both of these defenses require defendant to prove that the 
plaintiff knew of and understood the risks involved in consuming Peanots and either 
failed to use reasonable care for his or her safety or voluhtarily exposed himself or herself 
to the risk. Another defense available to Fred may be the "state of the art" defense. - 
Under this theory, a defendant cannot be liable for a defect in the product 
warn of & inherent danger of the product at issue if the danger was not fo 
time the product was produced and sold. In FeIdman v. Lederle Labs., 479 A.2d 374 
(N.J. 1984), the court stated that the conduct of the defendant in a failure to warn case 
must be examined in light of the scientific, tecdologkal and other data available to the 
defendant at the time. In cases involving genetic modification of foods in general, 
manufacturers may be able to argue that current scientific findings, as well as guidance 
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reasonable to test all Peanots to ensure that the allergenkity was not present. While it is - _  
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provided by the government, indicated that the products cr 
techniques were safe. 

iotechnology 
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provided by the government, indicated that the products cr iotechnology - 

techniques were safe. 

In defense to a claim that the product was inherently dangerous, Fred could be relieved of 
liability upon a showing that the Peanot was manufactured inaccordance with the highest 
standard of care of the time and that the benefit to society justified placing the product 
into the stream of commerce. Both social utility and compliance with standard of care 
need to be established. See, e.g., Reyes v. Wyeth Labs., 498 F.2d. 1264 (5* Cir.) cert. 
denied 41 9 U.S. 1096 (1 974) (finding that where the manufacturer cannot justify social 

risk the state of the art defense was not available). Evidence such as 
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration of the Peanot or if Goober Carter 

obtained a process patent on the Peanot may help establish a safe harbor for Fred Jones. 
Further, Fred may argue that the social utility in enhancing the quality and quantity of the 
world's food supply, justified placing the P 

Some courts have rejected the state of the art defense in strict liability cases. For example 
in Anderson v. Owens-Corning FibergZus Cup.,  266 Cal. Rptr. 204 (1990), the court held 
that state of the art defense in failure to warn of harms associated with asbestos was 
inadmissible because the evidence relates to reasonableness of the conduct of the 
defendant which is not at issue in a strict liability case. Therefore, the availability ofthe 
defense will depend on the jurisdiction. In this case, ir will also depend on the 
foreseeability of genetic drift. Fred may argue that while the current state of the science 
indicated that the Peanot was safe for consumption, there was no evidence indicating that 
the 5% cross-pollination of peanut plants would lead to the transfer of the gene coding for 
the allergenic protein back into the peanot. 

- 

f 

- 
Trespass and Nuisance for Spread of GMOs -- 
Public and Private Nuisance 
Apublic nuisance results when defendant's act or failure to act unreasonably interferes 
with a right of the public in general. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS 8 821B. 
Conduct will be considered "unreasonable interference'' if it significantly interferes with 
public health or safety, it is prohibited by statute or regulation, or it is continuous or long- 
lasting with a significant effect on the public. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS §§821C 
& 821F. Governments are usually the plaintiffs in public nuisance actions; an individual 
can only bring a public nuisance claim if the harm suffered by the individual is distinct or 
unique fiom the suffered by therexof the public. 

Fred Jones and Jack Skippy will likely assert theories ofprivate nuisance against each 
other, which occurs when defendant's act or omission unreasonably interferes with an 
individual's use or enjoyment of his or her own land. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS 
9 821D. The harm to the plaintiff must be real and appreciable. Conduct will be 
considered to create an unreasonable interference in a private nuisance action where the 
ham to the plaintiff by the conduct outweighs its value to society, or where the harm is 
serious and the defendant will not be deterred by providing compensation to the plaintiff 

- 
+ 



for damages. The outcome of this theory will likely depend on whether the important 
societal interest offered by biotechnology, such as offering the Peanot as an alternative 
food to those allergic to the peariut, outweighs the interest ih @owing organic plants, or 
the time and money Mr. Skippy devoted to creating an organic field, or in Mr. Skippy’s 
interest in being able to sell products to a market that does not permit many 
biotechnology foods to be marketed 

Trespass on Land 
A theory of trespass may lie where a plaintiff can show an unlawful entry by defendant 
onto plaintiffs land without plaintiff’s conSent. RESTATJ2Mi?NT (SECOND) OF TORTS 0 
158. There is no requirement that defendant actually cause h a m  to the plaintiff, the land, 
or any chattels on the land. Harm will, however, be a factor in assessing damages. The 
defendant need not personally enter the land, it is sufficient in trespass that the defendant 
caused something to enter the land. Therefore, Mr. Jones and Mr. Skippy may each 
allege that the other permitted genetically modified pollen to spread onto their respective 
lands. They may also allege that Ms. Huney permitted her bees, which allegedly carried 
the pollen, to enter their lands. Ms. Huney may argue that pollination is a natural process 
over which she has no co&ol. Moreover, it may be difficult for Fred or Skippy to prove 
that Ms. Huney’s bees were the ones that carried the pollen, as opposed to random bees in 
the wild. The case between Mr. Jones and-Mr. Skippy may also turn on who came to the 
nuisaiice - in other words, did Goober Carter start producing the Peanot before Mr. 
Skippy started producing organic peanuts? Also, did the party that came to the nuisance 
know that the land was in the viciiiify of the other crop which could pollinate the other’s 
plants and render them unfit for their particular purpose? This defense is similar to the 
assumption of risk doctrine. 

Multiple Defendants 
What if Ms. Huney could show that there were other beekeepers in the area, or Fred knew 
that there were other Peanot farmers within pollinating range, or that there were other. 

of proof and special management problems for the judge. Some theories of liability of 
multiple defendants that may apply include: 

Alternative Liability: First set forth in Summers v. Tice, 199 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1948), this 
theory states that where more than one defendant acted negligently, and the harm to 
the plaintiff was caused by the act of one of the defendants, but the plaintiff cannot 
prove which defendant it was, all the negligent defendants will be held jointly and 
severally liable for plaintiffs harm unless they can show that it was not their 
negligence that caused plaintiffs injuries. In other words, the theory acts to shift the 

ation to the defendants to prove that their negligence did not cause the 

0 Concert of Action: The concert of action theory imposes liability on a defendant that 
facilitates the tortious act of another defendant. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS 9 
876. The theory is similar to a conspiracy theory in that it requires proof that all the 

- 

neighboring peanut farmers? In this case, multiple defendants might pose unique burdens 
z 
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e wrongfbl (tortious) activity and that they were all involved 
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defendants eng 
in and participated in a common plan to breach a duty. 
Enterprise Liability: This theory was first announced in the case of f-lall v. E.I. 
DuPont deNemours & Co., 345 F. Supp. 353 (E.D.N.Y:1972), and provides that in 
cases where the hh~~try is limited to a few manufacturers who all set forth and abide 
by the same industry standards, proof by the plaintiff that one of the'defendants 
probably caused the harm, the burden of proof will shift to the defendants to show 
that their product did not cause the harm. 
Market Share Liability: In Sindell Y. Abbott Laboratories, 26 Cal. 3d 588 (1980), the 
court held that the burden of proof of causation would shift to the defendant 
manufacturers in situations where the combined output of the defendants constituted a 
substantial share of the market, all manufacturers created a defective product, and 
relevant data regarding the safety of the product was more readily available to the 
defendants that to the plaintiff. Ifthe defendant were unable to meet is burden, it 
would be liable for the plaintiffs judgment in proportion to its market share. 

- 
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Breach of Contract Action Brought by Nestle Against Skippy 
Would the existence of some GEOs in the peanut shipment be considegd a material- 
breach of contracf? Pursuant to the Uniform Commercial Code $2-601, a buyer has the 
right on an improper delivery of goods to either reject the shipment, accept the shipment;- 
or accept any commercial unit or commercial units &d reject the rest. This is known Bs 
the "perfect tender rule." Trivial or unimportant breaches will fall within the de minimis 
exception to the perfect tender rule. Where a party has accepted a shipment of - 
nonconforming goods, the party may revoke the acceptance where acceptance of the 
shipment has caused a substantial impairment of value. UCC $2-608. 

- 

- 

Prior to the enactment of UCC $2-601, courts would find thati breach of contract 
occurred only where there was a material breach. The factors to be considered in 
determining materiality were set forth in the Restatement (First) of Contracts $275: (1) 
the extent to which the injured party would received substantially what he anticipated, (2) 
the extent to which the injury can be compensated in damages, (3) the extent to which the 
party in breach has performed or made preparations for performance, (4) the degree o f ,  
hardship to be imposed on the breaching party by a repudiation as opposed to the 
hardship suffered by the nonmoving party; ( 5 )  whether the breaching party acted 
willfblly, negligently or innocently, and (6) the likelihood that the party in breach will 
perform the remainder of the agreement. 

The UCC also has a requirement that parties deal in good faith. UCC $ 2-103. Would 
rejection of the shipment, or anticipatory repudiation of the shipment by Nestle be 
justified under the UCC? What about under the older Restatement rule setting forth the 
factors for materiality of breach? 

- 



Injunction Sought By FDA Against Fred 
Imagine that the Food and Drug Administration requests that Fred halt all production and 
marketing of the Peanot, claimin the danger of cross-pollination and the inability to 
test every single nut rendered the food adulterated and unsafe for human consumption. 
Fred responds that the request is overbroad and unnecessary under the Food, Drug and - 
Cosmetic Act. He claims that he can monitor the Peanot plants to ensure that those cross- 
pollinated with seeds canying the allergen are destroyed, and, regardless, the food is not 
unfit for consumption: those without the peanut allergy can still consume Peanots safely. 
What would FDA have to show to get an injunction? 

When FDA is the moving party in an injunction proceeding, the agency must show that it 
has statutory jurisdiction over the product, and that violations of law have occurred and 
will continue to occur with respect to the offending product and its distribution in the 
market. There is no requirement that FDA prove irreparable harm, nor that FDA show 
that the product poses serious health risks. United States v. Odessa Union Warehouse Co- 
operative, 833 F.2d 172 (9" Cir. 1987). In UnitedStutes v. Lazere, 56 F. Supp. 730 @. 
Iowa 1944), for example, defendant claimed that because his bakery products were 
prepqed at temperatures high enough to kill vexmin and other germs, the fact that the 
ingredients used in the bakery products were stored in vermin-infested conditions di8 not 
create injuy to health. The court concluded that actual injury to health was irrelevant, 
and it was sufficient that the government could show that the bakery products contained a 
lffilthyll substance prepared under "unsanitary conditions." See also United States v, 184 
Bmels Dried Whole Eggs, 53 F. Supp. 652 (E.D. Wis. 1943) (FDCA construed to 
prohibit the interstate shipment of food where it consists in whole or in part of any filthy, 
putrid or decomposed substance, regardless of whether it is injurious to health). 
Therefore, courts consider a statutory violation of public health and safety laws a "public 
detriment per se" that is worthy of injunctive relief. United States v. Bunynski Cancer 
Research Inst., 819 F.2d 1301 (5' Ck. 1987). 

- 

The lessened burden on the FDA in stating a claim for an injunction does not entitle the 
agency to a presumption of irreparable injury. In cases where there is no dispute that 
there is a violation of the FDCA and FDA proves all other elements for a preliminary 
injunction, the motion will be granted. However, when there is a dispute as to whether 
there is a statutory violation, the agency will still have to prove likelihood of success on 
the merits - to do so, the government will then have to show possibility of irreparable 
harm. See United States v. Nutri-Cology, Inc., 982 F.2d 394 

Courts will not issue an injunction unless there exists a cognizable danger that the 
violations will continue to occur. United States v. Laerdal Mfg. Corp., 73 F.3d 852 (9" 
Cir. 1995). In determining whether such a danger exists, courts will consider the degree 
of scienter involved, whether the violation is an isolated event or has been recurrent, 
whether the defendant appreciates the wrongdoing, the extent to which the defendant's 
professional and personal characteristics might enable or tempt him to commit fkture 
violations, and defendant's sincerity of any assurances against fbture violations. Id. at 854 

Cir. 1992). . 

-' . -. 



(citations omitted). FDA need no 1 er of past violations in order to prove that 
future violations are likely, a single event, coupled with a showing of a cognizable danger 
of recurrence, is sufficient to warrant an inj ction. United States v. ET. Grant &'eo., 
345 U.S. 629 (1953). 

- 

Where remedial efforts have been made, courts are apparently less likely to grant FDA's 
request for an injunction. For example, in United States v. Sam, Inc., 324'F. Supp. 307 
(E.D. La. 1971);when FDA officials first inspected defendant's animal food ingredient 
processing plant, Salmonella microorganisms were present. Two subsequent inspections 
revealed continued violation of the FDCA, and FDA made recommendations to 
defendants as to how to remedy the Salmonella presence. There were no further 
inspections and the government filed for a preliminary injunction five months later. At 
the hearing, evidence presented to the court showed that defendant had followed FDA's 
recommendations and the plant was Salmonella-fiee. Based on this evidence, the court 
found that fbture violations of the FDCA were unlikely and therefore denied the motion 
for injunction. Similarly, if Fred can show that he has implemented some type of special 
structure on the Goober Carter Peanot fann to prevent cross-pollination, or if he develops 
some sort of testing procedure to ensure that no Peanot contains the peanut allergen, a 
court may be pers-ded that sufficient remedial efforts were taken to permit Fred to 
continue manufacturing and distributing Peanots. 

- 

- .. 
To prevail, FDA will have to shoG that the Peanot is adulterated under the statute - that 
the food is unsafe for human consumption or it is packed with misleading labeling. 
Therefore, if the Peanot contains the peanut allergen, but is labeled as not posing harm to 
consumers with the allergy, the Peanot will be considered mislabeled. However, if Fred 
temporarily labels the Peanot as possibly containing the allergen u n u e  can take steps to 
prevent damaging cross-pollination to his crops, he may be able to survive an injunction. 

- -  
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. - Legal Analysis for Sfate K Miller - Adjudication Clinic 111 

In 1993 a study reported that an absence of monoamine oxidase A in a certain 
Dutch family led to aggressive behavior in all males of the family With the deficiency. 
The study found "that a very clear dichotomy exists in this family between affected and 
unaffected males. This dichotomy had been recognized by the family for many years, 
and there was a complete consensus between family members (including the patients) as 
to who was' affected and who was not." Han G. Brunner, MAOA deficience and 
abnormal behaviour: perspectives on an association in GENETICS OF CRIMINAL AND 

, ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR 156-57 (1996). While Brunner recognizes an association 
between monoamine oxidase A deficiency and aggression, as well as genetic influences 
in various behavioral patterns, he states "the notion of an 'aggression gene' does not 
make sense, because it belies the fact that behaviour should and does arise at the highest 
level of cortical organization, where individual genes are only distantly reflected in the 
anatomical structure, as well as in the %rious neurophysiological and biochemical 
fictions of the brain." Id at 161. B m e r  concludes by stating, "[a]lthough genetic 

- 

studies cannot explain why impulsive aggression occurs, they may still help to improve 
our understanding of how impulsive behaviour happens. Studying-the pathogenesis of 
abnormal behaviour could prove more rewarding than trying to define its ultimate 
causes." Id at 162. - 

Monoamine Oxidase A Deficienq as a Defense 

- 
- 

There is only one reported case where a criminal defendant argued the existence 
of a monoamine oxidase A deficiency. In Mobley v. State, 455 S.E.2d 61 (Ga.), cerf. - 
denied 516 U.S. 942 (1995), the defendant was convicted of robbing a pizza shop and 
shooting the shop's manager in the back of the head execution style. Prior to trial Mobley 
moved the court to order finds for an expert witness to conduct genetic testing of Mobley 
to determine if he suffered fkom a monoamine oxidase A deficiency. The basis for the 
motion were '"very recently' published articles and scientific studies 'that suggest a 

t 
65-66. The court denied the motion, opining that "the theory behind the request for h d s  
will not have reached a scientific stage of verifiable certainty in the near future and that 
Mobley could not show that such a stage will ever be reached," Id. at 66. The appellate 
court cited Harper v. State, 292 S.E.2&3389 (Ca. 1982) and CaZdweZZ v. State, 393 
S.E.2d 436 (Ga. 1990) as demonstrating the review of competency of scientific 
methodology. In Georgia, the trial judge is permitted to look at the evidence presented by 
parties, as well as treatises and cases fiom other jurisdictions in determining whether the 
evidence should be admissible rather than merely calculating 
relevant scientific cornmupity." Harper, 292 S.E.2d at 393, 

possible genetic basis for violent and impulsive behavior in certain individuals.'" 

consensus in the 

With respect to mitigation during the sentencing phase of a capital case, the 
supreme court noted that "the trial court correctly assumed that evidence in mitigation in - 



the sentencing phase of a capital case 'may not have to have reached a scientific stage of 
verifiable certainty normally required for the introduction of scientific evidence.'" Id 
(citing Bright v. State, 455 S.E.2d 37 (Ga. 1995). Nevertheless, "the court found that a 
greater showing of certainty was required than that shown by Mobley." Id. The supreme 
court found no error in the trial court's decision and affirmed. 

- 

In a subsequent petition for habeas corpus, Mobley once again argued the 
monoamine oxidase A deficiency, presented this time in a claim of ineffective assistance 
of counsel. Turpin v. MobZey, 502 S.E.2d 458 (Ga. 1998). Because evidence 
demonstrating Mobley's guilt was overwhelming, trial counsel's strategy was to focus on 
the penalty phase of the proceedings. In that vein, trial counsel conducted an extmive 
investigation of Mobley's family and childhood in search of traditional mitigating factors. 
The investigation revealed that Mobley had endured no physical or sexual abuse, 
experienced no birth trauma, no drug or alcohol abuse in the family, and that the family's 
income ranged from middle class to fluent. Despite this seemingly normal background, 
Mobley's childhood was marked with "fiequent problems of lying, cheating, stealing, 
vandalizing, setting fires, and being cruel tclanimals." Id at 463. Psychologist reports 
revealed that "Mobley had an average IQ and a conduct disorder manifested by a lack of a 
true values system. He was reported to be manipuIative, self-centered and impulsive. 
Although some psychological reports early in Mobley's chimood suggested that he 
might have a learning disability or organic brain disorder, later reports found no evidence 
of either." Id. Indeed, .at Mobley's trial the foknerdistrict attorney for the county (who . 
by then was a sitting trial judge in that same county) testified for the prosecution stating 
"I've handled many cases with heinous facts of a killing, but I have never, never seen a 
defendant like Mr. Mebley." Mubley, 455 S.E.2d at 72. 

' 

- 

While conducting this background investigation, trial counsel read an article about 
a Dutch study which indicated that there may be a possible genetic basis far violent 
behavior. The study found "several members of a family that had a number of members 
with histories of violent and antisocial behavior, and the researcher discovered a possible 
link between this behavior and a point mutation in a structural gene for monoamine 
oxidase." Turpin, 502 S.E.2d at 465. Trial counsel consulted with a cousin of Mobley 
who was the "family historian." The cousin stated that there were a number of 
individuals in the last three generations prone to aggressive behavior, including a 
murderer, a rapist, an armed robber, and several substance and spousal abusers. Id. Trial 
counsel looked into the costs of the tests, and filed a motion for h d s  for the analysis and 
experts, which was denied. At the hearing, the trial judge denied the motion on the basis 
that the Dutch family had a history of mental retardation, which Mobley and his family 
did not. Id. Mobley's father offered to fund the costs of the tests, but trial counsel 
declined. On reviewing the habeas petition, the lower court deemed trial counsel 
ineffective for failing to accept Mobley's father's offer. Id. at 465-66. Trial counsel 
claimed to have abandoned the theory because "( 1) they believed there was only a slim 
chance that the genetic test would reveal that Mobley had the same genetic defect as the 
people in the Netherlands study, (2) they intended to present a genetic defense without - 
the geneticist, by using the family historian, and (3) they believed that the trial court's - 
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denial of funds might constitute reversible error and they wanted to preserve the issue for 
appeal." Id at 466. The appellate court found the first two reasons sufficient for not. 
following through with the theor$ b6t held that preserving the issue for appeal was not a 
reasonable basis for the tactical decision. Id-However, in light of the fact that the other 
reasons for the decision were reasonable, the appellate court reversed the trial court's 
holding of ineffective assistance of counsel on that claim. 

- 

The trial court also found that Mobley's counsel was ineffective for introducing 
evidence of an ''unconventional genetic theory for Mobley's behavior" as mitigating 
evidence. Counsel introduced the testimony of family members, including the "family 
historian" who described the problems of individuals in the last three generations. In 
trying to persuade the jury to not sentence Mobley to death, counsel argued that Mobley's 
behavior was likely cause by a genetic defect which Mobley could not-control, but which 
could become treatable in the fbture. The appellate court found that the genetic theory 
was only one component of an overall mitigation strategy, and that because a theory was 
"unorthodox" does not make in ineffective. Id at 467. The court fkther found that "it 
was not unreasonable for trial counsel to proceed with the introduction of the genetic 
theory without a geneticist, by using only the family historian. The simple argument that 
characteristics or traits, including violezt behavior, may be passed from one family 
generation to another is not so technical that a layperson could not grasp it without the 
assistance of an expert." Id. Therefore, the court held that Mobley's c o G e l  was not 
ineffective. 

- 

XYY Chromosome Cases 

The only other cases that address a genetic predisposition to aggression are the 
XYY chromosome cases. In the early to middle 1970's, a few jurisdictions addressed the 
issue of whether evidence of an extra Y chromosome could go the jury as the basis for an 
insanity plea. Those advocating use of the defense explained that the normal individual 
has 46 chromosomes, those possessing an extra Y chromosome have 47 per cell. Experts 
believed that those males possessing an extra Y chromosome tended to assert aggressive 
behavior and show antisocial tendencies and other behavioral problems. Millard Y, State, 
261 A.2d 227,229,8 Md. App. 419 (1970). Such individuals are usually very tall and 
possess disproportionate limbs and characteristically "were in continual conflict with the 
law." Id. Thissyndrome was also referred to as the "super male" syndrome (State v. 
Roberts, 544 P.2d 754,758,14 Wash. App. 727 (1976)) and "47 XYY individuals" 
(People v. Tanner, 91 Cal. Rptr. 656,13 Cal. App. 3d 596 (1970)). Australia included 
XYY syndrome as an insanity defense, and France applied it as a mitigating factor in 
determining sentencing. People v. Yukl, 372 N.Y.S.2d 313,320,83 Misc. 2d 364 
(1975). The following is a summary of the short-lived history of the defense. For a more 
.detailed analysis of XYY syndrome, see Note, The XYY Chromosome Defense, 57 CEO. 
L. J. 892 (1968-69); Cockrell, Law Responsibility and The XYYResponsibiZiQ, 7 
HOUS. L. REV. 355 (1969-70). 

- In i l la rd ,  the defendant sought to prove his insanity defense with the assistance 
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Forensic Testing Looks at Segments of DNA that are Variable Wdhh a Populutwn. 
On chromosomes, many different defined segments (loci) of DNA can be tested for 
variation. Two types of variation are exploited in forensic testing: sequence and length 
variation. Sequence variation refers to differences in a single nucleotide at a specific 
position on a chromosome. Length variation refers to differences in the number of 
repeating units that an individual has at a defined 
used to designate alternate forms of genetic variation at a locus and can be expressed as 
letter or number values in forensic tests. The specific combination of sequence and 
length variation patterns (alleles) that an individual may possess is what is used to 
identify that person at the DNA level. This is analogous to a genetic lottery game (based 
on the principle of random assortment) where two duals may share a common type 
of genetic variation (represented by a numher) at o but will not share an entire 
pattern of variation (an ordered string of numbers, multiple loci) unless they are identicd 
twins. . 

(Figure 2). An allele is a tern 

The Power to Individualize. A good forensic test will have high discrimination power or 
the ability to distinguish between many individuals within a population. High 
discrimination power is obtained by analyzing many different genetic loci from a single 
individual. At each of the loci test& many alleles must be present in the population. For 
example, if 100 individuals were tested at locus A but only two alleles were present in the 
population (allele A and allele B), the test could only separate the population into two 
subpopulations. One subpopulation would have all the individuals with allele A; the 
other subpopulation all individuals with allele B. The results of the test would still leave 
you with 50 possible individuals that left a blood sample containing allele A at the crime 
scene. If, however, the locus tested had 100 different alleles and they were randomly 
distributed within the population, the results would be much more discriminating. The 
combination of genetic loci tested and the number of alleles available at each locus are 
what yield the incredible ability of forensic DNA testing to individualize the source of a 
biological sample. 

DNA Databasing Technology. A PCR test called short tandem repeats (STRs) uses 
tetranucleotide repeat length variation to generate an identification'pattern for 
distinguishing between individuals. 'STR loci are abundant; it is estimated that 500,000 
are present in the human genome from mapping studies. STRs can be detected with a 
variety of methods including fluorescent dye incorporation, fluorescent dye staining and 
silver staining. The fluorescent dye is incorporated during the PCR amplification step so 
that the PCR products will fluoresce when excited by a laser. The laser excitation step 
occurs as PCR products are being separated on a gel polymer matrix either in capillary 
tubes or between gel plates. The fluorescent band pattern generated for each sample is 
then capture by a CCD camera and recorded by a computer. The colored band pattern 
images are subsequently analyzed with software programs to assign numeric values to 
each band for the DNA profile. (Figure 3) 

Heather Miller Coyle, Ph.D. 
CT State Forensic Science Laboratory 
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The DNA Sex Offender Database. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has 
established a core group of 13 STR loci that will be used to generate DNA profiles for a 
national DNA database of convicted sex offenders. Standardizing the number and.type of 
loci to be tested in biological evidince enables investigatdrs-to search DNA profiles fiom 
state to state. DNA databases are a highly effective investigative tool due to the high rate 
of recidivism observed in sex offenders. Many states are expanding their DNA sex 
offender databases to include other types of criminal convictions (eg. burglary) that 
exhibit recidivism or that show a correlation with sex offenses. 

: 

The DNA database is particularly useful in providing an investigative lead for no-suspect 
sexual assault cases. Frequently, victims do not recognize the attacker or are so 
traumatized that they cannot give a good physical description to law enforcement 
officials. In these cases, the sperm-rich fiaction of the vaginal swabs collected fiom the ' 

victim can be processed for DNA and the profile searched against the database of 
previously convicted sex offenders. If a match is discovered, law enforcement officials 
further investigate the suspect to determine if he had the opportunity to commit the attack 
and if the remaining details of the case support the victim's account. It is important to 
remember that DNA evidence from intimate samples will substantiate physicallsexual 
contact between two individuals but cannot determine if that contact was consensual. 

Y-STR DNA Typing. A specialized DNA typing method called Y-STR typing is used to 
separate male and female components in a mixed biological sample. The most common 
example of this type of mixture is when vaginal swabs are processed for DNA fiom a 
sexual assault. During the DNA processing, a differential extraction is performed to 
separate the female epithelial cells from the male spermatozoa. Due to the acidic vaginal 
environment, cells begin to degrade prior to sample collection and often a complete 
separation of the male and female cells is not possible during DNA extraction. Minor 
cell degradation will not affect the ability of scientists to use traditional STR typing 
because band intensity differences can help distinguish the major and minor components 
in the male-female mixture. However, when significant degradation has occurred, band 
intensities will appear similar for both the male and the female component. Y-STR 
typing is then utilized to look at the DNA profile from only the male Y chromosome. 
This method of DNA typing effectively allows for a comparison between the Y 
chromosome variation from a sperm source and a known reference sample from a 
suspect. Y-STR typing is Iess discriminating than 13 loci STR typing but has value in 
being able to distinguish the male component of a mixture. 

Databasing technology is being utilized in many scientific fields including cancer 
research, genetic disease testing, and in traditional forensic areas such as fingerprint 
analysis and ballistics. DNA databases are a natural extension of clinical research and 
diagnostic applications and are a highiy effective tool for criminal forensic casework. 
DNA databases are currently being established for pedigree purposes for horses, plants, 
dogs and cats. On occasion, these specialized DNA databases have also been useful in 
criminal forensic casework. 

Heather Miller Coyle, Ph.D. 
CT State Forensic Science Laboratory 
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Figure 1. DNA helix 

Seauence: 
AAACTGGCT 
AAAGTGGCT 
AAATTGGCT 

Lennth: # reDeats 
AAATAAAT = 2 
AAATAAATAAAT = 3 
AAATAAATAAAT 
AAATAAAT = 5 
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Figure 3. STR analysis 
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